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This report contains data obtained 'inthe NASA Langley V/STOL Tran­
sition Research Wind Tunnel on a 0.04 scale model of the 747 with a 0.0405
 
scale Orbiter Space Shuttle. The investigation included the effects of
 
flap setting, stabilizer angle, elevator angle, ground proximity, and
 
Orbiter tailcone fairing. Data were obtained in the pitch plane only.
 
The test was run at M = 0.15, with a dynamic pressure of 35 psf. 
Six static pressures were measured on each side of the 747 CAM nose 
to determine the effects of the Orbiter on the 747 airspeed and altitude 
indicators.
 
This report consists of 3 volumes of force data. They are arranged
 
in the following manner. 
Volume 
1 CA8 Plotted Data Figures 1-222 
2 CA8 Plotted Data Figures 223-311 
CA8 Tabulated Force Data pages 1-333 
3 CA8 Tabulated Force Data pages 334-966 
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4 CARRIER ALONE STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 
FLAPS UP MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
STAB, CONFIG. A- 1-4 
5 CARRIER ALONE STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 
10 DEG. FLAPS MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALHA SWEEPS 
STAB, CONFIG. A 5-8 
6 CARRIER ALONE STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 20 
DEG' FLAPS MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
STAB, CONFIG. A 9-12 
7 CARRIER ALONE STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 30 
DEG. FLAPS MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
STAB, CONFIG. A 13-16 
8 CARRIER ALONE ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, 10 
DEG. FLAPS MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
ELEVTR A 17-20 
9 CARRIER ALONE ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, 20 
DEG. FLAPS MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
ELEVTR A 21-24 
10 CARRIER ALONE ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, 30 
DEG. FLAPS MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
ELEVTR A 25-28 
11 CARRIER ALONE EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR, 10 
DEG. FLAPS MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA-SWEEPS 
CONFIG. A 29-32 
12 CARRIER ALONE EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR, 20 
DEG. FLAPS MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CONFIG. A 33-36 
13 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 
FLAPS UP, IORB = 3, TC ON, ELEV = 0 MAIN 
BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
STAB A 37-40 
14 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 
FLAPS 10, IORB = 3, TC ON, ELEV : 0 MAIN 
BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
STAB A 41-44 




15- FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 
FLAPS 20, IORB = 3, TC ON, ELEV = 0 MAIN 
BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
'16 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS FLAPS 
30, IORB = 3, TC ON, ELEV = 0 MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
17 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 
10, IORB = 3,.TC, ON, ELEV = 0 MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
18 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 
20,,IORB = 3, TC ON, ELEV = 0 MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
19 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 
30, IORB = 3, TC ON, ELEV = 0 MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
20 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 
UP, IORB = 6, TC ON, ELEV = 0 MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
21 ALT CONFIG..STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 
20, IORB = 6, TC ON, ELEV = -5 MAIN BALANCE 
DATA - ALPHA SWEEPS 
22 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 
30, IORB = 6, TC ON, ELEV = 0 MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
23 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 








































































24 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 
30, IORB = 6, TC ON, ELEV = -5 MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
ELEVTR 
25 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 
UP, IORB =6, TC OFF, ELEV = 0 MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
STAB 
26 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 
10, IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5 MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
STAB 
27 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 
10, IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5 MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
ELEVTR 
28 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR, FLAPS 10, 
IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5 MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CONFIG. 
29 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF SUGAR SCOOPS, FLAPS 10, 
IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5 MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CONFIG. 
30 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 
20, IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5 MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
STAB 
31. ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR, FLAPS 20, 






















32 	 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 20 





33 	 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 





34 	 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR, FLAPS 30, 





35 	 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 





36 	 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF SUGAR SCOOPS, FLAPS 30, 





37 	 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 





38 	 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 20, 





39 	 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30, 



























































































ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30, 
IORB = 8, TC ON, ELEV = -5 MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA 
SWEEPS 
ELEVTR 
ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 10, 
IORB = 8, TC OFF, ELEV = -5 MAIN BALANCE DATA-
ALPHA SWEEPS 
STAB 
ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30, 
IORB = 8, TC OFF, ELEV = -5 MAIN BALANCE DATA-
ALPHA1 SWEEPS 
STAB 
BASIC 747 MODEL 87 INCHES ABOVE FLOOR, FLOW 
ANGULARITY, HORIZ OFF MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA 
SWEEPS 
CONFIG. 
BASIC 747 MODEL 65 INCHES ABOVE FLOOR, FLOW 
ANGULARITY, HORIZ OFF MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA 
SWEEPS -
CONFIG. 
BASIC 747 MODEL 45 INCHES ABOVE FLOOR, FLOW 
ANGULARITY, HORIZ OFF MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA 
SWEEPS 
CONFIG. 
BASIC 747 MODEL 87 INCHES ABOVE FLOOR, FLOW 
ANGULARITY, HORIZ ON MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA 
SWEEPS 
CONFIG. 
BASI.C 747 MODEL 65 INCHES ABOVE TLOORo FLOW 























48 BASIC 747 EFFECT OF STING LOCATION -
TAIL OFF, MAIN BALANCE.DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CONFIG. A 177-180 
49 BASIS 747 EFFECT OF STING LOCATION - H15.1 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CONFIG. A 181-184 
50 COMPARISON BETWEEN 747 ALONE AND FERRY CONFIG-
URATION, FLAPS UP MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CONFIG, A 185-188 
51 COMPARISON BETWEEN 747 ALONE AND FERRY CONFIG-
URATION, FLAPS 10 MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CONFIG. A 189-192 
52 COMPARISON BETWEEN 747 ALONE AND FERRY CONFIG-
URATION, FLAPS 20 MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CONFIG. - A 193-196 
53 COMPARISON BETWEEN 747 ALONE AND FERRY CONFIG-
URATION, FLAPS 30 MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CONFIG. A 197-200 
54 COMPARISON BETWEEN 747 ALONE AND ALT CONFIG., 
TC OFF, FLAPS 10 MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CONFIG.,IORB A 201-204 
55 COMPARISON BETWEEN 747 ALONE AND ALT CONFIG., 
TC OFF, FLAPS 30 MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CONFIG.,IORB A 205-208 
56 COMPARISON BETWEEN 747 ALONE 'ANDALT CONFIG., 
TC ON, FLAPS 20 MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CONFIG.,IORB A 209-212 
57 COMPARISON BETWEEN 747 ALONE AND ALT CONFIG., 
TC ,ON, FLAPS 30 MAIN'BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CONFIG.,IORB A 213-216 
58 EFFECT OF TAILCONE, ALT CONFO IORB = 6, 
FLAPS 20 MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CONFIG. A 217-220 




















EFFECT OF FLAP SETTING ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE 

INDICATORS, BASIC 747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES
 
EFFECT OF FLAP SETTING ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE 

INDICATORS, FERRY CONF 747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES
 
EFFECT OF FLAP SETTING ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE 
IND, ALT, TC ON, IORB = 6 747 NOSE STATIC 
PRESSURES 
EFFECT OF FLAP SETTING ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE 





EFFECT OF 'FLAP SETTING ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE 





EFFECT OF FLAP SETTING ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE 





EFFECT OF ORBITER ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE 

INDICATORS, FLAPS UP, 747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES
 
EFFECT OF ORBITER ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE 

INDICATORS, FLAPS 10 747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES
 
'EFFECT OF ORBITER ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE 

INDICATORS, FLAPS 20 747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES
 
EFFECT OF ORBITER ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE 













































































69 EFFECT OF ORB INC ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE 
INDICATORS, FLAPS UP, TC ON 747 NOSE STATIC 
PRESSURES 
70 EFFECT OF ORB INC ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE 
INDICATORS, FLAPS 20, TC ON 747 NOSE STATIC 
PRESSURES 
71 EFFECT OF ORB INC ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE 
INDICATORS, FLAPS 30, TC ON 747 NOSE STATIC 
PRESSURES 
72 EFFECT OF ORB INC ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE 
INDICATORS, FLAPS 10, TC OFF 747 NOSE STATIC 
PRESSURES 
73 EFFECT OF ORB INC ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE 
INDICATORS, FLAPS 30, TC OFF 747 NOSE STATIC 
PRESSURES 
74 EFFECT OF TAIL CONE ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE 
INDICATORS, FLAPS 20, 747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES 
75 EFFECT OF TAIL CONE ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE 
INDICATORS, FLAPS 30, 747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES 
76 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, 
IORB = 3, TC ON MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
77 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 
IORB = 3, TC ON, MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
LOW ANGLES OF ATTACK 
78 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 
IORB = 3, TC ON, MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 


















































































79 FERRY CON. IN GROUND'PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, 
IORB = 3, TC ON MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
LOW ANGLES OF ATTACK 
ALPHAW C 281-283 
80, FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, 
IORB = 3, TC ON MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK 
ALPHAW C 284-286 
81 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -4, 
IORB = 3, TC ON MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW C 287-289 
82 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 3, TC ON MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW C 290-292 
Th 83 FERR 'CON.-IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 6, TC ON MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW C 293-295 
84 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 6, TC ON MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW C 296-298 
85 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 6, TC ON MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW C 299-301 
86 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 6, TC ON MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW C 302-304 
87 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0 
ELEVTR = 17, IORB = 6, TC ON MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW C 305-307 
FIGURE 
NUMBER TITLE 






88 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0 ' , 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 6, TC ON MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW C 308-310 
89 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF 
FLAPS 10 IORB = 3, TC ON MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW C 311-313 
90 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, 
FLAPS 10 IORB = 3, TC ON MAIN BALANCE DATA-
GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW C 314-316 
H 
91 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY" STAB= 0 
FLAPS 10. IORB = 3, TC ON MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW C 317-319 
92 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2 
FLAPS 10 IORB = 3, TC ON MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW C 320-322 
93 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 3, TC ON MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW C 323-325 
94 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, ALPHAW C 326-328" 
FLAPS 20, IORB 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
= 3, TC ON MAIN BALANCE 
95 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 
FLAPS 20, IORB = 3, TC ON MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
0, ALPHAW C 329-331 




NUMBER TITLE VARYING 

96 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2 ALPHAW 
FLAPS 20, IORB = 3, TC ON MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
97 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -4, ALPHAW 





98 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW 





99 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, ALPHAW 





100 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, ALPHAW 





101 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW 





102 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, ALPHAW 





103 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0 "ALPHAW 




















NUMBER TITLE VARYING 

104 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW 





105 	 ALT CONFIG IN'GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, ALPHAW 

FLAPS 10, IORB = 6, TC OFF MAIN BALANCE
 
DATA-GP SWEEPS, WITH SUCTION PUMP
 
106 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 4 ALPHAW 

FLAPS,10,' IORB - 6, TC OFF MAIN BALANCE
 
DATA-GP SWEEPS, WITH SUCTION PUMP
 
107 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB= O, ALPHAW 

FLAPS 10, IORB = 6, TC OFF MAIN BALANCE
 
DATA-GP SWEEPS, WITH SUCTION PUMP
 
108 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, ALPHAW 

FLAPS 10, IORB = 6, TC OFF MAIN BALANCE
 
DATA-GP SWEEPS, WITH SUCTION PUMP
 
109 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW 

FLAPS 10, IORB = 6, TC OFF MAIN BALANCE
 
DATA-GP SWEEPS, WITHOUT SUCTION PUMP
 
110 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 4, ALPHAW 

FLAPS 10, IORB = 6, TC OFF MAIN BALANCE
 
DATA-GP SWEEPS, WITHOUT SUCTION PUMP
 
ill 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW 








































































ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, ALPHAW 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 6, TC OFF MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, ALPHAW 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 6, TC OFF MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
'ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 6, TC OFF MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, ALPHAW 
,30, IORB = 6, TC OFF MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-P SWEEPS 
ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY., STAB = 0, ALPHAW 
ELEVR = -23, IORB = 6, TC OFF MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, ALPHAW 
FLAPS 20, IORB = 8, TC ON MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 8, TC ON MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALT CONFIG INGROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, ALPHAW 






















NUMBER TITLE 	 VARYING SCHEDULE PAGES
 
120 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, ALPHAW C 404-406
 




121 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW C 407-409
 




122 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, ALPHAW C 410-412 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 8, TC ON MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
123 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW C 413-415 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 8, TC ON MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
124 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, ALPHAW C 416-418
 




125 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 4, ALPHAW C 419-421
 




126 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, ALPHAW C 422-424
 




127 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW C 425-427
 































ALT CONFIG INGROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 
ELEVTR= -23, IORB = 8, TC OFF MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW 
ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF 
FLAPS 30, IORB. = 8, TC OFF MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW 
ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2 
FLAPS 30', IORB = 8, TC OFF MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW 
ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 8, TC OFF MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS' 
ALPHAW 
ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB= -2, 
FLAPS 30,. IORB = 8, TC OFF MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW 
ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 8, TC OFF MAIN BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW 
FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS 
FLAPS UP, IORB = 3,TC ON, ELEV = 0, 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-
ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
STAB 
FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 
FLAPS 10, IORB = 3,TC ON, ELEV = 0 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-
















































NUMBER TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE PAGES
 
136 	 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS STAB D 454-457
 
FLAPS 20, IORB = 3, TC ON, ELEV = 01
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-

ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 
137 'FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, STAB,ELEVTR D 458-461
 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 3,TC ON, ELEV = 0,
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-

ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 
138 	 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS ELEVTR D 462-465
 
FLAPS 10, IORB = 3, TC ON, ELEV = 0,
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-

ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 
139 	 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, ELEVTR D 466-469
 
FLAPS 20, IORB = 3, TC ON, ELEV = 0,
 
CARRIER INPRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-

ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 
140 	 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, ELEVTR D '470-473
 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 3, TC ON, ELEV = 0,
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-

ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 
141 	 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, STAB D 474-477
 
FLAPS UP, IORB = 6, TC ON, ELEV 0,
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-

ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 
142 	 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, STAB D 478-481
 
FLAPS 20, IORB = 6, TC ON, ELEV = -5,
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-











143 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 6, TC ON, ELEV = 0 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-
ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
STAB D 482-485 
144 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 6,TC ON, ELEV = -5 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-
ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
STAB D 486-489 
145 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 6, TC ON, ELEV = -5 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-
ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
ELEVTR D 490-493 
146 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 
FLAPS UP, IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = 0 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-
ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
STAB D 494-497 
147 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 
FLAPS 10, IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-
ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
STAB D 498-501 
1 
148 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, 
FLAPS 10, IORB= 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER.(MAIN BALANCE-
ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
ELEVTR D 502-505 
a 149 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR, FLAPS 10IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5 CARRIER IN CONFIG. D 506-509 
mBALANCE), 



























ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF SUGAR SCOOPS, FLAPS 10, CONFIG. 
IORB = 6, TC'OFF, ELEV = -5 CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS FLAPS STAB 
20, IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5 CARRIER,IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
ALT CONFIG, EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR, FLAPS CONFIG. 
20, IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5 CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
ALPHA SWEEPS 
ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS ELEVTR 
20, IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5 CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS STAB 
30, IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5 CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR, FLAPS CONFIG. 
30, 'IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5 CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS ELEVTR 
30, IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5 CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
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157 	 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF SUGAR SCOOPS FLAPS 30, CONFIG. D 538-541
 
IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5 CARRIER IN
 




158 	 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS STAB D 542-545
 
20, IORB = 8, TC ON, ELEV = -5 CARRIER IN
 




159 	 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS ELEVTR D 546-549
 
20, IORB = 8, TC ON, ELEV = -5 CARRIER IN
 




160 	 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS STAB D 550-553
 
30, IORB = 8, TC ON, ELEV-= -5 CARRIER IN
 




161 	 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS ELEVTR D 554-557
 
30, IORB = 8, TC ON, ELEV = -5 CARRIER IN
 




162 	 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS STAB D 558-561 
10, IORB = 8, TC OFF, ELEV = -B CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
163 	 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS STAB D 562-565
 
30, IORB = 8, TC OFF, ELEV = r5 CARRIER IN
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164 EFFECT OF TAILCONE, ALT CONF. IORB = 6, 
FLAPS 20 CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER 
(MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA 
SWEEPS 
CONFIG. D 566-569 
165 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, 
IORB = 3, TC ON CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF 
ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), 
GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 570-572 
ml 
166 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 
IORB = 3, TC ON CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF 
ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 'BALANCE), 
GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 573-575 
167 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 
IORB = 3,TC ON CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF 
ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), 
GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 576-578 
168 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, 
IORB = 3, TC ON CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF 
ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), 
GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 579-581 
169 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, 
IORB = 3, TC ON CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF 
ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), 
*GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 582-584 
170 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -4, 
IORB = 3, TC ON CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF 
ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), 
*GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 585-587 








171 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 3, TC ON CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 588-590 
172 TERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OF, 
IORB = 6, TC ON CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF 
ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP' 
SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 591-593 
173 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 6, TC ON CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 594-596 
174 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 6, TC ON CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF 'ORBITER (MAIN ,BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 597-599 
175 'FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, ALPHAW E 600-602 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 6, TC ON CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
176 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW E 603-605 
'p 
,ELEVTR = 17, IORB = 6, TC ON CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
177 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 6, TC ON CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 606-608 
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178 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, ALPHAW E 609-611 
FLAPS 10, IORB ='3, TC ON CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE), GP SWEEPS
 
179 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, ALPHAW E 612-614
 
-FLAPS 10, IORB = 3, TC ON CARRIER IN PRESENCE
 
OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE),
 
GP SWEEPS 	 / 
-180 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW E 615-617
 
FLAPS 10, IORB = 3, TC ON CARRIER IN PRESENCE
 




-1 181 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, ALPHAW E .618-620 
FLAPS 10, IORB = 3, TC ON CARRIER IN PRESENCE 
OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), 
GP SWEEPS 
182 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW E 621-623
 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 3, TC ON CARRIER IN PRESENCE
 




183 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, ALPHAW E 624-626
 
FLAPS 20, IORB = 3, TC ON CARRIER IN PRESENCE
 




184 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW E 627-629
 
FLAPS 20, IORB = 3, TC ON CARRIER IN
 












185 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, 
FLAPS 20, IORB = 3,TC ON CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 630-632 
186 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -4,' 
FLAPS 20, IORB = 3, TC ON CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 




FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 3, TC ON CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, 
FLAPS 20, IORB = 6, TC ON CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 







189 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, 
FLAPS 20, IORB = 6, TC ON CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 642-644 
190 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 
FLAPS 20, IORB - 6, TC ON CARRIER IN PRESENCE 
OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), 
GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 645-647 
191 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, 
FLAPS 20, IORB = 6, TC ON CARRIER INPRESENCE 
OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), 
GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 648-650 






192 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY STAB = 0, 

ELEVTR = 17, IORB = 6, TC ON CARRIER IN
 




193 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 

ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 6, TC ON CARRIER IN
 




194 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, 

FLAPS 10, IORB = 6, TC OFF CARR. IN PRESENCE
 




195 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 4, 

FLAPS 10, IORB = 6, TC OFF CARR. IN PRESENCE
 




196 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 

FLAPS 10, IORB = 6, TC OFF CARR. IN PRESENCE
 




197 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, 

FLAPS 10, IORB = 6,TC OFF CARR. IN PRESENCE
 




198 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PRQXIMITY, STAB = 0, 

FLAPS 10, IORB = 6, TC OFF CARR. IN PRESENCE,
 
OF ORB. (MAIN BALANCE-ORB. BALANCE), GP
 

































































199 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 4, 
FLAPS 10, IORB = 6, TC OFF CARR. IN PRESENCE 
OF ORB. (MAIN BALANCE-ORB. BALANCE), GP 
SWEEPS,, W/O SUCTION PUMP 
ALPHAW. E 672-674 
200 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 6, TC OFF CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BAtAflCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 675-677 
201 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMI.tY, HORIZ OFF, 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 6, TC OFF CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE),. GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 678-680 
D 202 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, ALPHAW E 681-683' 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 6, TC OFF CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
203 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 6, TC OFF CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 684-686 
204 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 6, TC OFF CARRIER IN-
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE) GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 687-689 
205 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 6, TC OFF CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 690-692 
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206 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, ALPHAW E 693-695
 
FLAPS 20, IORB = 8, TC ON CARRIER IN PRESENCE
 




207 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW E 696-698
 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 8, TC ON CARRIER IN
 




208 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, ALPHAW E 699-701
 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 8, TC ON CARRIER IN PRESENCE
 




209 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, ALPHAW E 702-704
 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 8, TC ON CARRIER IN PRESENCE
 




210 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW E 705-707
 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 8, TC ON CARRIER IN PRESENCE
 




211 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, ALPHAW E 708-710
 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 8, TC ON CARRIER IN PRESENCE
 




212 	 ALT CONFIG INGROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW E 711-713 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 8, TC ON CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE), GP SWEEPS
 







213' ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, 
FLAPS 10, IORB = 8, TC OFF CARRIER IN PRESENCE 
OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), 
GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 714-716 
214 ALT CONFIG IN,GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 4, 
FLAPS 10, IORB = 8, TC OFF CARRIER IN PRESENCE 
OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE),
GP'SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 717-719 
215 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, 
FLAPS 10, IORB = 8, TC OFF CARRIER IN PRESENCE 
OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), 
GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 720-722 
216 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0,, 
FLAPS 10,. IORB = 8, TC OFF CARRIER IN PRESENCE 
OF ORBITER (MAIN.BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), 
GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 723-725 
217 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB= 0, 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 8', TC OFF CARRIER IN 
PRESENCE OF-ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER 
BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW 726-728 
21*8 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, 
FLAPS 30', IORB = 8, TC OFF CARRIER IN PRESENCE 
OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), 
GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 729-731 
219 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 8, TC OFF CARRIER IN PRESENCE 
OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), 
GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW E 732-734 






NUMBER TITLE 	 VARYING SCHEDULE PAGES
 
220 	 ALT CONFIG INGROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW E 735-737 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 8, TC OFF CARRIER INPRESENCE 
OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), 
GP SWEEPS 
221 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, ALPHAW E 738-740
 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 8, TC OFF CARRIER IN PRESENCE
 




222 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW E 741-743
 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 8, TC OFF CARRIER IN
 





223 	 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, STAB F 744-747
 
FLAPS UP, IORB = 3, TC ON, ELEV = 0
 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 
224 'FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS STAB F 748-751
 
FLAPS 10, IORB = 3,TC ON, ELEV = 0,
 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 
225 	 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, STAB F 752-755
 
FLAPS 20, IORB = 3,TC ON, ELEV = 0,
 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 
226 	 FERRY CONFIG.-STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, ELEVTR, STAB, F 756-759 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 3,TC ON, ELEV = 0 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 









227 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, 
FLAPS 10, IORB = 3, TC ON, ELEV = 0 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
ELEVTR F 760-763 
228 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, 
FLAPS 20, IORB = 3, TC ON, ELEV = 0 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
ELEVTR F 764-767 
229 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 3, TC ON, ELEV = 0 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
ELEVTR F 768-771 
, 
230 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 
FLAPS UP, IORB = 6, TC ON, ELEV = 0 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
STAB F 772-775 
231 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 
FLAPS 20, IORB = 6, TC ON, ELEV = -5 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
STAB F 776-779 
232 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 6, TC ON, ELEV = 0 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
STAB F 780-783 
233 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 6, TC ON, ELEV = -5 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
STAB F 784-787 
234 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 6, TC ON,ELEV = -5 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
ELEVTR F 788-791 




NUMBER TITLE VARYING 

235 	 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, STAB 

FLAPS UP, IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = 0
 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 
236 	 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, STAB 

FLAPS 10, IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5
 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 
237 	 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, ELEVTR 

FLAPS 10, IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5
 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 
238 	 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR, CONFIG. 

FLAPS 10, IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5
 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 
239 	 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF SUGAR SCOOPS, CONFIG. 

FLAPS 10, IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5
 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 
240 	 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, STAB 





241 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR, CONFIG. 

FLAPS 20' IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5
 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 
242 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, STAB 

FLAPS 20, IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5
 




































































TITLE .. VARYING 
ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
STAB 
ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR, 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CONFIG. 
ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
ELEVTR 
ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF SUGAR SCOOPS, 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 6, TC OFF, ELEV = -5 
BALANCE DATA'ALPHA SWEEPS 
CONFIG. 
ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 
FLAPS 20, IdRB = 8, TC ON, ELEV = -5 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
STAB 
ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, 
FLAPS 20, IORB = 8, TC ON, ELEV = -5 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
ELEVTR 
ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 8, TC ON; ELEV = -5 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
STAB 
ALT CONFiG ELEVATOR EFFEGTIVENESS' ELEtVTR 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 8, TC ON, ELEV ='-5 
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251 	 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, STAB 

FLAPS 10, IORB = 8, TC OFF, ELEV = -5
 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 
252 	 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, STAB 

FLAPS 30, IORB = 8, TC OFF, ELEV = -5
 
ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 
253 	 EFFECT OF TAILCONE, ALT CONF. IORB = 6, CONFIG. 

FLAPS 20 ORBITER BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 
254 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY HORIZ OFF, ALPHAW 





255 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW 





256 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW 





257 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, ALPHAW 





258 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, ALPHAW 





259 FERRY CON. INGROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -4, ALPHAW 











































































FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, ALPHAW 





FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, ALPHAW 





FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, ALPHAW 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 6, TC ON, ORBITER 
BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW 





FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, ALPHAW 





FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW 





FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW 





FERRY, CON. IN.GROUND.PROXIMI-TY' HOR'IU OFF, ALPHAW 
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268 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, ALPHAW C 910-912
 




269 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW C 913-915 
FLAPS 10, IORB = 3, TC ON ORBITER BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
270 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, ALPHAW C 916-918 
FLAPS 10, IORB = 3, TC ON ORBITER BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
271 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW C 919-921
 




272 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, ALPHAW C 922-924 
FLAPS 20, IORB = 3, TC ON ORBITER BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
273 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW C 925-927
 




274 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, ALPHAW C 928-930
 




275 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -4, ALPHAW C 931-933
 






























FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 3, TC ON ORBITER BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, 

FLAPS 20, IORB = 6, TC ON ORBITER BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS
 
FERRY CON.. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, 





FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 





FERRY CON. IN GROUNDPROXIMITY, STAB = -2 
FLAPS 20, IORB = 6, TC ON ORBITER BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 





FERRY' CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 

ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 6, TC ON ORBITER BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS
 
ALT CONFLG INGROUND'PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, 

FLAPS 10, IORB = 6, TC OFF ORBITER BALANCE 
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284 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 4, ALPHAW 

FLAPS 10, IORB = 6, TC OFF ORBITER BALANCE
 
DATA-GP SWEEPS, WITH SUCTION PUMP
 
285 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, - ALPHAW 
FLAPS 10., IORB = 6, TC OFF ORBITER BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS, WITH SUCTION PUMP 
286 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, ALPHAW 

FLAPS 10, IORB = 6, TC OFF ORBITER BALANCE
 
DATA-GP SWEEPS, WITH SUCTION PUMP
 
287 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW 

FLAPS 10, IORB = 6, TC OFF ORBITER BALANCE
 
DATA-GP SWEEPS, WITHOUT SUCTION PUMP
 
288 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 4, ALPHAW 

FLAPS 10, IORB = 6, TC OFF ORBITER BALANCE
 
DATA-GP SWEEPS, WITHOUT SUCTION PUMP
 
289 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW 





290 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, ALPHAW 





291 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, ALPHAW 






















































292 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 6, TC OFF ORBITER BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW C 982-984 
293 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 6, TC OFF ORBITER BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW C 985-987 
294 ALT CONFIG IN GROUNb PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 6, TC OFF ORBITER BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW C 988-990 
. 
295 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, 
FLAPS ,20, IORB = 8, TC ON ORBITER BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW C 991-993 
296 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, 
ELEVTR = -23, IORB = 8, TC ON ORBITER BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW C 994-996 
297 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 8, TC ON ORBITER BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW C 997-999 
298 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 8, TC ON ORBITER BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW C 1000-1002 
299 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY STAB = 0, 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 8, TC ON ORBITER BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
ALPHAW' C 1003-1005 




NUMBER TITLE VARYING 

300 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, ALPHAW 
FLAPS 30, IORB = 8, TC ON ORBITER BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
301 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW 





302 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, ALPHAW 





303 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 4, ALPHAW 





304 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, ALPHAW 
FLAPS 10, IORB = 8, TC OFF ORBITER BALANCE 
DATA-GP SWEEPS 
305 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW 
FLAPS 10, IORB = 8, TC OFF ORBITER BALANCE 
306 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ALPHAW 





307 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, ALPHAW 



















































NUMBER TITLE VARYING SCHEDULE PAGES
 
308 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, ALPHAW C 1030-1032
 




309 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0 ALPHAW C 1033-1035
 




310 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, ALPHAW C 1036-1038
 




311 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = O, ALPHAW C 1039-1041
 






A) CL versus aW, aW versus Cm, CL versus Cm, CL versus CD 
B) CP14, CP25, CP36 versus aW 
C) CL, CD, Cm versus GROUND PLANE
 
D) ACL versus aW, aW versus ACm , ACL versus ACm, ACL versus ACD
 
E) ACL,,ACD, ACm versus GROUND PLANE
 




"SYMBOL, MNEMONIC DEFINITION 
a 'speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
CP CP pressure coefficient; (p1 - P,)/q-
M MACH Mach number; V/a 
p pressure; Nl/m, psf 
q Q(NSM
.Q(ps dynamic pressure; I/2pV2 , N/m2 , psf 
RN/L RN/L unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft 
V velocity; m/sec, ft/sec 
ALPHA anglebof attack, degrees 
BETA angle of sideslip, degrees 
PSI angle of yaw, degrees 
-PHI angle of roll, degrees 
p mass density; kg/m3 , slugs/ft3 
Reference & C.G. Definitions 
Ab 'base area; m 
2 
, ft2 
b BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft 
e.g. center of gravity 
IREF- LREF reference length or wing mean 
caerodynamic chord; m, ft 
S SREF wing area or reference area; m 
2 
, ft2 
MRP moment reference point 
IMP moment reference point on X axis 
MW? moment reference point on Y axis 




s static conditions 






Orbiter Stability-Axis System 
PLOT 
SYMBOL MNEMONIC 
CL CL lift coefficient; lift
0 qS
 
CD CD drag coefficient; dra
 
o qS 
C CY side-force coefficient; side force
 
o qS 
CDB base-drag coefficient; base drag
qS
 
CDf CDF forebody drag coefficient; Do-

CMO CLM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment 




CIo CSL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment 
0 qSb 































base-drg coefficient; base drag
qS
 
forebody drag coefficient; CD 	 - CDb 
pitching momentpitching-moment coefficient; 

qS'REF 
yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment
 
qSb 




































Ai DIORB0 B 
El ELV-IB 
8 E0 ELV-OB 
NOMNCIATURE 
(Additions to Standard List) 
Definition 
Carrier Fuselage station, in. 
Carrier water line, in. 
Fuselage station, in. 
Ground Height - Distance between 3-MAC 
and the Ground Plane 747 CAM 
Ground Height (GP) divided by 77 CAM 
wing span 
Orbiter incidence angle, degrees 
station, In. 
Spoiler No. i deflection angle, deg. 





Carrier longitudinal station, in.
 
Orbiter longitudinal station, in.
 
Carrier lateral station, in. 
Orbiter lateral station, in.
 
Carrier vertical station, in. 
Orbiter vertical station, in. 
Carrier fuselage angle of attack, deg. 
Orbiter angle of attacka) 'ORB-20 + 
a i ORB,. deg.
 
Crier wing angle of attack, a a +
 
,, deg. - 0 
Carrier sideslip angle, deg. 
Orbiter sideslip angle, deg. 
Change in Orbiter incidence due to sup­
port strut/balance deflections, deg. 
Carrier inboard elevator deflection, deg. 




















Orbiter elevon deflection angle, deg. 
Orbiter body flap deflection angle, deg# 
Carrier lower rudder panel deflection angle,deg.
 




Orbiter rudder deflection angle, deg. 
Carrier spoiler deflection angle, deg.
 
Carrier horizontal stabilizer deflection angle,
 
with respect to wing, deg.
 
Average of base pressures CP1 and CP
 




Average of base pressures CP3 and CP6
 






The models tested included the 0.04 scale model of the 'basic 747 and 
the 0;0405 sca&le model Orbiter mounted to the 747 CAM in thbe fert and 
four AIT configurations (Reference 2). The 74T CAM was not tested and 
only the ferry and ALT configurations were tested in ground proximity. 
The 747 model represented the 747-100 (NASA N9O5NA) aircraft As 
closely as possible using existing model parts. The 747 model CfA12841­
6) was mounted on the Boeing 635 balance which in turn was moun'ed to 
the Bdeing 506 swept strut/sting mount. The Orbiter Model was mounted 
to the Boeing 6176 balance which was mounted rigidly to the 147 m6del by 
one forward and two aft support struts (Figures 29 and 2,h). Mod6l 
installation photographs are shown in Figures 3a through 3g. 
The 747 swept -strut/sting is shown schematically in Figu're 21. The 
strut was located under the 747 for free air testing, from the top ot the 
aft body of the 747 for free air testing, from the top of the a- body 
of the 747 for ground effects testing and from the top' of the fufselage 
(same body station as belly strut mount) for tunnel upflow evaluitions. 
The model was located approximately on the tunnel centerline for free ai
 
testing. For ground proximity effects testing, the model wa-s located at 
approximately 4, 10, 30, 60, 95, and 135 feet (full scale) measured from 
the bottom of the aft wing wheels to the tunnel floor. This series of 
ground height tests was an expansion of the initial plan which required 
one ground height. Testing procedures required this type of run-sdries 
to obtain data at minimum ground height for varying angles of attack. 
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Concluded) 
Trip strips were located on the orbiter andcarrier models as shown
 
in Figures 2j and 2k to insure a controlled turbulent boundary layer.
 
The cairier horizontal stabilizer angle was set by an electric motor 
installed ii the carrier tail which was remotely controlled. A detailed 
description of all model parts is contained in Table III. 
The basic configuration changes were orbiter on and off, orbiter 
incidence angles of 30, 60 and 80; carrier flap settings of up, 10, 20
 
and 30; landing gear on and off; orbiter tailcone on and off; carrier
 
stabilizer settings of +20 to -60; orbiter elevon settings of 0 and -50;
 
carrier elevator angles of 170/170, 10/100, l°/1, -lO0/-109 -230/-23O;and 
the models in free air and ground proximity. A typical ground proximity 
test was conducted by setting the carrier angle of attack, lowering the 
model to close proximity to the tunnel floor and then raising the model 
to various heights above the floor (4 through 135 feet full scale). 




747/Orbiter - Ferry Configuration (io = 30) 




747 Tested upright and inverted for tunnel upflow evaluation. 
The model was mounted on a swept blade sting from below for free 
air testing and from a vertical tail location for ground proximity effect 






Six component balances were used to measure 747 carrier and orbiter
 
forces and moments. The 747 carrier was mounted on the Boeing 635
 
balance. The orbiter was mounted to the Boeing 6176 balance.
 
Six static pressure taps were located on the 747 fore-body (3 on
 
each side) as shown in figure 2.Z to measure the orbiter effects on the
 
air data system and sideslip angle indicator.
 
Three-quarter inch long yarn tufts were located on the 747 upper
 
wing surface for some runs to allow observation of stall progression.
 
The tufts were located approximately 1" apart both spanwise and chord­
wise. Two rows were parallel to the wing leading edge; the first row
 
about 1/4" aft of the leading edge and the next row about 1" aft. Two
 
spanwise rows were placed parallel to the wing trailing edge, the first
 
row was near the trailing edge and the other row was 1 inch forward of
 
the trailing edge. An additional row of tufts was put between the two
 
forward and two aft rows and split the distance between them from the
 
root to about half way out from the wing root. Two rows of .tuftswere
 
located on the inboard flaps one row on the inboard aileron and one row
 
on the outboard flaps. Two runs were conducted with the tufts. Photo­






TEST FACILnY DESCRIPTION 
The Langley V/STOL facility is a closed circuit, single return, con­
tinous flow, atmospheric type wind tunnel, which can be operated as a 
closed tunnel with slotted walls or as one or more open configurations by 
removing the side walls and ceiling. The speed in the 14.5 foot high by 
21.75 foot wide by 50 foot long test section is variable from 0 to 200 
knots. This tunnel has a contraction ratio of 9 to 12 and is powered by 
an 8000 li. main drive. 
This tunnel is capable of force, moment and pressure studies. A 
moving belt ground board with boundary layer suction and variable speed 
capabilities for operation at test section flow velocities can be installed 
for ground effects tests. A universal model support system utilizes a 
three joint rotary sting with +4oof pitch, + o of yaw and 6 feet of 
vertical traverse. This system is mounted on a horizontal turntable with 
+_1650 of rotation. Models can be powered with either high pressure air 
(15 lb/sec at 5,000 psia) or variable frequency electric systems. Data 




All aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the combined 747 and 
Orbiter, were reduced to'stability axis coefficients using carrier 
reference dimensions and reference moment center (Figure 2f). 








In the following paragraphs, each of these wind tunnel corrections 
will be discussed in detail. 
The upflow was measured in the iaRC V/STOL wind tunnel by testing the 
747 model in the upright and inverted position at three different heights 
(87, 65 and 45 inches above the tunnel floor), and it was 0.15 degrees for 
all three heights. Therefore, all "free air" data, 747 as well as Orbiter, 
were corrected for an upflow of 0.15 degrees.
 
iialso cor-The "ground effect" datawere corrected for upflow,. but the 
rection varied with height above the tunnel floor. As it was impossible
 
to measure the upflow angle near the ground, it was decided to calculate 
the upflow angle. This was done by assuming that the upflow angle at the
 
floor boundary layer displacement thickness was d 8*/dx and that the upflow
 
angle at the wall was zero. Furthermore, It was assumed that the upflow 
angle varied with height according to a power law. These assumptions led 
to the following expression for the upflow angle. 
&a -0.15 Y 
u _B_10.96 
where: Y = the height of the 0.25 MAC of the 747 wing above 
the tunnel floor in inches. 
The "ground effect" data were corrected by calculating the upflow 
angle for a given height of the 0.25 MAC of the 747 wing above the tunnel
 
floor and applying this upflow angle to both the 747 carrier and the Or­
biter. 
All data were corrected for tunnel blockage effects (ET&re-- 3)nce by 
multiplying the measured dynamic pressure, gmeas' by a factor (I + 2 3T)
 












ES37 solid blockage factor 
wake blockage factor 
The solid blockage factor, Es was 0.00108 for the 7i7 alone and, 

0,001141 for the 747/Orbiter configuration (using standard methods described 
in reference 3), These values include the 506 swept blade strut. The 
wake blockage factor, EWB was determined as follows: 
where: C = C - (0.04573 + A-) C
Do Daw,0 .2 LN. 
CDnO .04573+k2Ci 
where: A =0 for flap up (reference 4) 
A2 = 0.03016 for flap down 
Both the "free-air" and "ground effect" data were corrected for ind* 
tunnel wall interference using the following equation:
 
A.aw = + (57,295) C 
Aa .~Ntall off 
However, the constant, 8WC is 0.f157 for the free air data and 8Cw 
is a function of the model height for the "ground effect" data. These 
corrections apply for both the yhy, the Orbiter, and the mated configu­
rations. 
For the horizontal tafl, the wall interference correction is: 
at 8wcE_(57.295) C;c- Nalff
 
where: = 0.0062 for "free air" data
we 
but: 8 = 0 for "ground effect" data 
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DATA REDUCTION - (Continued) 
The final data reduction was performed in two steps: 
Step One: All aerodynamic coefficients were corrected for block­
age effects as described above 
Step__wo: All aerodynamic coefficients were theh recomnputed by 
rotating the lift and drag coefficients through an 
angleAawhich is the sum of the wall induced upflow 
" WC and the upflow& as described in the preceding 
paragraphs. 
The corrected lift and drag coefficients are:
 
CL = Cea cosAd- CD S 3N Aa 
CD C COSAa + C h sINzA 
The pitching moment coefficients are also corrected using the follow­
ing equation:
 
C tMeas +at aC 
ald
 
Orbiter aerodynamic coefficients measured about the orbiter moment
 
reference point were transferred to the carrier moment reference center. 
(See 1igure 2f). The transfer distances used are a function of orbiter
 
incidence angle (iorb). Equations used in computing the X and Zcordi­
nate transfer distances are given below:
 
x = io.684 - 9.477 COS (27.336 + ior). 
Z = 8.368 + 9.477 sIN (27.336 + iorb). 
A31 aerodynamic forces and moments were reduced to coefficient form 










b 747 wing span, in. 93.92 2348 
747 wing mean aerodynamic chord, in 13.112 327.8 
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DATA HEIJCTION - (Concluded). 
Model Full 
Symbol Description Scale Scale 
T47 longitudinal moment reference 53.596 1339.91 
point, in. XC 
7Y47 lateral moment 
in. Y 
reference point, 0;0 0.0 
c 
tsp ,747 vertical moment 
in. Z 
reference point, 7:63 190.75 
c 
7117 longitudinal balance moment center, 54.596 11364.90 
in. XC, 
.747 lateral balance moment center in. Yc 0.0 '0.0 
747 vertical balance moment center, in. Zc 9.25 231.25 
Aerodynsmic forces and moments measured by the Orbiter internal 
balance vere reduced .to coefficient form in stability axis systems 
utilizing Orbiter reference dimensions;' Orbiter reference dimensions are: 
Model Full 
Description Scale Scale 
ft 2S Orbiter wing area, 4.412 2690 
b Orbiter wing span, in. 37.935 936.68 
a Orbiter wing, mean aerodynamic chord, in. 19.230 474.81 
Orbiter longitudinal moment referenoein.Xo 44.914* 1109.0 
YM Orbiter lateral moment reference point, 0,* 
in. Y 
Orbiter vertical moment reference point, 15.188" 375.0 
±n2.Zio
 
Orbiter moment reference center is also Orbiter balance moment reference 
center. 
Average base pressure coefficients were calculated as follows:
 





(Cp3 + Cp6)/2CP36 = 
55 
0.0 
RESUIWS AND DISCUSSION 
The data from this test correlates well with existing free air low 
speed aerodynamic characteristics and has provided a data base to define 
low speed aerodynamic characteristics in pitch for mated CAMOrbiter con­
figurations for take off and landing and to define ground proximity effects. 
The use of faired Orbiter Support Struts instead of the current unfaired 
design does not significantly affect the pitch axis stability and control 
results obtained. 
The significant test results affecting the performance, stability, 
and control characteristics of the 747 in combination with the Space 
Shuttle Orbiter configuration are: 
* 	 The maximm lift coefficients of the mated configurations are greater 
than of the 747 alone configurations and increase with increasing Or­
biter incidence angle. 
* 	 The wing angle of attack of the mated configurations at lift-off Is 
less than that of the corresponding configurations in free air (e.g. 
at flap 10 1.3,Av =-1.80). This ground effect is similar to that on 
the basic 77. 
* 	 The Orbiter has a small effect on the position error corrections for 
,airspeed and altitude (less than 2 knots on the airspeed and less than 
80 feet on altitude.) 
* 	 Static longitudinal stability is reduced at flips 20 and 30 (up to 
0.10 Z for Urb ter incidence = 80 with tailcone off) compared to the 
'basic 747. This may affect the choice of aft e.g. for some MWE oper­
ations.
 
* 	 Mated configuration stabilizer effectiveness is comparable to that of 
the basic 747. Effectiveness is reduced slightly with increasing Or­
biter incidence. 
* 	 Trailing edge down elevator effectiveness is comparable to the basic 
747 	values. Trailing edge up elevator effectiveness is reduced up to 
25%at flaps 20 and 30 for the highest Orbiter incidence angle of 80. 
At this incidence angle there wil be some loss of stabilizer mistrtm 
takeoff capability. There is sufficient trailing edge up elevator 
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RESUIES AND DISCUSSION - (Concluded). 
control for landing flare and go-around.
 
* 	 Effect of ground proximity on mated configuration pitch characteris­
tics and control effectiveness was found to be similar to that deter­
mined for the basic 747 from previous testing. 
o 	 The "pitch-up loop" at stall is slightly more adverse for the mated 
configurations than for the basic 717 for flap 30. Nose-down eleva­
tor authority is adequate to compensate for this additional nose-up 





11 Boeing 11F CAM 75-0009 "Summary Preliminary CA8 Test 
Results," September 24, 1975 
-2. Ioulsse, J. Boeing Document D180-18382-1", "Pretest information 
for Testing the 77/Orbiter in the NASA Langley V/STOL 
Transition Research Wind Tunnel," August fl, i975 
30 Pope, A "low-Speed Wind Tunnel Testingit Chapter 5, John Wiley 
and Sons, Inc., New York/london. 
4. TL. Wimer "Principles and Operational Procedures of the UAL 









(per unit length) 









1 1iTv o6 
1. 3_06 .-41.7 
90-95 
90-9 
747-Boeing. 635n Internal 
BALANCE UTILIZED: Orbiter-Boeing 6176B Internal 
COEFFICIENT 
CAPACITY: Capacity TOLERANCE: 
747 Balance Orbiter Balance 
NF fl60 LB 1000 L0 
SF 1580 B 500 LB . 
AF 24o LB 110 LB 
PM C)..OJ1LN-.J1R 2000.-
COMMENTS: 1. "747" Model was mounted on the 635D internal balance and 
measured 747 and 77 + Orbiter loads. 
2. 	 The Orbiter was mounted on the 6176B internal balance and 
measured orbiter loads while mounted on the 747. 
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CORRESPONDS TO LAST. 
DIGITS OF THE jDATA.SET IDENTIFIER 
O\ 






[ - - -. 




















0A :-2~2 COEFFICIENTSAZ {:~-Z 40ZGzc a'o,,T4o:z4o¢AP1-0, 
, o{=-a 0 o4Z ° # J40 + r ­ 0,4 d =? 






K1 = B29BW45M25M26N57N58T1l (Bottom suDort sting) 
TABLE II. Continued
 
TEST CA(LRC VSTOL _129) 
DATA SET 
IDENTIFIER CON FIGU RATIO C 
F 
P 
-DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION 
RD RI-RMC 
SUMMARY DATE 0/16/75 
MACH NUMBERSUBR 









-t,__ _ _ _ __. 
ON 3, .,.,IcI,. , 1,-4T-v z '".I 
3.3 
.OEFFICIENTS 




- -2-- I-e - - -
P W/s Ewrt~z5pz~St~A) 3'O7 
I I CPA. . p , I 1C1P.S 




'No iraI M:act = 0,155 4 0.001 excent d/s 366,367 cEh = 0.186, 
K2 = K1 + AT107 + AT111.4 (CMl kit for ferry) 
4349P 
d/s 368,369 = 0.204 
6 
0it19&\ 





TEST :CA8(LRC VSTOL 129) 
DATATSET 
___ IlIDE~niERJ'CONFIGUPATICN IA1 
T 
TABLE II. Continued 
DATA SET'RUN NUMBER COLLATION 
ONITBER 





-r• - -,, - -­ __ I 
AC!, __9 
44 K4(3 k0~ 1 , 3 
_____I 
-2 11[





_ C E U E =,,..... 
K3=K4+10 +AII,-I±_C__± (AMki fr-auch 
OEFFICIENTS__ 
I- '' 
__' - I- - f. ~ - r 2 jDut 
iT DIS 7<OMV ev tP\TA OT mEi0EERNC1 
BETA iQ(.P.t1A.PY,4,cL, I 1t,~ 
C10 OR 
SCHEDULES 
xto'nina1 neact. = 0.155 + 0.001 ex'cept &/s 366,367 
K3 = K1 + AT10g + AT1 1 1 ,3 (CAM kit for launch) 
....M 
C FFIIENTS 
FMhoh = 0.186, 
43490 
jQN. ICZA 






=V R() NZ 
TEST:*cA8(LRO VSTOL 129-DATA 
DATA SET CONFIGUPATIAN C T 
TABLE IT. Continued 
SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY 
ORBITR - - -
DATE 9/16/75 













__ ____zV _ 
I-- --




*Nominal Marcl = 
13 19 
____________________ 




41s 366,367 M4ach = o.186, 
49 55 












TST CA8(LRC VSTOL 129) -DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY JDATE MC9/ NU6/E75 
D A T A SE T C O FI U A T O 3qT. 






,L' !raMo uP7, Tsj -5 o~1 L. 0 i-




___ ,. A_ I ka I2
,SIl , _ . ­ 4 
-- 'I2 * ' o irs , j -A 
.Ib'l
 
- ,~ o o 
 I 
, 3 5 _. _ .,_._o_ 








31 37 43 49' 55 61 67 767 13 19 25 
I=VAR (Ii IDVAF (2) NOV COEFFICIENTS 
SCHEOULES ., 
*Nominal M cb = 0.1:55 + 0.001 except 4/s 366,367 Mach = o.186, d/s 386= 020= .. 
__ 
TABLE II. Continued 

















092 _ _ _ _ c:__ 
o-,lOr oer 
2Zi II 
i10L r n F - ----- --- - - - - -I __" 
--------­- t i z±+.I 
_ 
locoI -- r 4 
LgZ -r I I L ; 
7 13 19 25 31 37 43 49 55 E1 67 7s 76 
. I I t *k, ,* I I.. , I, * I. I,,It, ,{I tI I , I ii* , IIl i * 4 1 11 t I II *i, Il i, i , 
COEFFICIENTS ID'VAR (1) IOVAR (2) NOV 
SCHEDULES 
_" _ __"' ...... 
*No:inel ?.ech. = 0.155 + 0.001 except 4/s 366,367 Mach = oi86, d/s 36873 9 0.2o4. 
K3.1 = 1I + AT 1 0 6 + AT11 1 .3 (Sting replacing vertical mounted from above) 
TABLE II. Continued
 
TEST: CAS(LRC SDATA SET/RUM NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY (DATE 9/16/75 
OATA SET CIER BI - j MACH NUMBERS 
*IDENTIFIER CONFIGURATION .± .. t . a ­ -I - -­j
I f . I 
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''3 ~ ~ ~ 
p_ - KV:tR:SOiO 
. _..3, _,_ _._fS 

















a o n I FFCENSTSAR(} l 1iNO 
,asf,, , 
SCHEDULES 
*omi8a' g 0.155 
, 
+ 0.001 except d/s 396,367 Mach = 0.186, d/s 368,369 0.204 
ItEPRODUOIBILITY Op Vhi4B 
$1bIMNAL PAGE is pooR -
TABLE II. Continued 






R'F: Il7 IV ..1Fi-h..JS4 O,mS, __ 2,0 40-f '. - ------­ - - i - j 
__ _ _ _ __ '__ i f 





134 T__ T___ 7 
139 02
 
• 140 -, 
143 8_ _ 
41 '4
Lfla 4 --- -,- - -- - - - .,
 
I 7 13 19 25 31 37 43 49 5 fl 67 7.76
 
ICVA (II I VAR (2) NDV4 
a o R " gp s. y., . 45.4 1 co Et ,,'s, CO. 
SCHEDULES , , .,.,, , . _ _ _J 
*ITo'tinsl Mach = 0.155 + 0.001 except d/s 366,367 Mach*= o.186, d/s 368,369 o0.24, 
K2.1 = K1 + AT1 0 7 + AT111. (Sting replacing vertical mounted from above) 
TABLE II. Continued
 
TEST: CA8,(LrC VSTOL 1,2) I DATA'SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY JDATE 0/16/75 
JIMACH NUMBERSDATASET 

-B I cr" ' 
IDENTIFIER CONFIGURATION
,a..8 
_ _ .._ II__ 0 T 
-. __ _______ A44_ .,r 
...
 
_____ , j I z 
To I ii 
_-- -----------------­
1 7 13 
IclOR 
SCHEDULES 
*Nominsl Mach = 0155 + 
19 25 31 37 
COEFFICIENTS 
0.001 excet 47s 366,367 = 0.186, 
43 49 









TEST: cA8(LRC V-STOL 12) 






TABLE I. Continued 












____ 1.a ___ 
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I --T I T I ----­ , , 
117 11,1111 -" -
12i_____i ___ -5 2i - - --
7 - 13 19 25 31 
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TABLE II. Continued 
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TABLE II. Continued
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TABLE II. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
a. Carrier 
MODEL COMPONENT: AILERON - Al
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Inboard aileron extending from WBL 17.80 to 20.58.
 
1 
747 MODEL SCALE: 0.040 MODEL 1065 
DRkwiNG NO.: 65-71450 
DIMENSIONS: (For 1 of 2 ailerons) FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
- Ft 2 Area 
Planform 35.9 0.057 
Span (equivalent) 5.79 FT 2.78 IN 
Chords:
 
Inboard 5.48 FT 2.632 IN 
Outboard 7.34 FT 3.522 IN 
90
 
TABLE III a. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
 
MODEL COMPONENTS: AILERON - A2 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Outboard aileron extending from WBL 33.96 to WBL
 
4.58 
747 MODEL SCALE: 0.040 MODEL: 1065 
DRAWING NO.: 65-71450 





Planform 76.7 0.123 
Span (equivalent) 22.12 10.62 
Chords: 
Inboard 4.o 1.920 
Outboard 2.9 1.392 
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TABLE III a. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT10 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Launch Configuration. A welded rod assembly to 
support forward part of Orbiter. Struts have a streamlined "gaiter" 
fairing with,18.2 in. chord. The strut terminals on the 747 have 
streamlined fairing. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.04 
DRAWING NO.: 747-MD-685. S 0. 1284-192, -193 -196, -199, -200 -203, 
-208 -211 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Attach Points on 747 io = 60
 
No. of struts 4- 4
 
Diameter in. Main (2) 8.5 .340
 




BS 747 68o 27.2 
BWL 747 372 14.88 
BBL 747 66.3 2.65 
Attach point on Orbiter 
BS 747 684.87 27.40 
BIL 747 512.61 20.50 
BBL 0 '0 
BS Orbiter, 388.15 15.526 
WL Orbiter 283.11 11.32 
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TABLE III a.. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
 
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT10 7
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Ferry Configuration. A welded rod assembly to
 
support forward part of Orbiter - struts have a streamlined fairing with
 
18.33 inch chord. The strut terminals on the 747 and Orbiter have 
streamlined fairings. 
MODEL SCALE: o.o4o 
DRAWING NO.: 747-MD-685 S.O. 1284-192,-193,-194,-198,-200,-203,-208 
-211 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Attach point on 747: (io 30)
 
Number of struts 2 2
 




BS 747 68o 27.2 
BWL 747 372 14.88 
BBL 747 66.3 2.65 
Attach point on Orbiter
 
BS 747 680.24 27.21
 
BWL 747 464.20 18.57
 
BBL 747 0 0
 
BS Orbiter 388.15 15.53 
WL Orbiter 283.11 11.32 
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TABLE 	III a. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
 
MODEL 	 COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT1 1 1 3 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Launch Configuration. A welded rod assembly and 
fairing to support the aft part of Orbiter on the 747. Main struts and
 
sway braces have streamlined fairings with following chords: Main - 78
 
in., R.H. Sway Brace 34.73 in., L.H. Sway Brace 18.05 in. Terminals on 
the 747 have streamlined fairings.
 
MODEL 	SCALE: .04 
DRAWING NO.: 747-MD-686, S.O. 1284-201, -202, -206 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Attach points on 747 
Number of Struts 6 6 
Diameter In. Fwd. Legs (2) 12 .48 
Aft Legs (2) 12 	 .48 
R. Sway Brace 6.25 .25 
L.H. Sway Brace 3.25 .13 
Location In.
 
BS 747 1445.3 57.81
 
Fwd. 	BWL 747 322.98 12.92 
BBL 747 96.5 3.86 
BS 747 1607 64.28 
BWL 747 329.0 13.16 
BBL 747 	 96.5 3.86 
Attach point on Orbiter
 
BS 747 1607 64.28 
BWL 747 4oo 16.oo 
BBL 747 96.5 3.86 
BS Orbiter 1317 52.68 




TABLE III a. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE -
AT1 1 1 .4 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Ferry Configuration. A welded rod assembly and 
fairing to support the aft part of Orbiter on the 7h7. Main struts and 
sway brace have streamlined fairings with following chords: 
Main - 78 in., R.H. sway brace 34.73 in.) terminal on the 747 have 
streamlined fairings. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.04 
DRAWING NO. 747-MD-686, S.0. 1284-201o,-202,-206 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Attach points on 747 
Number of struts 6 6 
Diameter In. Fwd. Legs (2) 12 .48 
Aft Legs (2) 12 ,48 
R.H. Sway Brace 6.25 .25 
Location In. 
BS 747' 141L5 . 3 57.81 
Fwd. BWL 747 322.98 12.92 
BEL 747 96.5 3.86 
Bs 747 1607 64.28 
Aft BWL"747 329.0 13.16 
BBL 747 96.5 3.86 
Attach point on Orbiter 
BS 747 1607 64.28 
BWL 747 4o i6.oo 
BBL 77 96.5 3.86 
BS Orbiter 1317 52.68 
WL Orbiter 267.50 10.70 
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TABLE III a. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B29B 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Fuselage for the 747-100/200 airplane
 
Body spar places V-9.1.2 i/4 MAC at MS 101.197 and WL 21.12 
Incidence block locates W45 1/4 MAC at MS 53.596. WL 7.63 and BL 19.614 
747 MODEL SCALE: 0.O40 MODEL: 1065 
DRAWING NO.: 65-71h36, S.O. 1284-175, -182 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Feet Inches 
Length 225.17 108.08 
Max. Width 22.71 10.90 
Max. Depth Height 25.52 12.25 
Fineness Ratio 10.57 10.57 
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TABLE III a. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
 
MODEL COMPONENT: FLAP - F8.1
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Inboard, double slotted trailing edge flap
 




747 (MODEL SCALE: 0.040) MODEL: 1065
 
DRAWING NO.: S.O. 1065-43, -45, -85, -194
 




Span (equivalent) 26.38 12.662
 
Main flap chord 8.83 h.24
 




TABLE III a. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
 
MODEL COMPONENT: FLAP - F8 .2
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Outboard, double slotted trailing edge fla 
extending from WBL 20.60 to WBL 32.88. Used for 100 and 200 flap 
deflections. 
747 MODEL SCALE: 0.040 MODEL: 1065 
DRAWING NO.: S.0. 1065-32. -33, -89. -135. -192, -193 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Feet Inches 
Span (equivalent) 25.58 12.28 
Main flap:
 
Inb'd equivalent chord 6.90 3.313
 




Inb'd equivalent chord 2.5 1.20
 




TABLE III a. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: FLAP - F9.1 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Inboard triple slotted trailing edge flap 
extending from WBL 51.38 to WBL 17.800. Used for 300 flap deflection. 
747 MODEL SCALE: 0.040 MODEL: io65 
DRAWING NO.: S.C. 1065-43 -45, -123 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Feet Inches
 




Main Flap 8.83 L.2h
 
Fore Flap 3.42 1.640
 




TABLE III a. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
 
MODEL COMPONENT: FLAP - F9.2 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Outboard triple slotted trailing edge flap ex­
tending from WBL 20.60 to WBL 32.88. Used for 300 flap deflection. 
747 MODEL SCAE: 0.040 MODEL: 1065
 
DRAWING NO.: S.0. 1065-32, -33, -123 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Feet Inches
 






















TABLE III a. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
 
MODEL COMPONENT: LANDING GEAR - G5.3.5
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Landing Gear; Full Length Struts, Oleo Extended, 
all Doors On. Mounting Brackets All Flush With Body
 
MODEL SCALE: 0.40 MODEL: 1065
 
DRAWING NUMBER: S.0. 1065-103, -i04, -105, -108, -196, 1284-197
 


































































TABLE III a. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
 
MODEL COMPONENT: HORIZONTAL - H1 5 1 
GE-ERAL DESCRIPTION:- Swept leading edge horizontal tail mounted on the 
fuselage with the variable incidence pivot axis located at MS 103.76 and
 
WL 11.70 
747 MODEL SCALE: 0.04o MODEL: 1065 











Planform 1470.0 sp.ft. 2.35 sq.ft. 




Taper Ratio 0.25 0.25
 
Dihedral Angle, degrees 7 7
 
Incidence Angle. degrees VARIABLE VARIABLE 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 












MAC 271.6 in. 10.864 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 64 n. 102.56 
W.P. of .25 MAC 311.25 in. 12.45
 
B.L. of .25 MAC 178.30 in. 7.132 
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TABLE III a. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
 
MODEL COMPONENT: HORIZONTAL - H15.6.1 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: H15.1 with 200 sq. ft. tip fins mounted on the 
hot'izontal at HBL 17.22 in vertical plane at BBL 17.09 with a stream­
lined strut fairing. 
747 MODEL SCALE: 0.040 MODEL: 1065, 128L
 
DRAWING NO.: S.0. 1284-78, -80, -70, -187 
DIMENSIONS: (One fin) FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Feet Inches 
Area 200 sq. ft. h6.1 sq. in. 
Chord 9.54 h.582 
Span 20.96 lo.o6 
Max. Thickness 0.86 0.412 
Strut Fairing 
Chord 2.64 1.267 
Thickness .-o .190 
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TBLE III a. MODL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
 
MODEL COMPONfENT: SLAT - J11.10.2 
GENERAL DESCEIPTION: Leading edge flap located between the inboard and 
outboard nacelle §truts. The outboard end was sealed to the outboard 
nacelle strut with wax. 
747 MODEL SCALE: o.o4o MODEL: 1065 
DRAWING NO.: S.0. 1065-64, -96, -127 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Feet Inches
 
Span (equivalent) 30.33 14.56 
Equivalent chord 2.63 1.263
 
14 REPROUCIBILTY OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS pOOR 
TABLE III a. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
 
MODEL COMPONENT: SLAT - J13.8.1 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Leading edge flap located between the outboard 
nacelle strut and the wing tip. (WBL 6.491 to TwBL 45.696.) 
727 MODEL SCALE: o.04D MODEL: 1065
 
DRAWING No.: S.O. 1065-65, 96-133
 




Span (equivalent) 19.18 9.205
 




TABLE III a. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: KRUEGER - L9.8.3 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Inboard leading edge Krueger extending from VBL 
9.763 to inboard nacelle strut. 
747 MODEL SCALE: 0.040 MODEL: 1065 
DRAWING NO.: S.O. 1065-75, -76, -77, -82, -131 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Feet Inches
 
Span (equivalent) 18.83 9.037 
Inb'd equivalent chord 2.46 1.183 
Outb'd equivalent chord 2.63 1.261 
Twist Deg. 9 9 
1o6
 
TABLE III a. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
 
MODEL COMPONENT: NACELLE STRUT - M25 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Inboard nacelle strut located at WBL 18.80 at 
the wing leading edge. 
747 MODEL SCALE: 0.040 MODEL: 1065 
DRAWING NO.: S.0. 1065-31, -42, -46 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Canted inboard, deg. 2 2 
For use with N57 & N77 
WBL location 18.800 
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TABLE III a. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
 
MODEL COMPONENT: NACELLE STRUT -M26 
GENER.AL DESCRIPTION: Outboard nacelle strut located at the wing leading 
edge.
 
747 MODEL SCALE: 0.040 MODEL: 1065 
DRAWING NO.: S.O. 1065-31, -42, -46, -350 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
 









TABLE III a. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
 
MODEL COMPONENT: NACELLE - N57 




nacelle strut at WBL 19.761. Nacelle centerline canted inboard 2'

747 MODEL SCALE: 0.040 MODEL: 1065 
DRAWING NUMBER: S.O. 1065-15, -46, -314, -315
 






Cowl + Engine 17.9 .716
 
Max diameter 8.5 .340
 
Hilite diameter 7.3 .292
 
OF THEREPRODUIBILITY 
ORIMNAL PAGE IS POOR log
 
TABLE III a. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
 
MODEL COMPONENT: NACELLE - N5 8
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Flow-through outboard 747-100 nacelle mounted on
 
strut at WBL 33.960. Nacelle centerline cented 20 inboard.
 
MODEL SCALE: 0.040 MODEL: 1065
 
DRAWING NUMBER: S.C. 1o65-15, -46, -314, -315
 





Cowl + Engine 17.9 .716
 
Max diameter 8.5 .340
 




TABLE III a. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
 
MODEL COMPONENT: SPOILERS - SI.12
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Multi-panel flight spoilers. Four outboard and
 
two inboard spoilers per side. Subscript denotes spoiler panel S, is
 
the most outboard L.H. panel and S12 is most outboard R.H. panel.
 
747 MODEL SCALE: 0.04o MODEL: 1065 
DRAWING NO.: 65-71450, S.0. 1065-51, -59, -81, -173 




Outboard SI 4 and S9-12 (Ft ) 21.48 0.0034 




Inboard S5-6 and S7-8 (Ft2 ) 35.31 .0565
 






TABLE III a. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: FLAP TRACK FAIRING - T14 




747 MODEL SCALE: 0.040 MODEL: 1065 
DRAWING NO.: s.0. 1065-84, -124,-135 



















TABLE III a. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL - V9.1.2
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Swept vertical tail mounted on fuselage center­
line. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.040 
DRAWING NUMBER: 65-74142, S.0. 1065-6, -359, -426, S.0, 1284-182 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TOTAL DATA 
Area (Theo) - Ft 2 830 1.328 
Planform 
Span (Theo) - In. 386.50 15.46 
Aspect Ratio 1.25 1.25 
Taper Ratio 0.34 0.34 
Sweep-Back Angles, Degrees 
Leading Edge 50.125 50.125 
Trailing Edge 67.813 67.813 
Chords: 
Root (Theo) WP h61.55 18.478 
Tip (Theo) WP 156.93 6.277 
MAC 331L.16 13.37 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 2529.91 101.197 
W.L. of .25 MAC 528.0 21.12 
B.L. of .25 MAC 0 0 
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TABLE III a. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
 
MODEL COMPONENT: WING W45 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Swept wing of the 747-100 Airplane 
747 MODEL SCALE: .040 MODEL: 1o65 
DRAWING NUMBER: 65-71450, 65-71436, 65-71449 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Inches - Inches 
Area 
Planform 5500 Ft 2 8.80 Ft 2 
Span (equivalent) 195.67 Ft 93.92 
Asnect Ratio 6.96 6.96 
Taper Ratio 0.356 0.356 
Dihedral Angle, degrees 7 7 
Incidence Angle. degrees 2 2 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 42.30 42.30 
0.25 Element Line' 37.5 37.5 
Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 652.0 26.081 
Tip (eauivalent) 160.0 6.4o 
MAC 327.78 13.112 
Fus. of .25 MAC 1339.91 53.596 
W.P. of .25 MAC 190.75 7.63 
B.L. of .25 MAC h190.35 19.614 
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY,- B2 6 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140A/B Orbiter fuselage 
NOTE: B2 6 is identical to B2 4 except underside of fuselage has been 
refaired to accept W1 16 . 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 MODEL DRAWING: SS-101185 RELEASE: 
DRAWING NUMBER: VLTO-000143B, -000200, -000205, -006089, -ooo145, 
VLTO-OOol4OA, -000140B
 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (oML: Fwd Sta X. 







Max Width (@ X0 










Area - Ft 2 
0.26357 0.2635T 




TABLE III b. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
 
MODEL COMPONENT: CANOPY - C9
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 3A. Canopy used with fuselage B2 6.
 
MODEL SCALE: 0Oh05 MODEL DRAWING: SS-400147; RELEASE 12
 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL7O-OOOI43A 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (Xo = 434.643 to 578), In. 143.357 5.806 
Max Width (@ X0 = 513.127), 152.412 6.173 
Max Depth (@ X0 = 485.0) 25.000 1.013 
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TABLE III b. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: SLOTTED ELEVON (6-INCH GAP) - E44
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 14OA/B orbiter elevon.
 




DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000200, -006089, -006092
 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area, Ft2 210.0 0.34h 
Span (equivalent). In. 349.2 14.143 
Inb'd equivalent chord, In. 118.oo4 4.779 
Outb'd equivalent chord, In. 55.192 2.2353 
Ratio wovable surface chord/ 
total surface chord
 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 0.2096 0.2096
 
At Outb'd equiv. chord o.4oo4 o.4004
 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge 0.00 0.00
 




Area Moment (Product of Area & 5) Ft3 1587.25 0.105 




TABLE III b. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY FLAP - F8 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140A/B orbiter body flap. Hinge­
line located at X0 = 1532.0. Z0 = 287.0 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 MODEL DRAWING: SS-AO0147, RELEASE 12 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000140A. VL70-000145 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (X, = 1521.4 to Xo = 1613) 91.60 3.71 
Max Width, In 262.00 lO.61 









Planform 150.525 0.246 
Wetted 
Base 41.84722 0.069 
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TABLE III b. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
 
MODEL CONPONENT: OMS POD - M16 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140C 
Orbiter 0MS pod - short pod.
 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-008401, VL70-008410 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (0MS Fwd Sta. X= 1310.5), In. 258.50 10.469 
Max Width (@ X0 = 1511), In. 136.8 5.540 
Max Depth (@ X0 = 1511), In. 74.70 3.025 
Fineness Ratio 2.484 2.484 
Area - Ft 
2 
Max. Cross-Sectional 58.864 0.0966 
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TABLE III b. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: MPS NOZZLES - N2 4 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 14OA/B orbiter MPS nozzles. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 MODEL DRAWING: SS-AOO147, RELEASE 12 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-005030A, VL70-000140A 






Gimbal Point to Exit Plane 157.0 6.36
 
Throat to Exit Plane 99.2 4.02
 
Diameter - In. 





Exit 45.166 .074o8 
Throat 
Gimbal Point (Station) - In. 
Upper Nozzle 









Zo 34 .640 
Null Position - Deg.
 
Upper Nozzle 
Pitch 160 160 
Yaw 00 00 
Lower Nozzle 
Pitch 100 100 
Yaw 3"5v 3"5 
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TABLE III b. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: OMS NOZZLES - N2 8 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140A/B orbiter OMS nozzles 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 SS-AO0106. RELEASE 5 (Contour) 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-OO140A (Location) 




Gimbal Point to Exit Plane
 


















Gimbal Point (station) - In. 
Left Nozzle 
X0 1518.00 61.48 


















Pitch 15049, 15049' 
Yaw 12017' 12017' 
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TABLE III b. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: RUDDER - R5
 




MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 
DRAWING NUMBER: VLTO-OOO146B, VL70-000095 
DIMENSIONS: 
Area - Ft2 
Span (equivalent), In. 

Inb'd equivalent chord, In. 

Outb'd equivalent chord, In. 





At Inb'd equiv. chord 

At outb'd equiv. chord 









Area Moment (Product of area & C) Ft3 





























TABLE III b. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
 
MODEL COMPONENT: SS - SUGAR SCOOPS
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Two deflector vanes located above the MPS top
 
center nozzle. Vanes are simulated by flat plates attached to a strut
 




DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Vane width, in. 24.7 1.0
 
Vane height, in. 37.0 1.5
 
Vane incedence angle to strut, deg. 45 h5
 
Strut incidence to nozzle exit plane, deg. 16 16
 




TABLE III b. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued) 
MODEL COMPONENT: UPSWEPT BEAVER TAIL - ORBITER TAILCONETC1 9 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: An orbiter tail fairing tapering to a rounded aft 






DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length 34.96 Ft 16.99 In. 
Max Width 25.0 Ft 12.15 In. 
Max Height 22.22 Ft 10.80 In 
Tailcone Width at Aft Tip 4.12 Ft 2.0 In. 
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TABLE III b. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
 
MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL - V8 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140C orbiter vertical tail 
(identical to configuration 140A/B vertical tail)
 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000 1 4OC, VL70-OOO46B 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TOTAL DATA 
Area (Theo) - Ft 2 
Planform 413.253 0.678 
Span (Theo) - In. 315.72 12.787 
Aspect Ratio 1.675 1.675 
Rate of Taper 0.507 0.507 
Taper Ratio 0.40 ____0.0 
Sweep-Back Angles, Degrees 
Leading Edge 45.00 h5.00 
Trailing Edge 26.25 26.25 
0.25 Element Line W13 1.13 
Chords: 
Root (Theo) WP 268.50 10.874 
Tip (Theo) WP 108.47 4.393 
MAC 199.81 8.092 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 17-3.35 59.272 
W.P. of .25 MAC 635.52 _ 25.738 
B.L. of .25 MAC 0.00 0.00 
Airfoil Section 
Leading Wedge Angle - Deg. 10.00 10.00 
Trailing Wedge Angle - Deg. 14.92 14.92 
Leading Edge Radius 2.00 0.010 
Void Area 13.17 0.022 
Blanketed Area 0.0 0.0 
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TABLE III b. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA (Concluded) 
MODEL COMPONENI: WING-WI16 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 4 
NOTE: Identical to W114 except airfoil thickness. Dihedral angle is a­
long trailing edge of wing. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0405 
TEST NO. DWG. NO.: VL7O-000140A, -000200 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TOTAL DATA 
Area (Theo) - Ft 
Planform 2690.00 4.412 
Span (Theo) - In. 936.68 37.936 
Apsect Ratio 2.265 - 2265 
Rate of Taper 1.177 1.177 
Taper Ratio 0.200 0.200 
Dihedral Angle, degrees 3.500 3.500 
Incidence Angle, degrees 0.500 0.500 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees + 3.000 + 3.000 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 45.000 45.000 
Trailing Edge - 10.056 10.056 




Root (Theo) B.P.O.O. 689.24 27.914
 
Tip (Theo) D.P. 137.85 5.583
 
MAC ---174.81 19.230 
Fus.Sta. of .25 MAC 1136.83 46.042 
W.P. of .25 MAC 290.5b 11.768 
B.L. of .25 MAC 182.13 7.376
 
EXPOSED DATA 
Area (Theo) - Ft2 1751.50 2.873 
Span, (Theo) -In. BP108 720.6 29.88 
Aspect Ratio 2.059 2.059 
Taper Ratio 0.245 0,245 
Chords 
Root BP1O 562.09 22.765 
Tip 1.00 b/2 137.05 5.583 
MAC 392.83 15.910 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1185.98 48.032 
W.P. of .25 MAC 294.30 11.919 
B.L. of .25 MAC 251.77 10.197
 
Airfoil Section (Rockwell Mod NASA)XXXX-6 --
Root b/2 0.113 0.113 
Tip b/2 0.12 0.12 





Planform Area - ll3.18 -o.185 
Leading Edge Intersects Fus M.L. @ Sta. 500.00 20.250
 







1. 	 Positive directions of force coefficients, N 
moment coefficients, and angles are 
indicated by arrows/C 
2. 	 For clarity, origins of wind and stability C 
axes have been displaced from the center 
of gravity 
mC 	 n~ 
z
 
N) 	 C 
CA 





Figure 1. - Axis SYstems. 
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a. 747-100 Carrier Flanform. 
Fit:ure 2. - Mode) Sketches. 







b. '7L7-100 CarrierFrent ane, Side 
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5• C I 	 .50$ DIA. 






NOSE GEAR- Gs3.5 
RIzr 50 1065-101,-108 
c. 	 717-100 Carrier Nose Gear. 
Figure 2. - (Continued). 
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SDV iv.0 RH VI. 
(L-i -. 76w OI) = .3 
MS 3.7 0 5B I..8.61a 
REF.SC 6S-o~-ozi 
WING LANDING GE-AR G.. 
d. 	 747-100 Carrier Wing Landing Gear.
 
Figure 2. - (Continued).
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. e 74-10CarerBoyGer 
WL 0.16,1o- , J- 0_I .L 
FROKIT VIE.W SIDE VIEWA, 
>FF, S.O 106 5-103.108, 10.5,.SG, 
e. 747-100 Carriler Body G-ear. 
Figure o - (Continued). 
SO 1284- - IO7,-Z.oS 
AFT ORBITER SUPPORT STRUTS TC 19 ORBITER TAIL CONE 
OR8 STA 53.34OBa sq . 




Nms H HORIZONTL STABL)7ER WIM TIP FINS­S3.996 
K, 7q7-IDD FLAPS UP 
MS 6q. 280 
f. 747-100 and Orbiter Space Shuttle Configuration. 
Figure 2. - (Continued).
 
DIMENSIONS IN INCI4ES WLI, ANGLE- ANGLE 
V,21-1_ 5- 1339 1157-0 1)' 5 - ­
(N) 20.51 1-59' 4'-W 
FERa'Y ("" j" ONLY). 7 21.15 2-33' Gfl 05 ' 




g. Forward Orbiter Support Structure.
 








SAME AS RrIll.3 EXCEPT 
LH.SWAY BRACE REMDVEr, 
O S5TUIT 
a-
ORB ITER ATTACH t PIVOT POINT 
mS5 &q2g 
WL 16.00 
J .. JINTERFACE SURFACE 
MiS SL.OB 
L.H.SIDE VIEW 
AFT .STRU3T VIEW AM-5B 38 
-WL16m0 
(FAIRING) / A 




h. ATII 3 and AT Orbiter Aft Attach Structure.
 
Figure 2. - (Continued). 
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CONFIGURATION A
 






Test support configuration for ground effect testing.
 
1. Test Suport Configurations. 
Figure 2. - (Continued). 
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" Oo0.1"	VERTICAL FIN 1RIPS"[RIP 
BOTH SIDES 
-1/10NOSE TRIP STRIP 
ALL TRIP STRIPS 080 GRIT, 
40 - 60 GRAIN.5 PER INCH 
4. 	 Orbiter Trip Strip Definition. 









Wing upper and Tower surface: 1,25 Inches strearwise, 80 grit 40 to 60
 
gramns/inch, C.1 Inch wide.
 
EMPENNAGE (All surfaces, top and bottom)
 








Fan cowl .5 inch from L.E. (inside and outside), 80 grit, 40-60
 
grains/inch, 0.10 inch wide. Primary, at the fan cowl exit plane,
 
(outside surface only), 80 grit, 40-60 grains/inch, .10 Inch wide.
 
WING "tRIP 





/VEICALT I  	TRIP 
k. 	 7h- CAM Trip Strip Definition. 
Figure 2. - (Continued). 
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NOT 7O SCALE 
Cpj G (j~onSItc> BWL i5- 85242,5cSOtrSL? 
a PVOT-S"ArIC C I, iL ZC7 (3f 
-- Cl' 3 PITor-STA7,t C~ I ) 
ypi S'c'&- %ut> C5TflVRb$IDE wL ZIS-f135s-zSG 
) gwL 2LG GS5t30 -C 75 Ptro.USTATJL.C I- 7 
CP~~~~~~,t Pro-ric )&Jqb~soGSSc. 
PORT5 . v 
2,. Static Pressure Port locations on the Forebodry of' the 71t7 Model. 
Figure 2. - (Continued). 
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MP5 NO fLUE 
0j 
VIE4- APr- LOOKING FV.Jt 
10 LipavAR DIMCTSONS IN 
mn. Sugar Scoops 
Figure 2. - (ontcluded) 
-A0 
a. 	 Front View of Ferry Configuration with B1 Svept-lade Sting. 
Figure 3. - Mdel Plxitogrwphn. 
ii 
b. APT View of Ferry Configuration with S, Swept -Blade Sting. 
Figure 3. - (oontinued). 
nlii
:4n 
c6 Front View of ALT Configuration with S, Swept-Blade Sting. 
Figure 3. - (Continued), 
d. Front View of Ferry Configuration with S2 Swept-Blade Sting. 
Figure 3. - (Continued). 
9 
e. APT Vey of Perry Configuration with S2 Swept -Bade Sting. 
Figure 3. - (cotinued). 
f. Front View of ALT Configuration with S2 Swept -Blade Sting. 

















g. Al? View of All!! Configuration with ~2 Swept -Diade Sting. 
Figme 3. - (concluded). 
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(CA-8) KIV9..2TSI] (CA-8) KIV9.i.2TSIHI5.i 
(CA-8) KIV9.I.2TS2HI5.ItFIO 












SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 INXC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
m, , i , -
1.8--------t...- I - - - - - - I l-]- - L 
1.H4-IE 
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FIG 4 CARRIER ALONE STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS UP
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE1
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR STAB BEtA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRJFOOI) 0 CCA-8) KIV9.I.2TSI .000 SREF 5500,0000 SO.FT. 
CRJFO02) (CA-B) KIV9.I.2TSIH15.I .000 3.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
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FIG 4 CARRIER ALONE STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS UP
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YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZXRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
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FIG 4 CARRIER ALONE STABILTZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS UP 
CA)MACH = .15 






SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
0 (CA-B) KIVS.I.2TSI 
(CA-8) KIV9.1.2TSIN15.l 
CCA-8) tIVS.1.2TS2HI5.,IFI0 












SREF 5500.0000 SO.FTo 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XIRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN,YC 
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CO) 
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SREP 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREP 327.8000 IN. 
BREP 2348.0000 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9100 1N. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN.YCZIIRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
1.211 
-8 - 22 -I-
tt 
CA)ACH = .5 
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FIG5 CARRIER ALONE STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. L APS
L0DG 

SMAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB REFERENCE INFORMATIONBETA 
(RJFO04 3 Q 
CRJFOIO) 































ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 5 	 CARRIER ALONE STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 10 DEG. FLAPS
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PAGE
(A)MACH = .15 6 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRJF0O4 l C (CA-B) KIV9.1.2TS2H15.IFIO 
(RJFOIO) U CA-8) KIVS.I.2TS2I5.IFI0 
CRJFOII) )CA-B) KIV9.I.2TS2HI5.1FIO 


























ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
2 .2 '.. ....... I 
1.4­. Aj 






(AMC .1 I ,K- PAGj 7 
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FIG 5 CARRIER ALONE STABILIZER 
Cm 
EFFECTIVENESS. 10 DEG. FLAPS 
CAHACH = .15 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
PAGE 7 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJFO04) 0 (CA-B) KIVS.1.2TS2HI5.IFIO .000 -2.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
CRJFDIO) [ (CA-S) KV 9.1.2TS2 15.LFIO .000 -4.000 .000 . LREF 327.8000 IN, 
(RJFOII) (CA-B) KIV9.I.2TS2HI5.1FIO .000 .000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN, 
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FIG 5 CARRIER ALONE STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 10 DEG. FLAPS
 





























SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 6 CARRIER ALONE STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 20 DEG. FLAPS 
(A]),ACH = .15 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
PAGE S 
- - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRJPOI 4) (CA-B) KIV9.1.2TS2HI5.IF20 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
(RJFO153 CCA-8) KIV9.I.2TS2HI5.1F20 .000 -6.000 .000 LREF 327,8000 IN.
 
(RJFOIG) (CA-B) KIV9.I,2TS2HI5.1F20 .000 -4.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
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FIG 6 CARRIER ALONE STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. 20 DEG. FLAPS
 
()AH.5-MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PAG 1
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,R'INAL PAGE IS POOR 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RiF0143 CCA-8) KIV9,1.2TS2HI5.IF20 ELEVTR STAB BETA
CpJFcI5) T TB REFERENCE INFORMATION
CA-B) KIVB.I.2152w15.1p2 o BT EEEC NOMTO
I JFlo5)1CA-B) .000
K1V9. I.2TS2H5.1F20 SREF 5500.0000 
 SQO.FT.

.000 -6.000 .000 
 LREF 327.8000 IN.
(CJFCI8) CA-8) KIVS.1.2TS2H15.1F2
(RJFCI7) 
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CARRIER ALONE STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. 20 DEG. FLAPS 















(CA-B) hIVB.I.2TS2 F30G5.3.5 



















l11 11Tl T I 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 $Q.FT. 
LREF 327:8000 IN, 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339,9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500' IN.ZC 






























CARRIER ALONE STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 30 DEG. FLAPS 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PAGE 13 
- -- -- - -- 
-
DATA SET SM8OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRJF028) CCA-8) KIV9.1.2TS2HI5.1F30G5.3.5 .000 -6.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(RJFO29) CCA-8) KIV9.I.2TS2HI5.IF3065.3.5 .000 -4.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
CRJF0303 (CA-B) KIVS.I.2TS2HI5.1F3065.3.5 .000 -2.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CRJP031) (CA-B) KIV9.I.2TS2HI5.IF3CGS.3.5 . .000 -2.000 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
CRJFD32) (CA-B) KIVS.9.2TS2 F3065.3.5 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 7 CARRIER ALONE STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 30 DEG. FLAPS
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 14 
------
PAGEI 1$ POO"h 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
ELEVTR STAB EETA 

.000 -8.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.

DATA SET SMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CRJFO2B) 0 (CA-B) KIVS.I.21S2HI5.1F30G5.3.5 LREF 327.8000 IN.

.000 -4.000 .000
(RJPfl29) (CA-B) KIVS.I.27S2HI5.1F3065.3.5 
 BREF 2348.0000 IN.

.000 -2.000 .000
(RJFO3O) (CA-B) KIVS.l.2TS2H1I5.1F305.3.5 

.000 . XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC.000 -2.000
(RJP031) (CA-8) KIVS.1.2TS2HI5.IF3OC5.3.5 

.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 CRJ'032) CCA-B) KIV9.1.21S2 F305.3.5 
 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
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MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
C'MACH .15 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIOJ ELEVTR STAB BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJF028 ) Q (CA-B) KIV9.1.2TS2HI5.IF30GS.3.5 .000 -6.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
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FIG 7 CARRIER ALONE STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 30 DEG. FLAPS
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CCA-8) KIVS.I.2TS2HI5.IFIO 





















SREF 5500.0000 50.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 8 .CARRIER ALONE ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. 
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SREF 5500.0000 SOFT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 8 CARRIER ALONE ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, 10 DEG. FLAPS 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 







SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 


























SREF 5500.0000 SC.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9lC0 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 8 CARRIER ALONE ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, 10 DEG. FLAPS' 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
(A MACH = .15 PAGE 19 
REFEPENCE INFORMATION
ELEVTR STAB BETA9 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RJFOO4 (CA-B) K1VSI.2TS21I5.IFIO .000 -2.000 .000 IN.
17.000 -2.000 .000 LREF 327.8000
(RJFO05) (CA-B) KIVS.I.2TS2HI5.IFIO 

.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
CRJFOO6) (CA-B) KIVB.I.2TS2HIS.IFIO 10.000 -2,000 

-10.000 -2.000 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
(RJFOO8) (CA-B) KIV9.I.2TS2HI5.FIO 
.0000 IN.YC
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FIG 8 CARRIER ALONE ELEVATOR EFPECTIVENESS, 10 DEG. FLAPS 







RERODUCI TOF THE 
ORI&6NAL PAGE IS POOR 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB 
[CA-B) KIV9.I.2TS2HI5.1F20 .000 -4.000 
(CA-B) KIVS.I.2TS2HI5.IF20 17.000 -4.000 
(CA-B) KIVS.I.2TS2HI5.1F20 10.000 -4.000 
(CA-8) KIVS.I.2TS2HIS.IF20 -10.000 -4.000 
LCA-8) KIV.I.2TS2HI5.IF2O -23.000 -4.000 











l ii Tt Tnli il ii 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMPP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YCZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
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•FI6 9 CARRIER ALONE ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, 20 DEG. FLAPS
 
(Aj~ol.C .15MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPSPAE 
 2
 
ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRJFOIS) 0 (CA-8) KIVS.I.2TS2H5.IF20 .000 -4.00 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

tRIPOIS) 	 (CA-B) KIVB.I.2TS2HS.IF20 17,000 -4.00 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
9 

10.000 -4.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 




(RJFO20) 	 (CA-8) KIVS.I.2TS2HI5.iF20 
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STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG 9 CARRIER ALONE ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, 20 DEG. FLAPS 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWtEEPS 





































SRE9 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN: 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XBP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZIIRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
1.8­
1. 2 _ 
I. *.--
U I_ 
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CARRIER ALONE ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, 20 DEG. FLAPS 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRJF023)) Q (CA-B) KIVB.I.2TS2H1I5.IF3OG5.3.5 -23.000 -4.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(RJFq25)L (CA-B) KIVS.I.2TS2HI5.IF3OG5.3.5 -10.000 -4.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJ02S) (CA-S) KIVS.I.2TS2HI5.IF3OG5.3.5 10.000 -4.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJFO2) (CA-8) KIVS.I.2TS2HI5.1F305.3.5 17.000 -4.000 .000 XfRP 1333.3100 IN.XC
 
CRJt029) (CA-B) KIVY.I.2TS2HI5.iF30G5.3.5 .000 -4.000 .000 	 YMPP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 10 CARRIER ALONE ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. 30 DEG. FLAPSMAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SIEEPS 
= -AiMACH.15 PAGE 25 
ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORI TION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(RJF023) Q (CA-B) KIV9.I.2TS2H15.IF3OG5.3.5 -23.000 -4.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SC.FT. 
-10.000 -4.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
CPJr05) [] CCA-8) KIVS.I.2TS2H115.IF3055.3.5 
-4.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
(Pjro26) (CA-8) KIVS.I.2TS2HI5. IF3OG5.3.5 10.000 

(PJF27) (CA-B) KIV9.I.2S24I5.F30G5.3,5 
 17.000 -4.030 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
CRCFO29 (CA-8) FIVS.I.2TS2H15.IF30G5.3.5 .000 -4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
ZMRP 190.7500 INZc
 
. .. . 
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FIG 10 CARRIER ALONE ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, 30 DEG. FLAPS 
CA)MACH = .15 MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PAGE 26 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR STAB BETA 

(RJ7023) CCA-8) KIVS.1.2TS2H5.l3OG5.3.5 	 -23.000 -4.000 .000 

(RJF0253) (CA-8) KIVS.I.2TS2HIS.IF3OG5.3.5 	 -10.000 -4.000 .000 

(RFO63) (CA-8) KIV9.I.2TS2HIS.IF3OG.3.5 	 10.000 -4.000 .000 

(RJ'027) (CA-8) KIV.I.2TS2H45.1F3035.3.5 	 17.000 -4.000 .000 
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FIG 10 	 CARRIER ALONE ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, 30 DEG. FLAPS
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
(A]hIACH = .15 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
LREF 327,8000 IN. 
DREF 2348,0000 IN. 
XS1RP 1339.9100 JN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF023) Q (CA-B) KIVS9l.2TS2HI5.1F3065.3.5 	 -23.000 -4.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
CRJF025) Li (CA-8) KIVS.1.2TS2HI5.1F305.3.5 -10.000 -4.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJF026) (CA-B) KIV9.I.2TS2HI5.1F30G5.3.5 10.000 -4.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(RJF027) (CA-8) KIVS.I.2TS2HI5.IF30G5.3.5 17.000 -4.000 .000 XtiRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
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FIG 10 	 CAl RIER ALONE ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. 30 DEG. FLAPS
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(A)MACH = .15 	 PAGE 28
 




.000 -2.'000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 	DESCRIPTION 

(RJFO04J 0 (CA-B) KIV9.1.2TS2HN5.IFIO 
.000 -2.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 (RJFOI2) (CA-$) KIV9.I.2TS2H15.IFIOGS.3.5 
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FIG 11 CARRIER ALONE EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR, 10 DEG. FLAPS
 
, MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
CA )MAI- = .15 	 29.PAGE 

-I 
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STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR 
(RJFO04) 0 CCA-81 KIV9..2TS2HI5.lFIO .000 -2.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
CRJFOI2) (CA-B) KIV9.I.2TS2HI5.IFIOG5.3.5 .000 -2.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN, 
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FIG 11 CARRIER ALONE EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR, 0 DEG. FLAPS 
+- -- MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
1AMC .15 PAGE 30 
DATA SET 
CRJFOI2 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 











SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMPP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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CARRIER ALONE EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR, 10 DEG. FLAPS 




SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB 
Q (CA-B) KIVS.l.2TS2HI5.lFIO .000 -2.000 
(CA-B) KIVS.1.2TS2HI5.IFIOGB5.3.5 .000 -2.000 






SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMPP 1339:9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALF .04001 I M M [ 1 1 4 , 1 
1.8x­
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1.21 
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FIG 11 CARRIER ALONE EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR, 10 
MACH .15MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPSPAE 
DEG. FLAPS 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CRJFO7), CCA-8) KIV9.I.2TS2HI5.1F20 













SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LPEF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMPP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
2. 0­
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FIG 12 CARRIER ALONE EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR. 20 DEG. FLAPS 
MAI-N BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 




















SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327,8000 iN. 
XMRP . 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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CARRIER ALONE EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR. 20 DEG. FLAPS 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
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PAGE 34 
STAB 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR BETA 

.000 -2.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
CRJFOI7) Q kCA-8) KIV9.I.2TS2HI5.1F20 

(RJPOIS8) CA-B) K:V9.L .2TS2I5.F20G5.3.5 .000 -2.000 .000 LPEP 327.9000 IN.




































FIG 12 	 CARRIER ALONE EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR. 20 DEG, FLAPS
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 35 
ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRJF017) Q CCA-8) KIVS.I.2TS2HI5.1F20 .000 -2.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRTPTtON 
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FIG 12 CARRIER ALONE EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR. 20 DEG. FLAPS
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REPRODUCmLITY OF THE 






SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CCA-8) K2V.I.2TSG FOTS401 
L (CA-B) K2V.I.2TSSHI5.6.IFOTS4O1 
(CA-8) K2VB.I.27S6HI5,S.IFOTS4OI 
CCA-8) h2VS.I.2TSSHI5.S.FOTS401 
2.0 --S m rIr -ij - - im i-i- mrt-f 
1.8­
















r TTT T i I f 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SEF 5000000 ST. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP !339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP- 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESSFLAPS UP, 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 








SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 


















SREF 5500.0000 SO,FT. 
LREF 327.8000 iN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMPP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMPP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
0_.1 ' _ 135 r'-f 
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FIG 13 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS.FLAPS UP. IORB=3. TO ON.ELEVO0 






























SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BqEF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMPP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 13 	 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESSFLAPS UP, IORB=3, TC ON,ELEV=O
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ZNRP- 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
2. 0 J' 1 . ... . . . 
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FIG 13 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESSFLAPS UP, IORB=3. TC ONELEV=0
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PAGE 40
CA)MACH = .15 





(CA-B) v.2VS. 1.2TSSF3OGS.3.5TS401 
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FIG 14 	 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESSFLAPS 10. IORB=3. TC ON,ELEV=O

MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
(A)MAC 15 	 PAGE 41 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRjFII5) ( .000 SREF 5500.0000
CA-B) K2V8.I.2TS5F3OG5.3.5TS401 SO.FT.
 
(RJFIS)G [ (CA-B) K2V9.I.2TS5HI5.6.IFIOTS4OI .000 3.000 .00 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJFI17) (CA-S) K2V9.I.2TSSHI5.6.IFIOTS4I .000 .000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJFIIB) (CA-B) K2V9.I.2TS5HI5.6.IFIOTS4OI .000 -4.000 .000 XNRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
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FIG 14 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESSFLAPSiO, IQRB=3, TC ON,ELEV O
 


































SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.VC 
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FIG 14 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESSFLAPS 10, IORB=3, TC ON,ELEV=O
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJF115) 
CRJF1i6)
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CDFIG 14 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS,FLAPS 10- ICRB=3, TC ON,ELEV=O
 







SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(CA-8) K2V9.I.2TS5 F20TS401 
(CA-8) I2V.I.2TS5HI5S..IF2OTS40I 




























SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 15 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS.FLAPS 20, IORB=3, TC ONELEV=O 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 45 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRJF097) 0 (CA-B) K2V9.I.2TS5 F2JTS4OI .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(RJFCI94) U CA-8) K2V9.I.2TS5HI5..1F2OTS401 .000 -2.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJFOS5) (CA-B) K2V.I.2tS5HI5S.6.IF20TS4O1 .000 -4.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
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FIG 15 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS.FLAPS 20. IORB=3. TC ONELEV=O
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 46 
DATA SET 'SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RJFO73 (CA-B) K2V9.I.2TS5 F20TS401 
(RJFOS4)9 (CA-8) K2VS.I.2TS5HI5.6.IF2OTS40I 
(RjFOS5) (CA-B) K2V9.I.2TSSHI5.6.1F2OTS401 





ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
.000 -2.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
.000 -4.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
.000 -6.000 .000 XXRP 1339.3100 IN.XC 
YMPP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC SCALE .0400 
...-.-.. 
l 
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FIG 15 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESSFLAPS 20, IORB=3, TC ON,ELEV=O
 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT.
(RJF097) Q (CA-8) K2VB.1.2T5 F20TS401 LREF 327.8000 IN.
CRJFOS4) U (CA-8) K2V9. .2TS5PIS.6.IF2OTS40I .000 -2.000 .000 
.000 -4.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
(RJF095) (CA-a) K2V9.I.2TS5II5.6.IF2OTS40I 

.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
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-FIG 15 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS,FLAPS 20, IORB=3, TC ON,ELEV=O



































SREF 5500:0000 SO. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN. 
YMRP .0000 IN. 
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FIG 16 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS,FLAPS 30. IORB=3, TC ON,ELEV=O
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 
,A]MACH = .15 PAGE
 
BETA 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
ELEvrR STAB
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

.O 	 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.




(RJ1F036) (CA-S) K2V.l.2TS5F30HI5.S.1G5.3.5TS4OI 

.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
.000 -4.000
(RJF037) <) (CA-8) K2V.1.2TS5F30HI5.S.6IG5.3.5TS401 

.000 -2.000 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 tRJF038) (CA-B) g2V9.I.2TS5F3OHI5.6.1G5.3.5TS40j 

.000 	 .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 16 	 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS.FLAPS 30. IORB=3. TC ON,ELEV=O
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 PAGE 50CA3MACH 	 = ,15 
OF THER]pPRODUCBITY







SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
0 (CA-B) K2V9I.2T5F3005.3.5TS40 






















SREF 5500.0000 so 
LREF 327.8000 IN 
BREF 2348.0000 IN 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN 
YMRP .0000 IN 
ZNRP 190.7500 IN 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 16 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS.FLAPS 30. IORB=3. TC ONELEV=O 
(A)MACH = .15 MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PAGE 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT.
(CA-B) I2V9. I.2TS5F3CG5.3.5TS401 
(RJFO36) (CA-8) K2V.1.2TS5F30RI5,G.1G5.3.5TS401 .000 -B.OO .000 LREF 327.8000 IN, 
(RJF037) ( (CA-B) K2V9.I.2TSF30HI5.G.1G5.3.5TS401 .QIO -4.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(PJF038) (I (CA-B) K2V9.I.2TS5F30HI5.G.IGS.3.5TS401 .000 -2.000 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
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FIG 16 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS-FLAPS 30,IORB:3. TC ONELEV=O
 






ELETR STAB BETA 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

.000 -2.000 .000 
 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 CRJFIIS) 0 (CA-B) K2V9.I.2TS5HI5.8.IFIOTS4OI LREF 327.8000 IN.
-23.000 -2.000 .000
CRJF120) (CA-8) K2V9.I_2TS5I15S..IFlOTS4OI 
.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.17.000 -2.000
(RJF12 ) (CA-8) K2V9.I.2TSGHI5.S.IFIOTS4O1 
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FIG 17 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 10, IORB=3, TC ON,ELEV=O 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 






















SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327,8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YL 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 17 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 10. IORB=3, TC ONELEV=O
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 
PAGE 54
[A)N CH = .15 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR . STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRJFIIS) 0 CCA-S) K2V9..I2TS5HI,5S.IFICTS401 .000 -2.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT 
CRJF'20) i CA-8) K2VS.I.2TS5I5,. IFICTS4OI -23.000 -2.000 .000 	 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
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FIG 17 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 10, IORB=3, TC ON,ELEV=O
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 
(AJMACH = .15 PAGE 55
 
- ---- --------
-- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - - ---- -- --
ELEVTR STAB BETA 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CRJF IS) n (CA-B) K2VS.1.2TSSHI5.6.IFIOTS4OI .000 -2.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO. 
(RJF 20) (CA-S) K2V9.1.2TS5HI5.6.IFI0TS4OI -23.000 -2.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
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FIG 17 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 10, IORB3, TC ONELEV=O
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 	 PAGE
(A)MACH = .15 	 PG 
REPRODUCBILITY OF THEORI9MAL PAGE IS POOR 
ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATTON DESCRIPTION 

(RJFOB9) ( .000 -4.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.PT,
CA-B) t2V9.I.2TS5HI5..IF2OTS4OI 

(RJFOB8) (CA-B) K2V9.I.2TS5HI5.S.IF2OTS401 -23.000 -4.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
17.000 -4.OL)0 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
CRJFOD9) (CA--8) K2V..2TS5HI5.6.IF2OTS401 
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YMRP .0000 IN. 
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FIG 18 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 20. IORB=3. TC ON.ELEV=O 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 





SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 


















SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE . .0400 
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FIG 18 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 20. IORB=3, TC ONELEV=O 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CA)MACH .15 PAGE 59 
-- 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJFO95) Q CCA-B) K2V9.1.2TS5HI5.6.IF2OTS4OI .000 -4.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.] 
(RjFcl98 IU (CA-8) KV9.1.2TS5HIS..IF2OTS4O1 -23.000 -4.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
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FIG 18 	 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 20. 10R8=3. TC ON.ELEV=O
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 
































.i~.i...11 1.ilTl ii11 
REFERENCE INORMATION 
SREF 550O.0000 SO.FT 
'LREF 327.8000* IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339,9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 19 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
FLAPS 30, IORB=3. TC ON,ELEV=O 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 61 
ELEVTR STAB BETA 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF037) 0 [CA-B) K2V9.I.2TS5F3OH15.G.165.3.5TS401 .000 -4.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SC.FT. 
(pJrt39) U CA-B) K2V9.1.2TS5r3OHI5.8.105.3.5TS401 17.000 -4.000 .000 LPEF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJr0410) C CA-B) K2V9.1.2TS5F3OIN5.S.IG5.3.5TS4OI 10.000 -4.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CRJr041) (CA-8) K2V9.I.2TS5HI5.6.IF30G5.3.5TS401 -10.000 -4.000 .O00 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
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FIG 19 	 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30. IORB=3, TC ON.ELEV=O
 










SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 




























T'li il ilti1'1 ilTl 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZNRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
'', T fIT Til I ~ 
2,. 
2. 2- - - - - A . ..&L. 
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Cm 
FIG 19 FERRY CONFIG, ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30, IORB=3, TC ONELEV=O 
(A]MACH 15 MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PAGE 63 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJF037) 
CRJFP3O) 


















































FIG 19 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30, IORB=3. TC ON.ELEV=O
 





























SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8003 IN.' 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS UP, 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
IORB=6, TC ONELEV=O 
PAGE 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
ELEVTR STAB BETA 

.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
DArA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(RJFI2S) 0 (CA-8 K3VS.1.2TSB FOTS401 LREF 327.8000 IN.
.000 -4.000 .000
(RJFi26) (CA-B) K3V9.1.2TSHIS.G.IFOTS40I 

.000 -2.000 .OCO BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 (RF27) (CA-Si K3V9.l.2TSSHI5..IFOTS40I 
 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
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L A L,,,H-=i .z15~ 	 ~ z 1 w±~ -FIG 20 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS UP, IORB=, TC ON,ELEV=O
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS UP. 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
IORB=6, TC ON.ELEV=O 
PAGE 67 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJFI29) 0 (CA-B) K3V9.1.2TS6 FOTS401 .000 SREF 
LRJF'26) (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TSGHI5.6.IFOTS40I .000 -4.000 .000 LREF 
rRJFI27) (CA-S) K3VgI.2TS1115.S.1FOTS401 .000 -2.000 .000 BREF 
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FIG 20 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS UP. l0RB=G, TC 

























SYMBOL CONFIGURATION tESCRIPTION 
(CA-8) K3VS.I.2TS5 F2OTS40I [ CCA-A) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.8.IF2OTS40I 
(CA-8) K3V.I.2TS5HI5.s.IF2OTS4O1 
(CA-8) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5.G.IF2OTS4OI 

















SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 ImlYC 
ZNRP 190.7500 IN.ZCSCALE .0400 
--------------------­
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CA)MACH 
FIG 21 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 20, IORB=6, 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJF085) - (CA-B) K3VS.1.21S5 F20TS401 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(RJF082) 5 (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.6.IF20TS401 .000 -4.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJFO83) (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5H15.6.IF2OTS4OI .000 -2.000 .000 	 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
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FIG 21 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 20, IORB=6. TC ONELEV=-5
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
CA)MACH = . 15 	 PAGE 70 
REpRODUCIBILITY OF 'THE 
.GRI(NAL PAGE IS POOR 
























SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 21 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 20, 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
IORB=G. TC ONELEV=-5 






.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CRJF05) (CA-B) K3V9.1.2TS5 F2OTS401 

.000 -4.000 .OO LREF 327.8000 IN.
(RJFO 2) CCA-8) K3V9.I.2TSMI5.6.IF2OTS4O1 

.000 -2.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
(RJF083) ( CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.G.1F20TS401 
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FIG 21 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 20,. IORB=8, TC ON.ELEV=-5 











(CA-8) K3V9.1.?2S5 F30G5.3.5TS40! 


















SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF .327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 22 	 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30, IORB=6. TC ON.ELEV=O
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
CA)MACH = .15 	 PAGE 73 
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FIG 22 	 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 30, IORB=6. TC ON.ELEW=O
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH .15 	 PAGE 74
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVIR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF44) Q CCA-8) K3VS.I.2TS5 F3BR5.3.5TS4OI .000 SREF 5500.OOO SO.FT. 
(PJFq47) I (CA-8) K3VB.l.2TS5HIS.8.IF3RG5.3.5TS401 .000 3.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJF04S) CCA-8) K3S'1.I.2TSSHIS.6.iFjOG5.3.5TS401 .000 .000 .000 RREF 2348.0000 Its. 
(PJP048) (CA-8) K3V9..2TS5RI5.B.IF30G5.3.5TS401 .000 -2.000 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
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FIG 22 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 30, )ORB=G, TC ON,ELEV=O
 






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR STAB BETA 

(PJFO44) C (CA-B) K3V9. I.2TS5 F30G5.3.5T5401 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
(RJrrO47) cCA-8) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5..IF3055.3.5TS401 .000 3.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(PJF046) (CA-B) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5..IF3005.3.5S401 .000 .000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
rJr 0FolJ (CA-8) K3VS.1.2TS5HI5.S.IF30S5.3.5TS4AO .000 -2.000 .000 XNRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(P.F045) (CA-B) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5.8.IF305.3.5TS401 .000 -4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 22 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER 	EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30, IORB=, TC ONELEV=O
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 





SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
. C CCA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5 F3OG5.3.5TS401 
LRi055)CCA-8) fl3VS.I.2TS5H156.IF3BS.3.5TS401 


















SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XCYMRP .O0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 23 
C(WALT CONFIG, STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30, IORB=, TIC ON,ELEV=-5 
CA)MACH = .15 MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PAGE 77 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(PJF056) 
(RJF'155) 
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FIG 23 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 30, IORB=6, TC ON,ELEV=-5 

























I.. ........ .. .. . 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0600 IN. 
XIRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMPP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 23 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30. IORB=6, TC ONELEV=-5 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPSC/ )MACH = .1!5 PAGE 79 
OD'A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RiF056) Q (CA-8 K3VB.I.2TS5 F3005.3.5TS401 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.(P~rl5) (CA-8) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5.8.IF3005.3.5TS401 .000 .000 .000 LPEF 327.8000 IN. 
(.J0304) (CA-83 K3V9.I.2TS5HI.S.IF30O5.3.5TS401 .000 -2.000 .000, OREF 2348.0000 IN. 
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FIG 2,3 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30,, IORB=6, TC 0NELEV=-5
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 






SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOl DESCRIPTION 
CA-8)K3V9. I2TS5H5.. IF3065.3.5T5401 
tCA-8) K3V.I.2TS5HIS.S.,F30G5.3.5TS4OIQ (CA-8) K3V9.1.2TS51I5..IF3OG53.5TS401 
(CA-8) K3VS.1.2TS5NI5G.IF3065.3.5TS401 
I CA-B) K3V9.I.2TSHIB5.8.IF3065.3.5TS40I 
nilr 






















i-ii- riv. .l ri, 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5S00.0000 SOST. 
'LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 24 	 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30. IORB=G, TC ON, ELEV=-5
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BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
ELEVTR STAB
DATA SET SMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 





 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 (RJF 5O)5 i .(CA-B) K3V9.l.2TS5HIfl.S.1F3005.3.5TS401 10.000 -2.000 .000 
.000 -2.000 .00 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
(RJF054) 0 (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5 I15..IF3055.3.5TS401 XMRP 1339.9100' IN.XC
 (RJFObl (CA-8) K3VO.I.2TS51H-5..IF3005.3.5TS401 -10.000 -2.000 .000 
(PG-052) B. (CA-8) K3V9.1.2TSSRXI5.6.IF300.3.STS4OI -23.000 -2.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 24 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30, IORB=6. TC ON, ELEV=-5 
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FIG 24 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30. IORB=6, TC ON, ELEV=-5
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS




ORIGINAL P4GE IS POO1 
_ ___ _ _ 
DATA SET SfISOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(P4FI30) C (CA-B) K3V9.1.2TS FOTS402 .OO SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(RJFI3Y) (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS6H15.6.IFOTS4O2 .000 .000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
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FIG 25 A~LzONIG. SAILIE EFETVEES FLP UP IOBT FE
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .5 PAGE 85 
--- 
ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(PJFI3O) (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TSS F0TS402 .000 SREF 5500.0000 S.FT.
 
(RJF'32) (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS6HI.8.IFOTS4O2 .000 .000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJFI3i) (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TSEHI5.8.IFUTS4O2 .00D -4.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 25 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS UP. IORB=6,TC OFF, ELEV=O
 
)MACH .15 MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
I I 
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FIG 25 
,,AH : .15 
ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS UP. IORB=6.TC OFF. ELEV=O 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHASWEEPS PAGE 87 


























YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 25 	 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS UP. IORB=6,TC OFF, ELEV=C 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PAGErA)MACH : .1 88 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(Rja105) 0 (CA-8) K2V. I.2TS5F3OG5.3.5TS4OI .000 SEF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
IRJiO8) L (CA-8) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5.6.IFIOTS4O2 .000 2.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(PJF107) (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5HR5.G.1FOTS402 .000 .000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
IN.XC
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FIG 26 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 10, IORBSTC OFF. ELEV=-5
 









SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CCA-8) K2VS. l.2TS5F3065.3.5TS401 
(CA-8) K3VB.I.2TS5HI5.S.IFIOTS4Q2 

















SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 26 	 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 10, IORB=6.TC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
CAIMACH = 1 PAGE 90 
OF T11EREPRODUCIBITY 
a fl&NAL PAGE ISPOOR 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(PJFIOb) 0 (CA-8) K2VS. I.2TS5F3OG5.3.5TS401 
(RJr;OB) Q (CA-0) K.3V.I.2TSSHI5.S..IFIOTS4O2 
(pJrl07) (CA-8B) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.G.lFIOTS4O2 
cRJFIoG) (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TSSHI5.G.IFIOTS4O2 
2.0­














111 Ii T 
fi 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZNRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
S AL- .0400 
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FIG 26 ALT CONFIG,'STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 10, IORB=G,TC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
CA MACH I.15 PAGE 91
 
ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF105) ( .000 SREF 5500.0000 $O.FT.
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CA-8) K2V9.I.2TS5F3OG5.3.5TS4OI 
(RJFICS) cCA-8) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5.6.IFIOTS402 ,000 2.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(PJF107) (CA-8) IK3V9.I.2TS5HI5.8.IFlOTS402 .000 .000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
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FIG 26 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 10, IORB=6,TC OFF, ELEV=-5 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 92 
D ,iASET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR STAB BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRJFI 14) S (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TSSHI5.E.IFIOTS402 17.000 -2.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
CRJFIO6, (CA-B) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5.S.IFIOTS4O2 .000 -2.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 (PJP031 cC4-8) K3v9.I.2TS5HIS.6.IFIOTS402 
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FIG 27 	 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 10, IORB=6.TC OFF. ELEV=-5
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 
A)MACH = .15 	 PAGE 93 
























SREF 5500.OOO SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 ' IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
--­ .... .... r ... 
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CCr
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MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
")MAC-I - . 15 -IPAGE 94 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RJFI04) C (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.'.IFIOTS4O2 17.000 -2.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
cpj-'t ) (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5HI56.IFIOTS4O2 .000 -2.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(Rjl;02 (CA-Si K3V9.I.2TS5lI5.G.IFIOTS402 -23.000 -2.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
'MRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZXRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCLE .0400 
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FIG 27 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 10, IORB=G TC OFF. ELEV=-5
 
1.C=-15 MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 PAGE 95
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 

















XXRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YXRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG '27 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS FLAPS 10, IORB=6,TC OFF, ELEV=-5 
CA)KACH = .5 MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PAGE 96 




















XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

5500.0000 SO.FT.
(')JF ic9) (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.S.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 .000 .000 .C03 SREF 

.000 .003 LREF 327.8000 IN.
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FIG 28 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR. FLAPS 10, IORB=GTC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
,C .15P MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PAGE 98








SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 














SREF 5500.0000 S0,FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2349.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 28 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR, FLAPS 10, IORB=G,TC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
AMAIN BALANCE SWEEPS tATA-ALPHA 























YMRP .OOO IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.75C0 IN.ZC 
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ALT CONFIG, EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR, 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
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FLAPS 1, 
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'A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

JFIIO) Q (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.8.IFIOTS4O2SS .000 .000 .000 7 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
.000 .000
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FIG 29 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF SUGAR SCOOPS, FLAPS i0, IORB=GTC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
)MACH .15MAIN BALANCE DATA-AL.PHA SWEEPS PG 0 
ELEVIR STAB BETA 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SIMdBL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(RjrI:03 ( CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.6.IFIOTS4O2SS .000 .000 .000 	 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
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FIG 29 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF SUGAR SCOOPS, FLAPS 10, IORB=6,TC OFF, ELEV=-5 

























SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LPEF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XVRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 29 ALT CONFI-G. EFFECT OF SUGAR SCOOPS,
MA-IN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
FLAPS 10, IORB=B TC OFF, ELEV=-5P 
__ 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJFIIO) 
(RJFI07) 
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FLAPS 10, IORB=STC OFF. ELEV=-5
FIG 29 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF SUGAR SCOOPS. 

MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PAGE 104
(A]MACH = .15 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(pJFOBS) (CA-B) K3VS.1.2TS5 F20TS402 .000 SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
IRJFSI)1 )( CA-8) K3V9.1.2TS5HI5S.61F20TS402 .000 3.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN, 
(RiFOBO) (CA-8) K3V9.1.2TS5HI5.S.IF20 TS402 .O30 .000 .000 BREF 2349.0000 IN. 
(Pj0O?9) (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.8.IF20 TS402 .000 -2.000 .000 XIRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(RTFO78) (CA-8) K3V9.l.2TS5H15.6.IF20 TS402 .000 -4.000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
FLAPS 20. IORB=BTC OFF, ELEV=-5 
PAGE 105 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJt08G6



















RJeO78g) (CA-B) K3VB.I.2TS5HIS.8.IF20 TS402 .000 -4.000 .00O YMPp .000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 30 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 20. IORB=6.TC OFF, ELEV=-5 






SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C (CA-8) t3V.I.2TS5 F20TS402 
qil (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.&.1I2OTS402 
,) tCA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5HIS5.6.IF2O 
(CA-B) K3VS.1.2TS5'-4I5.6.1 20 
























. --SSAL rrrrt 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SPEF 5500.0000 S3.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BRFF 2348.0000 IN. 
XNPP 1339.9100 114.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 30 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 20. IORB=G,TC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
CA)MACH - .15 MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PAGE 207
 
CA A SET 
C-18! 
C'CZ78) 
SMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
Q (CA-8) K3VS.I.2TS5 F20TS402 
[J (CA-B) ,3'9.I.2155115.6.1F20TS402 
<> (CA-83 K3 9..2lS5HI5.gIfr20 TS402 
4, (CA-B) K3\9.l.2TSHIl5.8.IF20 TS402 



















SREF 5500.0000 O.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 I. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XM.P 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMQP .0000 N.YC 
ZPRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
2.0 
F 30 ALT 
.1 2 34 -
_EI 
. . 





REPRODUC][ILITY OF THJU ORIOIAL PAGE IS POOR 
-A SET SYMBOL 
JF077
',F77) 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION (CA-8) K3V9. .2TSSHIS.6.IF2OG5.3.5TS402 












SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.2000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMpP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 31 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR. FLAPS 20, IORB=GTC OFF, ELEV=-5 
( ) M A CH = . 1 5 MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PAGE '109 
DATA SET 
(RJro07)O79  
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 












SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN.2348P00Q0 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 31 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR, FLAPS 20. IORB=6,TC OFF, ELEV=-5 




SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
0 (CA-B) K3V.I.2TS5HI5.8.IF20G5.3.5TS402 (CA-B) O3v9.I.2TSSHI5.6.1F20 TS402 
2.4TMo... ... ." ........ 










.... i i...... .... 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XmPP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZIRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALt: .0400 
.... . ..H 
1.8 - " .- -
1. 2 
4 --­
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FIG 31 
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.4.23 
Cm 
ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OFLANDIN3 GEAR. 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPSIPAGE 
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BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 133S.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 31 	 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR, FLAPS 20, IORBDG=TC OFF, ELEV=-5
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(CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.S.IF20 TS402 
(CA-B) K3.IVS.I.2TS5I5.G.1F20TS402 














SREF 5500,0000 SQOF?. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2340.0000 IN. 
XRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZCSCALE .0400 
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FIG 32 	 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 20. IORB=GTC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH = .15 	 PAGE 113 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RJFIO0) (CA-e) K3.IV.I.2TS5HI5..IF2OTS4O2 
(RJF78) (CA-B) K3V91I.2TS5H15..IF2O TS402 

















SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 32 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 20, IORB=G,TC OFF, ELEV=-5 






SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(CA-B) K3.IV9.I.2TS5HI5.S.IF2OTS4O2 
(CA-8) K3V3.I.2TS5HI.6.IF20 TS402 
(CA-B) n3.IvS.I.2TS:4I5.s.IF2OTS4O2 
2. 4".. ......  ...... 
ELEVTR STAB BETA 
17.000 -4.000 .000 
.000 -4.000 .000 
-23.000 -4.000 .000 
......... .. ........ 
I1----
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SC.FT. 
!.REF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XNRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 32 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS.-FLAPS 20. IORB=G,TC OFF, ELEV=-5 
(A)ACH.15MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PG 1
 
- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF100) (CA-B f3.IVS.I.2TSSHI5.6.IF20TS402 17.000 -4.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
CRJF078) L (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5HI15..1F2O TS402 .000 -4.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
CRJFio1) (CA-8 K3.IVS.I.2TS5HSI5.6.IF2OTS402 -23.0CC -4.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
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FIG 32 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 20, IORB=6.TC OFF. ELEV-5
 







SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

















SREF 5500.0000 So.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2349.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 33 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30. IORB=6.TC OFF. ELEV=-5 
'A)MACH = .15 MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PAGE 117 
---
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTrt STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRJFO72) Q CCA-8) K3VS.I.2TSS F30G5.3.5TS402 .000 SREF 5500.0000 $O.F . 
(RJFPS9) Li (CA-8) K3V9.l.2TS5HI5.6.IF30G5.3.5TS402 .000 .000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJFO67) (CA-B) K3V9.1.2TS5NI5.6.IF3005.3.5TS402 .000 -2.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(RJFOG8) (CA-B) K3V9.1.2TS5HI5.6.1F3065;3.5TS402 .000 . -4.000 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 33 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30, IORB=6.TC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 118







SYMBOL CONrIGURATICN DESCRIPTION 


















SPEF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMPP 1339.9io0 IN.XCYHPP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
2.4 f " -
2.2 
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FIG 33 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30, IORB=G,TC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
(A)MACH .15MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PG 
 1 
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C (CA-B) K3V9.l.2TS5 F3065.3.5TS402 
(CA-$) K3VS.1.2TS5HI5S..IF30G5.3.5TS402 
(CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.6.1F3005.3.5TS402 
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FIG,33 	 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30, IORB=G,TC OFF. ELEV=-5
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS









(CA-B) K3V9.I.2TSSHIS.. IF3OGS.3.5TS402 











SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
2. 4f-l 
.0 f I ' 
2.1-.------------------------
I ' 
2r2- ----­ +---__--- ----­
---- P------------------­
1.0 , 
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ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR. 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
FLAPS 30, IORB=6.TC OFF. ELEV=-5 
PAGE 121 
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJFOS7) CCA-8) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5.G.IF3005.3.5TS402 .000 -2.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
CRJF071) (CA-B) K3VB.I.2TS5HI5.G.IF3O TS402 .000 -2.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
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FIG 34 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR, FLAPS 30. IORB=6,TC OFF, ELEV=-5 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS























SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN,XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 34 	 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR. FLAPS 30, IORB=G.TC OFF. ELEV=-5 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEES CA)MACH .15 -PAGE 123 
2.8 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CPJFOS7) Q (CA-B) t3V9.1.2TS5IH5.6.IF30G5.3.5TS402 .OO -2.000 .003 	 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
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2 . 8 "._ ._. .... ... ... SCALE .0400 
2. 6-r-
2.4-I 
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CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 125 
REFERENCE INFORMATION




DATA SET 	SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
(CA-S) K3V9.1.2TS5HI5..IF3OG5.3.5TS402 	 17.000 .000
(RJFOS)  

.000 LREF 327,8000 IN.
10.000 	 -2.000
I RJF965) (CA-B1 K3V9.1.2TS5HI5.8.IF30G5.3.5TS402(RJFOS7I (CA-SI <3VS. l.2TSSHI5.B. 1F3O5.3.5TS402 	 .000 -2.000 .OCO BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 (RJFOSA4) (CA-a) K3V9.I.2TS5H5.6.IF315.3.5TS402 

-10.000 -2.000 .0CC XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
(RJFS36) (CA-B) K3VS.l.2TS5HI5.B.IF30GB5.3.5TS402 
-23.000 -2.000 
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FIG 35 	 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30. IORB=8.TC OFF, ELEV=-5 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEE 0S PAGE 128CA)MACH = .15 	 PG 2 
'EtEP1IOWCIBILITY oa4'_TM 





































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMPP 1339.9100 IN.xC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
.. .. . .. . 
2.4 F 
2.2 L 
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FIG 35 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30, IORB=6.TC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CAJMACH r .15 PAGE 127 
------
__ 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJrO661 Q tCA-8) K3Vs.l.2rS5HI5.6,IF30O5.3.5TS402 17.000 -2.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SC.FT. 
tPJFGs5) CA-8) K3V9.L2TSSHI5.S.IF3OG5.3.5TS402 10.000 -2.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
CRJFO67) (CA-8) IfVs.1.2TS5HI5.gIF30Gh.3.5TS402 .000 -2.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CRJFOS4) (CA-8) K3VS.1.2TSHI5.S.IF3OG.3.5TS402 -10.000 -2.000 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
tRJFO63) CCA-8) K3VS.I.2TS51415.,.IF30G5.3.STS402 -23.000 -2b000 .000 YMRP .0000 . IN.YC 
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FIG 35 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30, IORB=6,TC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
(A)MACH .15MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PG 2
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRJFO) t .000 -2.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT.
CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.S.IF3065.3.5TS402SS 
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FIG 36 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF SUGAR SCOOPS 
 FLAPS 30. IORB=, TC OFF. ELEV=-5
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 










DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

SREF 5500.0000 S04FT.
CRJF070) Q CCA-8) K3VS.1.2TS5NIS.S.IF3OG5.3.5TS402SS 	 .000 -2.000 .000 
 LREF 327.8000 IN.
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FIG 36 	 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF SUGAR SCOOPS FLAPS 30, IORB=6,TC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
iAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PAGEG 130
CA)MACH = .15 	  
DATA SET 
(RJFO7O)(PJFo67) 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(CA-8) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5S..IF3OG5.3.5TS402SS 
(CA-) K2V9.12TS5HI5.S.IF3065.3.5TS402 















SREF 5500,0000 S0.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348,0000 IN. 
X&RP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP 0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 36 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT 'OF SUGAR SCOOPS 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
FLAPS 30, IORB=6,TC OFF, ELEV=-5 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 131 
--- -- -- -- - ---
REFERENCE INFORMATION
ELEVTR 	 STAB BETA 

-2.000 .00 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

.000
(RJF070) C (CA-8) K3V9.i.2TS5HI5.G.IF3G5.3.5TS402SS 
-2,000 .300 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 (RJFnSU7) (CA-8) K3V9.1.2TS5HI5.6IF30G5.3.5TS402 	 .000 
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FIG 36 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF SUGAR SCOOPS FLAPS 30, 10RB=6.TC OFF. ELEV=r5 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PG 3 






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CRJF087) 0 CCA-8) K3V9.1.2TS5 F2OTS401 
RJFOS8) CCA-O) K3V9..2TSSHI15.6.IF2OTS4OI 
(RJFO89 0 CCA-B) K3V9.1.2TS5HI5..IF2OTS4OI 
(RJF09) (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TSHI5.S.IF2OTS4OI 



























SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
,LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 37 	 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 20 IORB=8. TC ON, ELEV=-5
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
CA)MACH = .15 	 PAGE 133 
-- 
4  
ELEVTR STAB BETA 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
(CA-8) K3V9.1.2TS5 	 .000
(RJF08?)  	 F2OTS401 

LREF 327.8000 IN.
(RjFn98 L (CA-B) K3VB.I.2TS5HI5S.1F20T5401 	 .000 3.000 .000 
(RJFC89) (CA-a) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.G.IF2OTS4OI 	 .000 .000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJFOS1) 4 (CA-B) K3V9.1.2TS5H15.S.AF2OIS4OI 	 .000 -2.000 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 37 	 AT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 20 IORB=8i TC ON, ELEV=-5
 




(RJFOS18S, U ZCA-8) K3V9.1.2TS5NI5.6.1F20TS401 .000 3.000 .00 LRE 327.8000 IN.
CRJFO87) Q CCA-8) K3VS.1.2TS5 F20TS401 
.>EF 2348.0000 IN.












.000 -4.000 .000 YMP 
(RjF090) (CA-8) K3Vy.1.2TS51415.6. 1F20TS401 

S C A E 













1.0 fr z 






.4 .3 .2 Cm
FIG 37 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 20 IORB=8, TC ON, ELEV=-5 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
 PAGE 135
CA)MACH = •.15 
.4 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
ELEVTR STAB BETA 

RJFCBT) (CA-B) K3VS.I.2TS5 F20TS401 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SOFi.
 
.000 3.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

L8 (CA-8) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5G.IF2OTS4OI 
 BREF 2348.0000 *IN.
IoJrCgo) (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.G.IF2OTS40I .000 .000 .000 
.000 -2.000 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 kIJ.XC
(P 091 ) (CA-8) K3VS.I.2TSfHI56.IF2OTS4OI 
 YMP .O00O 1FI.YC
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FIG 37 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 20 IORB=8. TC ON, ELEV=-5
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS




SyMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
t(CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5H]5.S.IFZOTS4OIL (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.S.IF2OTS4OI 












SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 38 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 20 IORB=8, TC ON, ELEV=-5

MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
cA-)MACH .•5 PAGE 137 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR STAB BETA 

CRJF051) C (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5HIS. .IF2OTS4OI .000 -2.000 .000 	 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
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FIG 38.7H=6 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 20.515.3.2PAGE.-. IORB=8, TC ON, ELEV=-5-138 


















SREF 5500.0000 SD.FT. 
LREF 327.80002348.0000 IN.IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 38 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 20 IORB=8, TE ON, ELEV=-5
























SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZCSCALE .0400 
nlTllmlm n- rprnim 
2.o-
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VI TT7I 
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ELEVTR STAB BETA 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(RJFO57 CCA-8) K3V9. I.2TS5 F3OG5.3.5TS401 
 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
CRJFO59) CA-8) K3V9.i.2TS5HI5S.6.IF3065.3.5TS401 .000 .000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RjFCSO) (C-8) K3V9.I.2TSSHI5S..IF3OG5.3.5TS401 
 .000 -2.000 .000 . BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
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FIG 39 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30 IORB=B, TC ON, ELEV=-5
 
CA)MACH.15MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 	 PG 4
 
-- - - -- 
- - - - -
-----
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJFO57) 0 (CA-8) K3V9.1.2TS5 F3005.3.5TS401 .000 SREF 5500.00O0 SO.FT.
 
(RJFnl5S) (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.8.1F3005.3.5TS401 .000 .000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RdFo080 > (CA-B) K3V9.1.27S5HI5..IF30G5.3.5TS401 .000 -2.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
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FIG 39 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30 IORB-8, TC ON, ELEV=-5
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 PAGE 142MAC, .
C " H •15 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C:JFC57) Q (CA-8) K3.'9.1.2TS5 F30G5.3.5TS4OI .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
Ij K3V' I.2TS5HI5.G.IF3OG5.3.5TS4I 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR STAB BETA 

.000 .000 000 LPEF 327.8000 IN.
(CA-) 

,. <5, (CA -8) K3V9.'.2TSSHI5.G. IF30GS.3.STS401 	 .000 -2.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
NCA-8) h3V9.1.2TS5HiS.S.IF3005.3.5TS401 .000 -4.000 .000 	 XmRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .O00 IN.YC 
ZYqP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
2.64. 8 r7...	 7777 
24.
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FIG 39 ALT- CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30 IORB=S, TC ON, ELEV=-5 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
:A)MACH = .15 PAGE 143 
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA 

(PJF057) t F30G5.3.5TS401 .000
(CA-B) K3VS.1.2TS5 

(RJF 59) (CA-S) K3VS.1.2TS5HI5.8.1F3065.3.5TS401 .000 .000 .000 

(RJFOGO) (CA-8) K3VS.1.2TS5HI5.8.IF30G5.3.5TS401 .000 -2.000 .000 

(RJFO58) (CA-S) K3V9.I.27S5H15.S.IF30G5.3.5TS401 .000 -4.000 .000 
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FIG 39 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 30 

CA)MACH .15MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 

































SYMBOL CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C ,CA-B) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5.8.IF30GS.3.STS401 
I CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5HIS.6.1F30G5.3.5TS401 
(CA-B) K3V9. I.2TS5HN5.S. IF30G9.3.STS401 
•2.2" _......... 

















7 ~ I-.T 
,_+. 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BPEF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YM:P. .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZCSCALE .0400 
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ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
IORB=8, TC ON, ELEV=-5 
PAGE 145 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RjrosI) ) [CA-B) K3Vs.I.2TS5HI5.S.IF3OG5.3.5TS401 
{PJp:60) [CA-8) K3V9.1.2TS5HI5.6.'F3055.3.5TS401 














SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
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ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 30 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 








* DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CRJFOS1 Q CCA-8) K3V9.1.2TS5HI5S..IF30G5.3.5TS401 17.000 -2.000 .000 
-2.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
.000
CPZF9q O) (CA-8) ,3':9.1.2TS5HI5.8.1F30G5.3.5TS401 
 BREF 2348.0000 IN.

-2.000
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FIG 40 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30 IORB=8, TC ON, ELEV=-5
 BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 4i








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(RJFO61) C3 (CA-8) K3V9.1.2TS5HI5.6.IF30G5.3.5TS401 17.000 -2.000 .000 
-2.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
(RJFqSO) (CA-B) K3V9.l.2T55H15..IF3OG5.3.5TS401 .000 

-2.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
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FIG 40 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30 IORB=8, TC ON, ELEV=-5





























SREF 5500.0000 SOSFT. 
LREF 327.000 IN. 
BREF 2348.C00 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
Y P .0000 ':.YC 
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FIG 41 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 10 IORB=8,TC OFF. ELEV=-5 
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(RJII 2) (CA-8) h3VS.I.2TS5HI5.6.IFIOTS402 .000 -2.000 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
....... .... 
ZMRPSCALE 190.7500.0400 IN.ZC 
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FIG 41 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER'EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 10 IOR8=8, TC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
- 1 MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
=15 PAGE. 
= "AMAH 1501 PAGE 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJFII4) O (CA-B) K3V9.l.2TS5 FIOTS402 000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
tRJFIl3) U(CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.8.1FiOTS4O2 000 2.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN,
 
(RJFIII) (CA-) K3v9.I.2TS5HI5.G.lFLOTS4O2 .000 .000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJFII2) , (CA-8) K3vS.L2TSS I5.G.IF[OTS4O2 .000 -2.000 .000 XNRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
YMPP .0000 IN.YC 
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DA'A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJFII4'3 (CA-B) K3VS.l.2TS5 FIOTS402 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
(RJFII3) (CA-A) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5S.6.IFIOTS402 .000 2.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
CRJF111) q (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5,6.IFIOTS402 .000 .000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
CRJFLI2) S CA-B) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5.S.IFIOTS4o2 .000 -2.000 .000 	 XMRP 1339.91DO IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 41 	 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 10 IORB=8.TC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS




























SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .oooo IN.YC 
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ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30MAIN BALANCE'DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS IORB=8,TC OFF, ELEV=-5 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(PJF073) 0 (CA-S) IQ3V.I.2TS5 F30G5.3.5TS402 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
RJ7G)7 (CA-B) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5.6.IF30G5.3,5TS402 .000 .000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RjFO75) (CA-) K3V.I.2TS5Hi5.G.IF3OG5.3.5TS402 .000 -2.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
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ZMPP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0'100 
2.8 "r T... ... ..... ....... TTrn rrnl rr..rl 
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ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30 IORB=8,TC OFF. ELEV=-5 










.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT.
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(PJF073) (CA-B) K3V9. l.2TS5 F30G5.3.5TS402 

.000 .000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
(RjF T6) (CA-B) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5.s.IF3OG5.3.5TS402 

.000 -2.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
HI5 F3065 .3.5TS402
(RCF075) (CA-B) K3 €S.I.2TS5 ,S.1 

.000 -4.000 .000 XMPP 1339.9100 IN.XC
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FIG 42 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 30 IORB=8,TC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS
 
DATA SET SYMROL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 GP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRJFSI5)) O (CA-8) KI.2 TS1 	 87.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SOFT. 
CRJF528) (CA-8) KI.2 TSI (INVERTED) 	 87.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
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FIG 43 	 BASIC 747 MODEL 87 INCHES ABOVE FLOOR, FLOW ANGULARITY. HORIZ OFF
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS









CRJF515) tCA-B) KI.2 TSI 
 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 (RJF928) (CA-B) KI.2 TSI INVERTED) 87.000 .000 
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FIG 43 BASIC 747 MODEL 87 INCHES ABOVE FLOOR, FLOW ANGULARITY, HORIZ OFF 








(CA-8) KI.2 TSI 








SPEF 5500.0000 SQ0FT. 
LREF 327.8000B 2 48 0  IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YlRP .0000 IN.YC 
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BASIC 747 MODEL 87 INCHES ABOVE FLOOR, FLOW ANGULARITY, HORIZ OFF 




SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
t(CA-B) KI.2 TSI 
(CA-B) KI.2 TSI (INVERTED) 
.....­











SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YHRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZVRP 190.7500 IN.ZCSCALE .0400 
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BASIC 747 MODEL 87 INCHES ABOVE FLOOR. FLOW ANGULARITY, HORIZ OFF 







(CA-8) KI.2 TSI 
(CA-B) KI.2 TSI (INVERTED) 








TlTi n-rrrtlln- T n i1tl-T? TlT 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN.BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 -IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400ITm mu fT iT ITTll i ilIi 
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FIG 44 BASIC 747 MODEL 65 INCHES ABOVE FLOOR, FLOW ANGULARITY. HORIZ OFF 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 161 
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YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
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FIG 44 BASIC 747 MODEL 65 INCHES ABOVE FLOOR, FLOW ANGULARITY, HORIZ OFF
 
(A)ACH.15MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PG 6
 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
CRJFSIA 2 C 
(RJF927) Q 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CA-8) KI.2 TSI 








SREF 5500.0000 SQO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 44 BASIC 747 MODEL 65 INCHES ABOVE FLOOR. FLOW ANGULARITY. HORIZ OFF 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CAJMAC = .15 PAGE 163 






















XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 

















FIG 44 BASIC 747 MODEL 65 INCHES ABOVE FLOOR. FLOW ANGULARITY. HORIZ OFF
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 164 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRJFSI6) tCA-B) K1.2 TSI 45.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
(RjF92G) 0 (CA-B) K1.2 TSI (INVERTED) 45.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
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FIG 45 BASIC 747 MODEL 45 INCHES ABOVE FLOOR. FLOW ANGULARITY. HORIZ OFF 
(A)MCH* .15MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PG 6 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION GP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJFSIS) 0 [CA-8) KI.2 TSI 45.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT.
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FIG 45 	 BASIC 747 MODEL 45 INCHES ABOVE FLOOR, FLOW ANGULARITY. HORIZ OFF
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ORIGIAL PAGE IS POOR 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
GP 8ETA
DATA SET SIMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

5500.0000 SO.FT.
45.000 .000 	 SREF
(RJF51! 8) (CA-B) KI.2 TSI 
 LREF 327.8000 IN.
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INCHES ABOVE FLOOR. FLOW ANGULARITY. HORIZ OFF
FIG 45 BASIC 747 MODEL 45 

PG 6




SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CCA-B) KI.2 TSI 








SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 45 BASIC 747 MODEL 45 INCHES ABOVE FLOOR. FLOW ANGULARITY. HORIZ OFF 
-MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PAGE 168






SYMBOL CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(CA-8) KI.2HI5.ITSI 



































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
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FIG 46 BASIC 747 MODEL 87 








SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(CA-B) KI.2HI5.ITSI 











SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN.DREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 46 
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
0 CCA-8) KI.2HI5.ITSI 
U (CA-B) KI.2HI5.ITSI (INVERTED) 
* -- - imil inI Ir1 mr4 Ilrn illt11m i -rn-r Iil t-n n-
ELEVTR . STAB 
.000 -2.000 
.000 -2.000 




l rl fIll It 17ll,VIII 
REFERENCE INFlRtATION 
SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT, 
LREF 327,8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 INXC 
YNRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 46 BASIC 747 MODEL 87 INCHES ABOVE FLOOR. FLOW ANGULARITY. HORIZ ON 
CA)MACH .15 MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PAGE 171 




















BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP :0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 46 BASIC 747 MODEL 87 INCHES ABOVE FLOOR. FLOW ANGULARITY. HORIZ ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 




SYMBOL CONFIGURATLON DESCRIPTION 
CCA6) KI.2HI5.-ITSI 
(CA-8) KI.2H15.ITSI (INVERTED) 












il lfu tl fl il 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.PT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XtRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
YNRP .0000 [N.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
fl if~ fil11 lOl11 
, - , ,, ... .. .. . . . . . . 
1.2---------
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CAMC 3 . 4 8 I1731 PAGE 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRJF5$9)
ERJF523) 
Q (CA-B) KI.2HI5.ITSI 





















ORI&G.AL PAGE IS POOR ZMRP 190.7500 !N.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(CA-8) KI.2HI5.ITSI 
(CA-a) KI.2H15.ITS1 (INVERTED) 
r- TllTiTy nlnllt it rt l1 
1.21 












m l - ll fillll r r~ 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YHRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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,7 g : 
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.0(.3.. 0),05ACH07 0 PAGE 17 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1RJFOOI)
(RJF515) 
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
0 (CA- 3 KIV9.1.2TSI 
(CA-8) KI.2 TSI 
nh i i rn ,i l l d i m ii, 
45­
45 -----------­
























SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN;YC 
ZMRP IS0.7500 IN.ZC
.0400 
lllmi i l-lll III lIt luill I t it 
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(A)MACH-. 1 MAINBALNCEDATA-ALPHA SWEEPS PAGE 178 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION _BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJFOOI) ( tCA-B) KIV9.1.2TSI .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
cRJFl;51 - (CA-B) KI.2 TSI .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BPEF 2348.0000 IN., 
XMPP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 I N. YC
 
• 	 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
 
SCALE .0400
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FIG 48 BASIC 747 EFFECT OF STING-LOCATION - TAIL OFF, 
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PG 1PAGE ' 179 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJFOoi) 
(RJF515) 
















ZMRP 190,7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN,YC 
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BASIC 747 EFFECT*OF STING LOCATION 























SREF 5500.00OO S0,F7 
LREF 327.80C0 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
YMPP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZCSCALE 04OO 
35-
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BASIC 747 EFFECT OF STING LOCATION -H15.1
-I-MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS 






















SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LqEF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR STAB BETA REFEPENCE INFORMATION
 
'(CJFO3) Q (CA-8) KIV9.l.2TS2HI5.IFIO .000 -2.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 $QoFT. 
(RJFr)8!) (CA-B) XI.24V5.1TS .000 -2.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMPP 13J9.9100 IN.XC 
YmRp .OOC IN.YC 
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FIG 49 	 BASIC 747 EFFECT OF.STING LOCATION.- H15.1
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-ALPHA SWEEPS .
 (A3MACH = .15 	 PAGE 184 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
ELEVTR STAB IORB EtEVON 

.000 -2.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.Ft...
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(RJF0032 (CA-8) XIV9.I.2TS2H5.IFI0 

.000 -2.000 3.000 .000 LPEF 327.8000 IN.
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COMPARISON BETWEEN 747 ALONE AND FERRY CONFIGURATION. FLAPS UP 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB IORB EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRJF003) ( .000 -2.000 SREF 5500,0000 SO.FT.
CA-B) KIVS.I.2TS2HI5.IFIO 
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FIG 50 	 COMPARISON BETWEEN 747 ALONE AND-FERRY CONFIGURATION. FLAPS UP
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nn mml l 
EI.EVON 
.000 
l m i rL 
REFERENCE :NFORMATION 
SPEF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LPEF 327.000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE . 4O . -
mlill mlf111,tn m m n1 
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1.84'1.6--­
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Ig PAG 187 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CRJFO03) (CA-B] KIVS.I.2TS2HI5WFIO 
(RJFI24}) (CA-S) K2VB.I.2TSSHIS.6.IFOTS40I 










SREF 550.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 *IN.XC 
YMRP .=000 IN.YC 
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C3MPARISON BETWEEN 747 ALONE AND FERRY CONFIGURATION. FLAPS UP 























SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB FLAP BFTA 
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SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION 


























SREF 5500.0000 'SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 60 EFFECT OF FLAP SETTING ON. AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS. FERRY CONF 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CXJFI27) 0 (CA-8) K3Vy.I.2tSSHI5.6B.FOTS4OI
CxJFr083)3 (CA-B) K3v9I.2TS5HI5,8.IF2TS4OI-
(XJF054) O ( CA-8) K3V9.1.2TS5HI5.6.IF300S.3.5TS401 
..... . ....... 











FLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 .ObO SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
10.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
30.000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .O00O IN.YC 
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FIG 61 EFFECT OF FLAP SETTING ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE IND. ALT. TC ON. IORB=6 
AMACH = .15 747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES PAGE 227 































Y.PO .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRPSCALE 190.7500°.0400 IN.ZC 
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FIG 61 	 EFFECT OF FLAP SETTING ON AIRSPEED.AND ALTITUDE IND. ALT. TC ON, IORB=6
 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES
 
CA)MACH 	 = .15 PAGE 228
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CXJF1272 (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS8HI5.6.IFOTS40I 

CXJF083) (CA-B) K3V9.1I.2TS51I5.S.IF2OTS4OI 

(XJF054) (CA-B) K3V9.1.2TSSHI5.6.IF3005.3.STS401 

~ 
ELEVIR STAB FLAP BETA 
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EFFECT OF FLAP SETTING ON. AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE IND, ALT. 

747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES
 














































OATA SET SYMROL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION 
CXJFIO) 0 "CA-8 K3V9.t.2TS5HI5.S.IF1OtS402 
(W[079 (CA-B) K3V9,.2TS5HIS.S.IF20 TS402 



















SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 62 EFFECT OF FLAP SETTING ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE IND, ALTPTC OFF. IORB=6
 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 230 
----------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STA5 FLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(XJFIQB) C (CA-B) K3V9.l.2TS5HI5.S.IFIOTS4O2 .000 -2.000 10.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
(XJF079) (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.S.IF20 TS402 .000 -2.000 20.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
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FIG 62 EFFECT OF FLAP SETTING ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE IND, ALT.TC OFF. IORB=6
 
A)MACH = •.15 747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES PAGE 231
 
--- --- -- --- --- -- --- --- -- --- --- -- --- --
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB FLAP BETA . REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(XJFIO$) 0 [CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5MI5.B.IFIOTS4O2 .000 -2.000 10.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
CXJFO79)3 (CA-B) K3V,I.2TS5RIS.&.1F20 TS402 .000 -2.000 20.000" .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
tXJFOG7) (CA-s) K3V9.I.2TS5fI5.6.IF30G5.3.5TS402 'XMRP .DO) 1339.9100 IN.XC
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FIG 62 EFFECT OF FLAP SETTING ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE IND. ALT,TC OFF, IORB=G
 























SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XNRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 I.YC 
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FIG 63 EFFECT OF FLAP SETTING ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE IND, ALT, TC ON, IORB=8
 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES 




SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 


















SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 INXC 
-YMRP' .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 63 	 EFFECT OF FLAP SETTING ON AIRSPEED-AND ALTITUDE IND, ALT, TC ON, IORB=8
 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES
CA)MACH 	 = .15 PAGE 234 
)A.TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB FLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
XJFOSI) 0 (CA-B) K3V9.1.2TS5HI5S..IF2OTS4OI .000 -2,000 20.000 .000 SPEF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
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FIG 63 	 EFFECT OF FLAP SETTING ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE IND, ALT, TC ON. IORB=8
 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES
 
A)MACH = .15 	 PAGE 235 




Q (CA-8) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5.8.IFIOTS402 
(CA-8) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5s.IF3OGB3.5TS402 
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FIG 64 	 EFFECT OF FLAP SETTING ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE IND. ALT,TC OFF. IORB=8
 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES
 






















SREF ' 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LPEF 327,8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
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FIG 64 EFFECT OF FLAP SETTING'ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE IND. ALT,.TC OFFIORB=8
 
P G 3 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES PAGE 237
 CA) =. 1 5]MACH 
- - - - -
- - - - -
- -
- -- -
ELEVTR STAB FLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(XJF112) 0 (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5HIS. .FIOTS4O2 .000 -2.000 10.000 .000 SPEF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 











.	 SCALE .0400 
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FIG 64 EFFECT OF FLAP SETTING ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE IND. ALT.TC OFF.IORB=8
 
1A)MACH .15747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES PG 3
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB IORB EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(0JF003) (CA-) KIVB.I.2TS2HI5.IFIO 
 .000 -2.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
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FIG 65 EFFECT OF ORBITER ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS, FLAPS UP. 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 239 
-- 
DATA SET SYM9'JL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB IORB EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CQJF003) Q (CA-8) KIV9. I.2TS2HI5.1FIt .000 -2.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
(OJFI24) (CA-8) KZVS.I.2TS6HI56.IFOTS4O1 .000 '-2.000 3.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XmRP 1339.9100 IN;XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 65 	 EFFECT OF ORBITER ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS, FLAPS UP,
 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURESo
 
(A)MACH = .15 	 PAGE 240
 
DATA SET SYMBOL 	 ELEVTR IORB REFERENCE INFCPMAT!ON
EIEVON 

(CjF003) ( CA-B) K1V9.I.2TS2HI5.tFIO .000 -2.000 SPEF 5500.0000 SD.FT,. 
(0JF124 (CA-8) KIVS.I.2tS6HI5.6.1ROTS401 .000 -2.000 3.000 .000 LREF 327.80CC IN. 








ZVRP 190.7500 IN.ZCSCALE C04CO
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FIG 65 	 EFFECT OF ORBITER ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS, FLAPS UP.
 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES
CA^ MACH 	 = .5 PAGE 241 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB IORB EIEVON REFERENCE INrORMATION 
(0JF004) Q (CA-B) KIVB.I.2TS2HI5.IFIO .000 -2.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(ojrIi9) (CA-a) K2V9.I.2TS5HI5.6.IFIOTS4OI .000 -2.000 3.000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BSEF 2348.0000 IN. 
X PP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. (C 
ZmPPSCALE ' 190.7500C400 IN.ZC 
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FIG 66 EFFECT OF ORBITER ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS. FLAPS 10 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 242 




















SREF 50D.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BPEF 234B.0000 IN.XMPP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YIRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE 0400 
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FIG 68 EFFECT OF ORBITER ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS, FLAPS 10 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES
 
PAGE 243
r.DMACH, = 15 
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EFFECT OF ORBITER ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS. FLAPS 10FIG 68 

747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES





SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
0 CCA-8) KIV9.1.2TS2RI5.IF20 












SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 67 
 EFFECT OF ORBITER ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS. FLAPS 20
 
747 NOSE STAT C PRESSURES
 
CA)MACH = .15 
 PAGE 245
 



















XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 























EFFECT OF ORBITER ON AIRSPEED 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES 
AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS, FLAPS 20 
PAGE 246 
- - ---
- - - --
-------------- - - - - - -
-- 
-------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB IORB ELEVON 
(04F017) 0 (CA-8) KIVB.t.2TS2HI5.1F2 .000 -2.000 
CQJFOS4)! [ CCA-8) K2V9.I.2TS5Ht5. IF20TS4OI .000 -2.000 3,000 .000 
7..5 0-] -- - - - - - - - - - - ­
-.45-- - - - - - - - - - ­
-.40------------------ - - - - - ­
, -35 ----- ------ ----­
- . 3 0 ------- . --­
-. 25------------------------------------------------­
o .15
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FIG 87 EFFECT OF ORBITER ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS, FLAPS 20
 
CA3MACH .15747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES P G
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFLURATIWN MSCRLWTION ELEVTR STAB IORB ELEVON, REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(OJF0313 ' (CA-S) KlV9.,I.2TS2HI5.IF3065.3.5 .000 -2.000 SREF 5500,0000 SO.FT. ­
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FIG 68 	 EFFECT OF ORBITER ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS. FLAPS 30
 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
COJF031) (LCA-B) KIV9..2TS2Hl5.E30G5.3.S 5 
(CJF0383) (CA-S)'K2VS.1.2TS5F3OHI5.6.IG5.3.ST$40 
Ip i-r lin l i-fl il~l riI-I t-i IT ITE l i 






i nt l 
ELEVTR STAB IOR13 
.000 2.000 
.000 -2.000 3.000 
l ni- 17I mt I -l; -ri rn- rIIi-n 








SREF 5500.0000, S0.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348,0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.,XC, 
YHRP .0000 INYC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400l - Ir n-I r riII-l I f rI-I 
.35 
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FIG 68 	 EFFECT OF ORBITER ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS, FLAPS 30' 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES(A)MA 15 .15 	 PAGE 249 
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XMkP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YHRP .0000 LN.YC, 
ZNRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
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FIG 68 EFFECT OF ORBITER ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS, FLAPS 30 
+AMC1 747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES PAG..5 
atp-g)OUCIBILITY OF THE­
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURKTION'OESCRIPTON ELEVTR STAB IORs ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(0JF0037 Q (CA-B) KIVB.t.2TS2HI.IFIO .000 -2.000 SREF 15500,0000 SO.FT. 
(QJF124) 
(QJF127) 
















XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
,YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZIPP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 89 EFFECT OF ORB INC ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS, FLAPS UP. TC ON
 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES
 
CA)MACR .15 PAGE 251
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FIG G9 	 EFFECT OF ORB INC ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS. FLAPS UP, TO ON
 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES
 
A)MACH = .15 	 PAGE 252 
--- 
ST$P IORB ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR 
QJFO03' Q (CA-B) KIV.'I.2TS2HI5.I-'I0 .000 -2.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(QJF124) (CA-B) K2V .I.2TS8HI5;S.IFDTS4OI .000 -2.000 3.000 .000 . LREF 327,8000 IN. 
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FIG 69 	 EFFECT OF ORB INC ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS. FLAPS UP. TC ON
 
747 NOSE 'STATIC PRESSURES
 
L.A M.ACH = •.15 	 +'S PAGE 253 
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FIG 70 EFFECT OF ORB INC ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS, FLAPS 20, TC ON 
CA)MACH = .15 747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES PAGE 254
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(04F083) 0 CCA-8) K3V9.1.2TSSH15.6.IF2OTS401 
COJFS91 Ui (CA-e) K3V9.l.2TS5NI5.G.IF2OTS401 
















SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRR 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 , 
I7 E i 
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FIG 70 	 EFFECT OF ORB INC ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS, FLAPS 20. TO ON 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES (A)MACH = .15 	 PAGE 255 
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURTION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB IORB ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(QJFOS3) "CCA-8) K3gV9.I.2TS5HI5o.6IF2OTS4OL .000 -2.000 6.000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
B 
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FIG 70 	 EFFECT OF ORB INC ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS. FLAPS 20. TC ON 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES5A)MACH.15 	 PAGE 256 
























ir $1n-, 1 ii. 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
.1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 1N.YC" 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZCSCALE .0400 
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FIG 71 EFFECT OF ORB INC ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS. FLAPS 30. TC ON
 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES 
CA)MACH = .15 .. PAGE 257 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ELEVTR STAB IORS EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL 'CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
[JF054) '(CA-) K3V9..2-SSHIS.S.IF3OG5.3.STS401 .000 -2.000 6.000 -5.000 
 LREF 327.8000 IN.








ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
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FIG 71 EFFECT OF ORB INC ON AIRSPEED AND'ALTITUDE INDICATORS. FLAPS 30, TC ON
 









(CA-B) K3V9.1.2TS5HIS .8.IF3005.3.5TS401 
















nl l l l 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SRER 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREr 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC. 
ZMRP 190.7500' IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 -, 
rrtnIml Tm1 TlfilI­
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT, 
LREF 327-8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC-
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FIG 72 EFFECT OF ORB INC ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS, FLAPS 10oTC OFF
 
• '747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB. IORB EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(QJFIOSY 0 CCA-B) K3VS.lI.2TSSHI5.G.1FIOTS402 .000 -2,000 6.000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
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FIG 72 EFFECT OF ORB INC ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS, FLAPS 1O.TC OFF
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB IORB ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
COJFIO63 (CA-B) K3V9.1.2TS5HI5.8.1FIOTS4O2 .000 -2.000 8.Coo -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
tOJF112) I CCA-83 K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.8.IF1OTS4O2 .000 -2.000 8.000 -5.000 	 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 72 
 EFFECT OF ORB INC ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS. FLAPS 1O.TC OFF
 
7417 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 282
 
DATA SET SYMBOL ' CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB IORD EL.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C0JF067) 0 CCA-8) K3VS.1.2TSH5.S.1F30G5.3.STS402 .000 -2.000 6.000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
CQJF0751 j CCA-8) K3VS.I.2TS5H5.8.1F3065.3.5TS402 .000 -2.000 8.000 -5.000 LREF ' 327.8000 IN. 
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FIG 73 	 EFFECT OF ORB INC ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS. FLAPS 30.TC OFF
 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES
CA)MAC- .15 	 PAGE 283
 
- - -- - -- - ---
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB IORB ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
COJFO67) Q tCA-B) K3V9.I.ZTS5HI5.8.1F3OG5.3.5TS402 .000 -2.000 .0oo -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
[0JF075) [2 CCA-B) K3V91.2TS5HI15.6,IF3065.3.5TS402 .000 -2.000 8.000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 73 	 EFFECT OF ORB INC ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS. FLAPS 30.TC OFF
 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES




SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
0 (CA-83 K3V9.l.2TSH156.IF3OG5.3.5TS402 
(CA-8) K3VS.1.2TS5HI5.S.IF305.3.5TS402 













SREF 5500.0000 SOFT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
Ininrnm.1,,,,,til ....... I r 
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t il-1t 
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FIG 73 EFFECT OF ORB INC ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS, FLAPS 30.TC OFF 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES 
CA-MACH .15 - PAGE 265 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB IORB EL.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
COJF083) 
(0JF079) 








'XMRP 1339, 100 IN.XC 
YNRP .0000 INYC 
ZMRP 1S0.7500 IN.ZC 
'1lT nt tn TlT1 itnT n li 'iitIt, if 
1 
Irity ft nltl r,,l i iT tn nlTl ittl i l TT , (T 
SCALE 
lIil it i' *l T 
.0400 
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FIG 74 	 EFFECT OF TAIL CONE ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS, FLAPS 20
 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES
 
CA)MACH = .15 	 PAGE 2GG 
IRRODI.T0 
'OF T1HE 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF!GUATIN D8SC![PTION LEVTf STAB 16R8 ELEVON REFERENCE IN IAR7AIIN 
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TAIL CONE ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS. FLAPS 20FIG 74 EFFECT Or 747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES
 ( A 3hIACH = . 15 PAGE 287 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB IORB ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C0JF083) 
(0JF079) 


















XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
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FIG 74 	 EFFECT OF TAIL CONE ON-AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS.-FLAPS 20
 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES
 
.A0MACH .15 	 PAGE 268
 






















XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 75 
O(w 
EFFECT OF TAIL CONE ON -AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS FLAPS 30 
A)MACH = .15 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES 
PAGE 269 
---------
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTMON ELEVTR STAB ORB ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(0JF054) ( .000 -2.000 6.000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT.CA-S) K3V$.1.2TS5HIS.S.IF3005.3.5TS401 









ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
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FIG 75 	 EFFECT OF TAIL CONE ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS, FLAPS 30
 
747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES
 
(A)MACH = .15 	 PAGE 270 
DATA SET SYMeOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB IORB ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CQJF0541 
C0JFO67) 



















XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCAL-E .0400 
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FIG 75 EFFECT OF TAIL CONE ON AIRSPEED AND ALTITUDE INDICATORS, FLAPS 30 
(A)MACH = .15 747 NOSE STATIC PRESSURES PAGE 271 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP EI.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJF157), ItCA-8) K2.tTS7 F30TS401GS.3.5 .235 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(RJFI5e I' CCA-B) K2.ITS7 F30TS40IG5.3.5 4.200 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJF5 9) (CA-a) K2.ITS7 F30TS40105.3.5 6.15 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJFIGO)) CCA-8) K2.,ITSI F30TS401 5.3.5 8.112 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 [N.XC

(RJFI61) (CA-a) K2.ITS7 F3OTS40165,3.5 10.252 3.000 -11.700 .000 YHRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(RJF162) ' (CA-83 K2,ITS7 F30TS40IG5.3.5 12.237 3.000 -I'.700 .000 ZMRP 390.75001 IN.ZC
 
• SCALE .04O00
2.1I i fin rn-.. I-I ... ... T . .. i m ir i ...f .. ... m m .. ...............
.. ... .  ...... i ... I~f..  ~ - Ti...T...i..i m n ... ..  
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CAMC =, 5.AE 7 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 76 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXII.TY. HORIZ OFF. IORB = 3. TC ON 
'A)MAH .1 MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPSI PG 27 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORe 8DFLAP EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJFI57) C (CA-B) m2.ITS7 F30TS40165.3.5 .235 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
fRJrI5) (CA-e) h2.ITS7 F30TS401 5.3.5 4.200 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJF159) (CA-B) K2.ITS7 P30TS40165.3.5 6.165 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(RJFl60) (CA-8) K2.ITS7 F30TS40165.3.5 0.112 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
tRJFISI] rCA-8) K2.ITS7 F30TS40165.3.5 10,252 3.000 -11,700 .000 YMRP .0000 14.YC 
(RJFI62) L) (CA-B) K2.ITS7 F30TS40IG5.3.5 12.237 3.000 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 76 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF. 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
IORB = 3. TC ON 
CA)MACH .15 PAGE 273 
DATA SET SYMBOL' CONFIGURATION DESCR'IPTION ALPHAW TORB BDFLAP EI.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRJF157) QC CA-) K2.1TS7 F30TS40105.3.5 .235 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
(RJFt583 L (CA-B) I2.ITS7 F3OTS40IGS.3.5 4.200 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
CRJFIS ) tCA-8) K2.11S7 F30TS40IGS.3.5 G.165 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJFIGO) (CA-8) K2.ITS7 F3otS40105.3.5 8.112 3,000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.Y(C 
tRJFEI6 (CA-B) K2.1TS7 F30TS40IG5.3.5 10.252 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0OO0 IN.YC 
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FIG 76 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, IORB = 3. TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPSCA )rACH = •.15 
, 



















(CA-8) K2.17S7HI5.,6. IF30TS40105.3.5 
(CA-B) 12.1TS7HI5.6.IF30TS4015.3.5 
























EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
.000 LREF 327.8000 IN, 
.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 































FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, IORB = 3, TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS LOW ANGLES -3F ATTACK 
PAGE 275 
- - -- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - -
- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRJFI3G) (CA-B) K2.1TS7HI5.8.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 .219 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT.
 
(RJFI37) (CA-8),K2.1TS7HI5.8.IF30TS40165.3.5 2.234 3.000 -1.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.'
 
(RJFI33 (CA-B) K2.1TS7HI5.6. r3OTS4OIG5.3.5 4.192 3.000 .11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
CRJF31: (CA-8) K2.ITSHI5.6.IF3OTS40O5.3.5 6.216 3.000 -11.700 .000 XHRP 1339.100 IN.XC
 
CRJFI3 CCA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.. IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 8.254 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(RJFI38) (C 10.169 3.000 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
GA-8) K2.TS7HIS.8.IF30TS40105.3.5
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FIG 77 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, [ORB =3. TO ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS LOW ANGLES OF ATTACK 
(A)MACH = .15 - PAGE 276' 
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 77 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB 0.OIORS 3. 
MAIN BALANCE OATA-GP SWEEPS LOW ANGLES OF ATTACK 



























































I 20 3 
ALPHAW IORD BOFLAP EI.EVON 
6.216 3.000 -l..700 .000 
8.254 3.000 -11.700 .000 
10.169 3.000 -1:.700 .000 
12.228 3.000 -I..700 .000 
14.293 3.000 -l'.700 .000 
16.297 3.000 -1:.700 .000 







SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
. .. .I 
FIG 78 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. IORB = 3, TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 278 
%FIpRODUCIBIhITY OF THE 
ZF4GlIAL PAGE IS POOR 
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FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. IORB = 3, TC ON 




CA]MACH = .15 PAGE 279
 
---
DATA-SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW lORB BOFLAP EI.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJFl342 C (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI.S.IF30TS401G5.3.5 
(RJFI35) I 'CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.8.IF30TS4O0IG5.3.5 
(RJFI3) 9 (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.6.1F30TS401G5.3.5 
(RJFI39) P (CA-8) K2.1TS7HI5.G.IF30TS4DIG5.3.5 
IRJFI,103 [ (CA-B) K2.lTS74I5..IF3OTS4OIG5.3,5 
(RJF141) L (CA-B) K2.1TS7HI5,6.rIF30TS4IG5.3.5 
-. 20 m.YT T 
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1'0 20 30 40 50 GO 70 80 90 100 
FIG 78 GROUND PLANEFERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. IORB 3, TC ON 

















































SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC' 
YMRP .0000 INYC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
.. t 
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FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = -2. IORB = 3, TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS LOW ANGLES OF ATTACK 
PAGE 281 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORS BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJFI42) 0 CCA-8) t(2.ITS7HIS.6.1F30TS401G5.3.5 .177 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
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(A)MAH = 15 PAE 28 
F 7I FERR !4I4/-£ICN IN I4iG41N PO MT 4 =1=O W , £TA4 
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- -- -- - ---- - - -- - - -- - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPNAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF142] (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.8.IF3OTS4OIGS.3.5 .177 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 3270.8000 SO.FT.
 
(RJF143) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5S..IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 2.164 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJF144) (CA-BIK2.TS7HI5..IF30TS40105.3.5 4.247 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN,
 
CRJF145) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS40IG5.3.5 6.168 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(RJF14 ) , (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5..IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 8.099 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
















FIG 79 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, IORB = 3, TC ON 
MANBALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS LOW ANGLES OF ATTACK 
CA)MACH .15 PAGE 283
 
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP EI.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRJF145) 2 8.168 3.000 -1,1.700 .000 SREF SOFT.
CA-8rKQ.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS40105.3.5 5500.0000 

(RJFI46) (CA-B) K2.1TS7NI5.G.IF30TS4015.3.5 8.099 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.,
 
CRJFI47) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.8.IF30TS40115.3.5 10.174 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJF1489 A (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.6.1F3OTS4OIG5.3.5 12.110 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(RJF149) I CA-8) K2.TS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4O1G5.3.5 14.219 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(RJFI50) ( 16.35 3.000 -11.700 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
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LI 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG SQ FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2. IORB =3. TC ON
 
CA)MAH .15MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK PG 8
 













tCA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.SG.F30TS401G5.3.5 6.168 

(CA-8) X2.1TS7HI5.6.IF30TS40I05.3.5 8.099 

(CA-8) K2.1TS7HI5.B.IF30TS401G5.3.5 10.174 

(CA-8) K2.1TS7HI5.8.IF30TS40105.3.5 12.110 

(CA-8) K2.1TS7HI5.8.IF30TS40IG5.3;5 14.219 

(CA-8) K2.1TS7HI5.8.rF30TS4OIG5.3.5 16.235 
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3.000 -11.700 .000 ShEF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.9000 IN.
 
3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
3.000 -'1.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
3.000 -:J.700 .000. YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
















. ,  
GO 70 80 so 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 80 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, IORB =3. TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 285 
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORS BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRJFI45) Q (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.G.IF30TS4O165.3.5 6.16 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
(RJFI46) (CA-B) K2.1TS7HI5.8.IF3DTS4O1G5.3.5 8.099 3.000 -:1.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJF47 3 (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.8.IF30TS40165.3.5 10.174 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREr 2348.0000 IN.
 





(RJFI50) (CK-8,) K2.ITS7HI5. .IF30TS401B5.3.5 16.235 3.000 -:1.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 80 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, IORB = 3, TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK 
CA3MACH = .15 PAGE 286 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
rRJFISI) CCA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.S.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 .159 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
CRJFIS2) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI.6.IF3OTS4O1G5.3.5 4,158 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
CRjFI53 (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.S.IF30TS40IG5.3.5 8.110 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN:
 
(RJF1541 (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5S..1F30TS40I05.3.5 6.239 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
ERJF155) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.8.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 10.147 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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0 i0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE
 
FIG 81 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -4. IORB = 3. TC ON
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS
 
CAIMACH .15 PAGE 287
 





















(RJF153) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.6.lIF30TS40135.3.5 8.110 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.00C0 IN. 
(RJF154) tCA-S) K2.ITS7HIS.G.IF30TS401G5.3.5 6.239 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC, 
(RJF155) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5,.6.F30TS401O5.3.5 10.147 3.000 -W1.700 .000 YMRP .000 IN.YC 
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 81 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -4, IORB = 3, TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 288 
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FERRY CON. IN GROUND 





STAB -4, IORBI= 3, TC ON 
PAGE 289 
- -- - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - -

























































.3. SCALE .0400 
................................................ 
1.7 -1, -- -- - - ---------------------­ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -A---------­
1.01 A1.-------------------------------------------­
2.--------------------------------------------­




FI 82 FER CO.IlRUDPRXMTSA =-,EET=23 OB3 CO
 
CA.7-C .1 , , ,90 PAGE 

IG 82 FRR .O.IN GRUDPOIIT.SA,,2.EET=2. B3 cO
 
MANALNC DAT-GlSWEP 







SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(CA-8) KZ.ITS7HI5.8.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 
CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IF3QTS4OIG5.3.5 
CA-8) K2I.TS7HI 5..F30TS4015.3.5 
(CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4OIG5.3,5 































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
. 32-i l Ji f 
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 82 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
= -2. ELEVTR=-23. IORB=3. TC ON 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 291 



























































SCALE ' .0400 
.................T,,Il.......T . 
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(AMC =5 '15 PAGE 292 
,10 20 30 40 50 7 80 I 90 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 82 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = -2. ELEVTR=-23. IORB=3. TC ON 
(AJMACH .15MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS PG 9 
ICEPRODUCIBJJITy OF T11E,RINAL PAGE IS POOP 































































2. 1 lf ' T.. ... ...nfl .. ...T ....... ....T  ll... ... ............... ... ...Till T-"l 11.  ....ll . SCALE 
.0400 
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-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 so' 
GROUND PLANE
 
FIG 83 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, ELEVTR=-23. IORB=8. TC ON
 
MAIN BALANCE OATA-GP SWEEPS

CAJMACH = .15 PAGE 293 
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -
ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRJF193) ' (CAr8) K3.ITS7 " F3OTS40105o.3.5 .128 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500,0000 SO.FT.
 
(RJFI94) tCA-8) K3.ITS7 F30TS4015.3.5 4.126 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.0000 IN.
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP 

(RJFI95] (CA-8) K3.ITS7, F30TS40105.3.5 6.186 6.000 -[1.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJFIS6) CCA-8) K3.1TS7 F30TS40105.3.5 8.187 6.000 -li.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
,(R3FI97) (CA-8 K3.ITS7 F30TS40165.3.5 10.192 6.000 -11.700 -5:000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 83 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF. ELEVTR=--23, IORB=G. TO ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS-­
.15 IA)MACH PAGE 	 294 









(CA-8) K3.ITS7 F30TS4OlG5.3.5 
CCA-8) K3.ITS7 F30TS40IG5.3.5 
[CA-8) K3.ITS7 F3OTS4OIG5.3.5 
(CA-8) K3.ITS7 F30TS40IG5.3.5 
(CA-8) K3.ITS7 F3DTS4OIG5.3.5 






























SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
















2FIG8 3 FER 
























-A.A32 ..... PAGE..29. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION O SCRIPT!n ALPHAW IORB DOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJFISO) 0 (CA-B) Q3.ITS7HIS.8.1F3OTS4Oi5.3.5 .151 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
(RJFI75) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF30TS401G5.3.5 4.171 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJF176) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 '6.173 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJF177) (CA-B) K3.TS7H15.S.iF30TS40105.3.5 8.173 '6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XFRP 1339,9100 IN.XC
 
CRJF178) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 10,137 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMqp .0000 IN.YC
 
























-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 6'0 70 80 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 84 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, ELEVTR=-23, IORB=6, TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 












(CA-B) KI.ITS7HI5o6.,.1F3 TS40105.3.5 
(CA-B) K3ITS7H15..IF30TS4O15.3.5 j (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.6,1F30TS40165.3.5 

































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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CAMC 22 .15PGE 29 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 84 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB 2. ELEVTR=-23. 10R86. iTON 
rA)MACH .15MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS PG 9 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUiRATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BODFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CR3FI803 Q CCA-B) K3.ITS7HI6.,IF30TS4OtG5.3.5 .151 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(RJF175) Li CA-8) K3.1tS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4OIG5,3.5 4.171 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJFI76) 9 tCA-S) K3.ITS7HI5S..IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 6.173 6.000' -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CRJF177) 4 (CA-81 K3-ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 8.173 6.000 -'1.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(RJFI78) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS40IG5.3.5 10.137 6.000 -tl..700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 84 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB 2. ELEVTR=-23. IORB=8. TO ON
 















































SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2340.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
1. - . - ------------- -
1.7 







10012030 40 50 s0 70 80 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 85 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
= 0. ELEVTR=-23. IORB=B, TC ON 


















































SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
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FI 8 5 
02 10 
FE R RY .CON . G, 
20 30 40t.008 
--
, ,I 
-------------- A--------GROUN SWEEPS 
-0034CH. 3.15 PAGE 300 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJFIBI) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF3OTS4015.3.5 .167 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LRJFI82] (CA-B) K3.lTS7HI5.G.F3OTS4OIG5.3.5 4.137 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LRFF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJF183) (CA-8) K3.JTS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 6.180 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(RJF184 CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5,G.IF3OTS4OIG5,3.5 8.158 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339,9100 IN.XC 
(RJFI85) 
(RJFI86) B (CA-B) 3.1TS7HI5.6,IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4OIG5,3.5 10.175 12.161 6.000 6.000 -11.700 -1.700 -5.000 -5.000 YMRP ZMRP .0000 190.7500 IN.YC IN.ZC 
SCALE .0.100 
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FIG 85 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB ELEVTR=-23 ,0, IORB=6. TC ON 
S.5MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS CA)MAC- = •15 PAGE 301 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION '
 
tRJF1873 C (CA-8) K3.ITS7HlG.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 .179 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(RJFI88) U (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS4QI05.3.5 4.122 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJF189) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HIS.S.1F3OTS40105.3.5 6.123 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(RJFI90) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF3OTS40IG5.3.5 8.153 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(RJFISI) (CA-B) K3.lTS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4QIG5.3.5 10.190 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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(CA-B) K3. TS7I5.6.I30TS4o1G5.3.5 
(CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5..IF301S401G5.3.5 
































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YmRP .0000 IN,yC 
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FIG 86 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB =-2, ELEVTR=-23, lORD=6, TC ONBALANCE -MAINTA-GP SWEEPS 
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FIG 88 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2. ELEVTR=-23. IORB=S, TC ON
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS
























































BOFLAP EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
-11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
-11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
-11.700 -5.000 XMRP- 1339.9100 IN.XC 
-11.700 -5.000 YMRP '.0000 IN.YC 
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-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 87 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. ELEVTR= 17, IORB=6, TC ON 
CA)MACH = .15 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS PAGE 305 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- -- - - - - - - --- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONOESCRIPTION'," ALPHAW IORD BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJFI99) 0 (CA-B) K3.ITS7Hl5 .,1F3oTs4IG5.3.5 .171 6.000 -11.70O -5.000' SREF 5500.0000 SO.'FT. 
(CA-8) 	 4.098 LREF
[fJFY00)  1K3.11S7HI5..IF30TS401GS.3.5 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 327,8000 IN.
 
(RJF201) (CA-B) K3.1T57HI5.6.IF30TS40105.3.5 6.137 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348,0000 IN.
 
(RJF202) (CA-B) l3.ITS7HIb.6.SIF3TS4 G5.3.5 8.191 6.000 -11.700 -5000 XNRP 1339.9100 IN.XC'
 (RJF203) 13.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TSAOIGS.335 1.(CA-B)0.129 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.VC
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-to 0 10 20. 30 40 50 60 70 80 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 87 -FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ELEVTR= 17, IORB=6, TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS
CA)MACH = .15 	 'PAGE 306
 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

.171 6.000 -11,700 -5.000 SPEC 5500.0000 SO.FT.
IRJF1S9) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS..IF30TS4OI5.3.5 

4.098 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
pJC2O0) (CA-8) K3.ITS7H 15..IF30TS4O1G5.3.5 

6.137 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
CRJF201 (CA-B) K3.ITS7H15.r.IF30TS40105.3.5 

8.191 6.000 -11.700 -5,000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
(RjF202) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS40105.3.5 

(RJF203) (CA-B) K3.1TS7H15.68.F30TS40IG5.3.5 10.129 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
6.000 -11.700 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
(RJF2043) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS4OIG5.3.5 12.192 SCALE ,400
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 87 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. ELEVTR= 17. IORB=6, TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 307
 
- - - - -
- - - - -
- - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION'dESCRIPTION ALPHAW 1ORB BDFLAP EiEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJFIS9) 0 (CA-8) K3.ITS7HIS.6.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 .183 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
CPJrl70) U (CA-0) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS4OIG5.3.5 	 4.177 6.000 -II700 -5.000 LRCF 327;8000 IN. 
(RJF17ZI) (CA-8) K3.ITS7tHl5.6.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 6.229 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJrI72) CCA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF,3QS401G5.3.5 8.146 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.,9I00 IN.XC
 
(RJF 73) (CA-B) K3.1TS7HIS.8.IF3OTS40IG9.3.5 10.106 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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o io 2030 45067080 	 9 0 
FIG 88 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. -STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23. 10R6=6. TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 








SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
Q (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5S..1F30TS40iGS.3.5 U (CA-B) K3, ITS7HIS.6. IF30TS4lG5.3.5 
(CA-B) K3,TS7HI5S.6.IF3OTS4OIG5,3.5 
(CA-B) K3. 1T67HI5.8 lF30TS40GS,3.5 
(CA-B) K3.ITS7H15.6.IF30TS4O1GS.3,5
C (Ct-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS4OlGS.3.5 
l itTT I r f tlln-- ITT lii IIT fl~ r 





ALPHAW IORD BDFLAP 
.183 8.000 -11.700 
4.177 6.000 -11.700 
6.223 6.000 -11.700 
8.146 6.000 -11.700 
10.106 8.000 -11.700 
12.126 6.000 -11.700 








I TT l 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348,0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMR0 .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 







002 040 50 
GROUNO PLANE 
60 70 80 'go- 100 
FIG 88 
.15 
FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SW-EEPS 
IA)MACH 
0, ELEVTR=-23. IORB=6 TC ON 
PAGE 309 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRJFI69) - (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.6.IF30TS40155.3.5 .183 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 50.FT. 
CPJF170) (CA-B) K3.lTS7HN5S.6.I30TS4OIG5.3.5 4.177 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJr171) (CA-8) R3.ITS7HI5.8.IF30TS40105.3.5 6.229 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN,
 
(RJF172) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS.8.IF30TS40IG5.3.5 8.146 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.,XC
 
,RJFI73) (CA-B) K3.ITS7H5.6.IF30TS40IGS.3.5 10.106 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 INYC
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 88 FERRY CON. IN GROUNO.PROXIMITY, STAB 0, ELEVTR=-23, IORB=S, TC ON 














(CA-92 K2.1TS7 FIOTS4011G53.5 
(CA-8) K2.1TS7 FIOTS40165.3.5 
(CA-83 K2.1TS7 FIOTS40IG5.3.5 
(CA-8) K2.oTS7 FIOTS40165.3.5 
(CA-83 K2.1TS7 FIOTS40165.3.5 

































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BPEF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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10 20 30 4"0 50 6'0 70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 89 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF FLAPS 10 10R8=3. TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 















(CA-B) S2.ITS7 FIOTS4OlG5.3.5 
(CA-B) K2.1T7 FIOTS40I5.3.5 
tCA-B) K2.1TS7 FIOTSA0105.3.5 
(CA-B) K2.1TS7 FIOTS010G.3.5 
(CA-8) K2.ITS7 FIOS4015.3.5 
(CA-B) K2.ITS7 FIOTS4OIG5.3.5 
Tl' iT ,7 I,""gntn rrjm 
--- ---- ---
















lt muni tllrrT 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF. 2348.0000 IN. 
XFIRP 132.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
Z$RP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 





















ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF404) Q (CA-8) K2.ITS7 FIOTS4OIG5.a.5 .144 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(PJF405) U (CA-8) K2.1TS7 FIOTS40IG5.3.5 4.201 -3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJr40G) 0 CA-B) K2.ITS7 FIOTS4OIGS.3.5 6.129 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2349.0000 IN. 
(RJF407) (CA-8 K2.ITS7 FIOTS4OIGS.3.5 8.129 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(RJF408) (CA-B) K2.1T57 FITS40IOS.3.5 10.123 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(PJF409) L (CA-8) K2.ITS7 FlOTS40IGs.3.5 12.202 3.000 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 1O0 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 89 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF FLAPS 10 IORB=3, TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE OATA-GP SWEEPS
CA)MACH, .15 PAGE 313 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB GOFLAP EI.EVON 
CRJF'86) 
fRJF187) 3 (CCA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.S.IFIOTS4OIG5.3.5 (CA-8) K2.1TS7HI5.6.IFIOTS40105.3.5 .144 4.121 3.000 3.000 -11.700 -11.700 .000 .000 
tRJF3SB) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5S..IFIOTS4OIG5.3.5 6.127 3.000 -11,700 .000 
(RJF3B9) CCA-B) K2.1TS7HT5.6.IFIOTS40IG5.3.5 8.161 3.000 -11.700 .000 
(RJF390) CCA-B)'K2.ITS7HI5.6.1FlOTS40105.3.5 I0.186 3.000 -11.700 .000 
(RJF3SI) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4O15.3.5 12.170 3.000 -11.700 .000 




0 m .... . . ....... " ' !. . . .. 
GROUN PLAN 
FI:;: 90 FERIO.IIRUD RXMTSA LAS1 




SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1,339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 










DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF386) Q (CA-B) K2.1TS7HI.6.IFI0TS4O1G5.3.5 .144 3.OQ -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
CRJF387) LI (CA-B) I2.1TS7HI5.S.IrIOTS4OlG5.3.5 4.121 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJF388) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HIb,.E.iF10TS4OIG5.3.5 6.127 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(RJF389) (CA-B) K2.1TS7HI.6.IFIOTS4OIG5.3.5 8.161 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
112.1T7TH15.6.IFIOTS40OIS.3.5 YMRP
(RJF39O) (CA-B)  6, 3.000 -11.700 .000 .0000 IN.YC
 
(RJF3S1) ( 12.170 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC

















10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 90 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY* STAB = 2 FLAPS 10 IORB=3, TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS








SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 





j (CA-8) K2.ITq7HI5.8.1FlOTS4ald5.5.5 
.0 = T TIT in-ti nnrinm 
. 20 









IORB BOFLA' EIEVON 
3.000 -11.700 .000 
3.000 -11.700 .000 
3.000 -11.700 .000 
3.000 -11.700, .000 
3.000 -11.700 .000 
3.000 -11.700 .000 
I Tn- M .. ti lnl tii 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000' IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IM.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
niTnt ll 
I , I 
.15 : : : ' 
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FIG 90 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB =2 FLAPS 10 IORB=3, TC ON
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS
 















































SREF 550D.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000. IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 













80' 90. 10 
GROUNO PLANE 
FIG 91 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0 FLAPS 10 IORB=3. TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 317 
IORB BOFLAP EI.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRJF392) C (CA-9) 92.1TS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4OIG5.3.5 .128 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
DATA SET SYMBOL 'CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW 

CRJF393)1 (CA-S) K2.ITSYHI5.6.IFIOTS4OIG5.3.5 4.184 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJF394) , (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.8.IFIOTS4OIG5.3.5 6.119 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJd395) (LA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.S.IFIOTS4OIO5.3.5 8.182 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(RJF39) (CA-a) K2.ITS7HI5.8.IFIOTS4OIGS.3.5 10.125 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(RJF3971 ( . 12.173 3.000 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZCCA-8) K2.ITS7HIS.6.1FIOTS4OIOS.3.5 

SCALE .0400










20 30 40 50 60 
GROUND PLANE 
FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROX'IMITY, STAB 





IORB=3, TC ON 
PAGE 318 
-----------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORS BOFLA? ElEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF392) ( .128 3.000 -11.700 SREF 5500.0000 SO FT.
 CCA-$) K2.ITSIHIS.S.IFIOTS4OIGS.3.5 .000 

(RJF193) CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4OIGS.3.5 4.184 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJF394) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4OIG5.3,5 6.118 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJF395) (CA-E)K2.ITS7HIS.6.IFIOTS4I05.3.5 8.182 3.900 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(RJC396) CCA-O) K2.ITS7HI5S..IFIOTS4OIG5.3.5 10.125 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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040 -020 5i0 60 7"0 8'0 90 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG S1 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0 FLAPS 10 IORB=3. TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPSCA35ACH = .15 PAGE 319 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORA BOFLAP ELEVON 
(RJF398) C (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4OIGS.3.5 .178 3.000 -11.700 .000 
(RJF399) (CA-8) K2.ITS7H5..IFIOTS4OIG5.3.5 4.155 3.000 -11.700 .000 
(RJF400) (CA-B) K2.ITS7ISS.IFIOTS40IG.3.5 6.152 3.000 -11.700 .000 
(RjF40l) (CA-B) K2.ITS7i5W.6.1FrOTS40105.3.5 8.127 3.000 -11.700 .000 
(RJF402) I (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.6.1FIOTS4OG5.3.5 10.152 3.000 -11.700 .000 
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FIG 92 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2 FLAPS 10 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS (AM-.ACH = 15 
REPRODUCIfILITY OF TIE 
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 92 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = -2 FLAPS 10 IORB=3 TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 321 







0 CA-B) K2.1TS7HI5.6.1FIOTS40105.3.5 
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FIG 92 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB =.-2 FLAPS 10 IORB=3, TC ON
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS
CA)MACR = .15 	 PAGE 322 
- - -
BDFLAP EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB 

(RJF410) -o (CA-B) K2.1TS7HI5.S.IFIOTS4OIG5.3.5 .133 - 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
CRJF4112 [3 (CA-B) K2.1TS7HI5..IFIOT$4OIG5.3.5 	 4.213 3.000. -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJF412) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5S.IFIOTS40IG5.3.5 6.142 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(RJF413) (CA-SI K2.ITS7HI5..FIO0S4OIG5.3.5 8.115 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(RJF414) (CA-8) K2.ITSTHI5.G.IFIOTS4OIG5.3.5 10.239 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
CAIMACH = .15 PAGE 323 
- - - -
- - -







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHAW lORB BOFLAP 
.133 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT.
(CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.S.1FIOTS4OI5.3.5 

(RJF411) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.G.IFIOTS40IG5.3.5 4.213 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJF412) (CA-8) K2.ITSTI5.6.IFI0TS40165.3.5 6.142 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
CRJ413) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.8.IFIOTS401G5.3.5 8.115 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(RJF414) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS401G5.3.5 10.239 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 




12.206 	 3.000 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
 
SCALE .0400
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FIG 93 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23, IORB=3, TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 








SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 




































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
xmPP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 8b 90- 100 
GROUND PLANEI 
FIG 93 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB 0 , ELEVTR=-23, ICRB=3. TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 325 








(CA-B) K2.11S7 F201S40165.3*.5 
(CA-B) K2.ITS7 F20TS40IG5.3.5 
(CA-B) K2.1TS7 r20TS40IG5.3.5 
(CA-0) K2.1TS7 F20TS40105.3.5 
(CA-8) K2.1TS7 F20TS401G5.3.5 






























SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327,8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 

















FIG 94 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, FLAPS 20 IORB=3. TC ON
 
CA)MACH .15 MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS PAGE 326
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW lORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRJF422) 0 (CA-8) I2.ITS7 F20TS401G5.3.5 .183 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT.
 
CRJF423) I[J (CA-B) K2.1rS7 F20TS40IG5.3.5 4.173 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJP424) (CA-B) K2.ITS7 F20TS40IG5.3.5 6.153 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
tRJP425) (CA-8) IQ2.1TS7 F20TSAO[G5.3.5 8.284 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC.
 
(Rjr426) (CA-83 K2.1TS7 F20TS4OIG5.3.5 10.235 3.000 11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 94 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF, FLAPS20 IORB=3, TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
(A3MACH = 15 PAGE 327 










































(RJF42Gj (CA-8) K2.ITS7 F20TS40165.3.5 10.235 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
CRJF4271 (CCA-8) K2.ITS7 F20TS40IG5.3.5 12.154 3.000 -11.7CO .000 ZMPP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 94 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF. FLAPS 20 IORB=3. TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE*DATA-GP SWEEPS
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 328 
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 95 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB 0, FLAPS 20 IORB=3. TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
C A )MACH = .15 PAGE 329 
-- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - -
ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP El.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF440) CA-B) K2.1TS7HI5.6.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 .293 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(RJF441) (CA-B) K2.1TS7H15.8.IF20TS40105.3.5 4.248 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJF442) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.8.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 6.218 3.000 -11.700 .000 'BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CRJF443) (CA-B) K2.11S7HI5..IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 8.128 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
CRJF444) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.8.IF20TSO G5.3.5 10.224 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(RJF445) E (CA-B) K2.TS7HI5S..IF2OTS4OG5.3.5 12.120 3.000 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
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MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS PAGE 330,
 
-- 
-- -- - -- - -- - -- - ----
--------- 
IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF440) . (CA-B) K2.1TS7M15.G.IF20TS40IG5.3.5 .293 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW 

(RJF441) L CA-B) K2.1TS7H4S. ,IF20TS4I05.3.5 4.248 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJF442) (CA-B) K2.TS7HI5.S..IF2OTS4IO5.3.5 
 6.218 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJF443) (CA-B) K2.TS7KI5.6.IF20TS40105.3.5 
 8.128 3.000 -11.'700 .OO XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
CRJF444) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI.6.IF20TS40105.3.5 10.224 3.000 .-I1.700 .COO YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(RJF445) (CA-B) I2.lTSHI5.&IF20TS4OIO5.3.5 12.120 3.000 -11.700 .000 ZFRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
 
SCALE .0400 
























FIG 95 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, FLAPS 20 IORB=3, TC ON
 
(A)MACH = .15 MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS PAGE 331
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GROUND PLANE
 
FIG 96 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 

MAIN BALANCE OATA-GP SWEEPS
 






















































-2. FLAPS 20 

- - - - - -
- - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB 

tRJF434) 0 (CA-B) K2.1TS7HI5.8.IF20TS4OIG5.3.5 .213 3.000 
(RJF435) (CA-B) K2.1TS71H5.s.IF20TS4OlG5.3.5 4.217 3.000 
(RJF438) (CA-8) Kt2.ITS7HI5.8.IF20TS4O1G5.3.5 6.243 3.000 
(RJF437) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HIB5,S.IF20TS40105.3.5 8.082 3.000 
(RJF438) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5..IF20TS40IG5.3.5 10.031 3.000 
CRJF439) ) (CA-8) K2.1TS7HI5..IF20TS401G5.-3.5 12.115 3.000 














BDFLAP El.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
-11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
-11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
-11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
-11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
-1.110 .000 
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20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
GROUND PLANE 
FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2. FLAPS 20 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
90 t0 
IORB=3. TC ON 
PAGE 333 
- - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYM9SL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORD BOFLAP EI.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJF434) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HIS.6.IF20TS40IG5.3.5 .213 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(RJF435) (CA-8) K2.IT$7 4I5.G.1F20TS401G5.3.5 4,217 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJF436) (CA-a) K2.1TS7HI5S.1r20TS40IG5.3.5 6.243 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
CRJF437) 4 CA-8) K2.1TS7HI5,S.IF20TS401G5.3.5 8,082 3.000 -1I1.00 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
tRJF438 1 (CA-8) K2.1TS7HI5.8.IF20TS4OIG5.3.5 10.091 3.000 -IIC"00 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 96 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, FLAPS 20 IORB=3. TC ON 
CA)MACH = .15 MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS PAGE 334
 
10 100 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDF4AP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF428) CCA-8) K2.1TS7HI.S.IF2OTS4O1GS.3.5 .228 3.000 -1I1"0Q .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(RJF429) L (CA-8) K2.ITS7HIB.6.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 4.127 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
CRJr430) 0 CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.S.IF20TS40G5.3.5 6.124 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CRJF431) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HIS.B.IF2OTS4OIGS.3.5 8.118 3.000 -I1.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
CRJF432) - (CA-B) K2.ITS7HIS.G.1F20TS401G5.3.5 !0.126 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(RJF433) r (CA-8) K2.1TS7Hl5.G.IF20TS40IG5.3.5 12.127 3.000 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
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FIG 97 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB =-4. FLAPS 20 IB3.TC ON 








SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 






l2 3r. i- il 
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I I I'l i1i"I 1-Ti l 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 234.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 97 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
Y.RP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 














FIG PROXIMITY. STAB = -4. FLAPS 20 IORB=3. TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE OATA-GP SWEEPS 
A)MACH = .15 PAGE 337 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- -
--- --- --- - --- --- --- --- -- ----- 
-----
-- -- -- -- - -- -- -- - -- 
-- -- ------------ ---
-- - - - --- - -
REFERENCE INFORMATION
ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON 

.239 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SOFT.

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(RJF416) 0 (CA-8) K2.1TS7HI5..IF20TS401G5.3.5 4.132 3.000 -11.700 .ODD LREF 327.8000. IN­(RJF417] (CA-B) K2.1IS7HIS.B.IF20TS4OIG5.3.5 
 6.160 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2340.0000 IN.
(RJF418 c CA-) K2.1TS7H15.S.Ir20TS4015.3.5 
 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
(RJF419 4 (CA-B) KZ.1TSH15.G.1F2OTS40IG5.3.5 8.144 

(RJF42O] (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.G.1F2OrS4I 5.3.5 10.094 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 12.106 3.000 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 98 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23, IORB=3, TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPSCA)MACH = .15 PAGE 338 
------------
-- -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - ---- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORS BDrLAP EiEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF416 Q (CA-B) K2.1IS7HI5.$.1F2OTS4OIG5.3.5 .239 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 5OFT.
 
(RJF417) U (CA-B) K12.ITS7HI5S.6..F20TS40IG5.3.5 4.132 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.800 IN. 
CRJF418) (CA-B) K2.1TS7HI5.6.1F20TS401G5.3.5 6.160 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(RJF419) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HII5..&IF20TS40105.3.5 8.144 3,000, -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC. 
(RJF420) (CA-B) K2.1TS74I5.6-IF20TS4OIG5.3.5 10.094 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(RJF421) I (CA-B) K2.11S7HI5.6.IF20TS40!05.3.5 12.106 3.000 -11.700 ,.00 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
-GROUND PLANE
 
FIG 98 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB 0, ELEVTR=-23. IORB=3. TO ON
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH .15 PAGE 339
 
ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF41I) 0 (CA-8) K2.ITS7HIS.6.IF2OTSfTIG5.3.5 .239 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
(RJF417) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.8.IF2OTS40IG5.3.5 4.132 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJF418) (CA-B) K2.1TS7HI5.G.IF2OTS40IG5.3.5 6.160 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJF419) [CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IF2OTS401G5.3.5 8.144 3.000 -11.-700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(RJF420) I CA-SI K2.lTS7 I5.. IF20TS40185.3.5 10.094 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 1 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 98 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0 ELEVTR=-23. IORB=3. TO ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-OP SWEEPS 











C(CA-B) K3.ITS7 F20TS40IG5.3.5 
(CA-B) K3.ITS7 F20TS40IG5.3.5 
(CA-B) K3.ITS7 F207S40IG5.3.5 
(CA-B) K3.1TS7 F2OTS40105.3.5 
(CA-B) K3.ITS7 F20TS40105.3.5 































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
,XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
'YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE. .0400 
.... .... Fil,ilo . . . . . 
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FIG 99 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, FLAPS 20 IORB=6, TC ON
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH = .15 	 PAGE 341 
---------- 
-- -- -- -- --- ----- 
-- - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF482) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 F2OTS40165.35 .145 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
(RF483) (CA-B) K3.1TS7 F2OTS401 5.3.5 4.103 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJF484) (CA-B) K3.1TS7 F20T$40165.3.5 8.140 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJF485) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 F20TS40105.3.5 8.130 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(PjF460C (CA-B) K3.1TS7 F2OTS40105.3.5 10.130 6.000 -I.'OO -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 99 	 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, FLAPS 20 IORB=6, TC ON
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS
(A)MACH = .15 	 PAGE 342 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(PJF482) 0 (CA-8) K3.ITS7 F20TS40IG5.3.5 
(RJF483) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 F20TS4OIGS.3.5 
(RJF484) (CA-8) K3.ITS7 F20TS401G5.3.5 
(RlJF48) 4 CA-8) K3.ITS7 F20TS40IG5.3.5 
(RJF488) (CA-8) K3.1T67 F20TS401G5.3.5 



































SRCF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LPEF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.C 















10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 99 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, FLAPS 20 IORB=6, TC ON 
CA)MACH = .15 MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS PAGE 343 
ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP E!EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRJF476) [CA-B) K3.1TS7i5 B.IF20T6oi0,5.3.5 .160 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
(RJF477 CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5S.IF2OTS4OI'G5.3.5 4.122 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJF4781 {CA-8) K3.TS7HI5.6.IF20TS4OI15.3.5 6.123 6.000 - 3700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
RJF479) CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.S.IF2OTS4OIO5.3.5 8.107 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(RJF4BO) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF20TS4QI5.3.5 10.145 6.000 -11,700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(RJF481) j (CA-B) s3.1TS7HlS.s.IF20TS40105.3;5 12.153 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 ZMPP 190.7500 IN.ZC 



















FIG 100 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2. FLAPS 20, ICRB=6, TC ON
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS
 



























IORB BOrLAP ELEVON 
6.000 -11,700 -5.000 
6.000 -11.700 -5.000 
8.000 -11.700 -5.000 
6.000 -11,700 -5.000 
S.000 -11.700 -5.000 
6.000 -11.700 -5.000 
...... .. . .. 
Ill 
-- - - - - -
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 10.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400T T " .. . 
-
.21. - - --- .--
- -
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 100 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 2. FLAPS 20. IORB=S. TC ON 
5A)MACH.15 MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS PAGE 345 
ALPHAW iORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRJF478J 0 (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5S..IF2OTS40105.3.5 .160 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CRJF4771 U (CA-S) K3.ITS7H1I5.8.IF2OTS4OiG5.3.5 4.122 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJF478) (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5..Ir2OTS401G5.3.5 6.123 6.000 -11.700 -5.Q00 ,BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJF479 4 (LA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF20TS40105.3.5 8.107 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 X$RP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(RJF480) (CA-e) K3.ITS7HI5.G.IF20tS40I05.3.5 10.145 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YNRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(RJF481) B (CA-e) K3.ITS7HIS.G.1F20TS401G5.3.5 12.153 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 ZMRP .190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 





['3 (CA-8) K3.ITS7HlS.S.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG-101 FERRY-CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB =0. FLAPS 20. IORB=6. TO ON 























m u m 
IORB Ol:LAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 27.8000 IN. 
6.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF -2348.0000 IN. 
6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XIRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
8.000 -11-.700 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
- - m,r-,,,-n rl.... ,,, ,ni... i..... , i ... ,,r. .... ,,ril 1' 
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FIG 101 'FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 
(A)MACH .15t'AIN-BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
.A!AH 1 
70 80 
0. FLAPS 20. 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW iORB BOFLAP 

(RJF464) 0 (CA-8) K3.lTS7HIS.6.IF20TS40165.3.5 .156 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(RJF465) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HIS.6.IF2OTS4O1G5.3.5 4.137 6.00 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
CRJF466) (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.6.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 6.138 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.(RJF467) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF20TS40105.3.5 8.126 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 ..XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(RJF468) (CA-B) K3.ITS7NI5S.6.IF20S401'5.3.5 10.11.4 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(RJF4SS) ( 12.137 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF2OTS401G5.3.5 
 SCALE - 0400 
. . . .. .. .. .. 
.. . . .
 
..... T30' m 
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SYMBOL CONFISURATION DESCRIPTION 
tCA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 






























SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. yC 
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 102 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2. FLAPS 20. IORB=6, TC ON 








SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5S.6IF20TS4OIG5.3.5 
(CA-8) t3.1TS7HI5.6.IF20TS4OIG5.3.5 
q CA-8) K3.ITS7HR5.6.IF20TS410G5.3.5 
CCA-6) K3.1TS7HI5.6.1F20TS40105.3.5 
(CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.S.1F20TS41 5.3.5 
(CA-B] K3.1TS7Hl5..IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 
40" rT r rrr~m~rn 
35 
























- - - - ­ - - -
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .040 
- - - ­ - - - -­' 
250 
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 1O0 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 102 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2. FLAPS 20, IORB=6, TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS(A)]MACH = •.15 PAGE 352 
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FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB 
MAIN BALANCE OATA-GP SWEEPS 
= 0. ELEVTR= 17. IORB=6. TC ON 
PAGE 353 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW :ORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRJF488) (CA-S) K3.1TS7RI5.6.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 .166 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
(RJF4893 (CA-B) K3.ITSHIS..WIF2OTS4OIGS.3.5 4.115 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN,
 
(RJF4903 CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF201S401G5.3.5 6.174 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJF491 {CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.8.IF2OTS40IG5.3.5 8.145 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(RJF4921 (CA-B) K3.1TS7HIS,6.1F20TS401G5.3.5 10.122 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(RJF493) ( 12.184 -11.700 ZMRP IN.ZC
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 103 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0, ELEVTR= 17, IORB=6. TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
[A)MACH = .15 PAGE 354 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
ALPHAW lORB BOFLAP ELEVON
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

.166 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 (RJF488) 0 (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI15.6.IF20TS40105.3.5 4.115 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 CRJF4S9) (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.6.Ir20TS4OIG5.3.5 IN.
6.000 -I.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000
6.174
(RJF490) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF20US401135.3.5 
 8,145 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 (RJF491 (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.6.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 
 YMRP .0000 IN. YC
10.122 6.000 -11.700 -5.000
(RJF492) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.,.IF201S401G5.3.5 

(R4F493) B (CA-8) K.1TS7HI5.G.IF20TS40105.3.5 12.184 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 ZMR4 90.7500 IN.ZC 
.... .... ... E 
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 103 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB 0.O ELEVTR= 17, IORB=G, TC ON 
(A)M~~r MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS PG 5 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORD B3FLAP EIEVON REFERENCE INrORMATION 
(RJF494) Q (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS5.6.IF2OTS4OIGS.3.5 .161 6.000 -13.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
CRJr495) U (CA-8) K3.IrS7HI5.8I.r20TS40185.3.5 4.131 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJF496] (CA-8) h3.ITS7HIS.6.3IF2OTS401G5.3.5 6.129 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJF497) LCA-8) K3.IiS7THI5.6.IF20TS40IG5.3.5 8.125 6.000 -33.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(RJF498) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HIS.8.1F20TS40105.3.5 10.133 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMPRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(RJF499) 1. (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF2OTS4AIG5.3.5 12.146 6.000 -1;.700 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC SCALE C04OC 
1.2 -- - -----
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FIG 104 FERRY CON. lN GROUND PROXIMITY,. STAB 0 , ELEVTR=-23, IORB=6, TC ON
 









SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 




(CA-8) K3.ITS7HIS.S.IF20TS40105.3.5L (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF2OTS4OIGS.3.5 
.2 3 " 7 7 ....... .......... 

































SREF 5500.0000 So.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. -
XMPP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 iN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
... ....I ..... 
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04050g £02 70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 104 .FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23. IORB=G. TC ON 
CA)MACH4 - .15 MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS PAGE 357 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTTON ALPHAW IORB BUFLAP EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJF44)OQ CCA-8) K3.Ts7HI5.S.IF2OTS4o0IG5.3.5 .161 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(RJF495) U (CA-B) K3.TS7HIS5..F20TS40G.3.5 4.131 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJF496) (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.6.IF20TS401G5.3.5 6.129 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(RJ497) (CA-8) V3.17S7HI5.8.IF2OTS40105.3.5 8.125 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XmPP 1339.9100 .IN.XC 
(PJA498) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS.S.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 10.133 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YmRP .0000 IN.YC 
(RJP499) L (CA-B) K3.1TS7HIS.8.IF2OTS4OG5,3.5 12.146 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE ,0400
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FIG 104 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB 0 , ELEVTR=-23, IORB=6, TC ON
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 358
 
REPRODUCIY OF THE 
,"RIGMAL PAGE IS POOR 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RJF351) Q (CA-a) 9(3.117 FIOTS4O2G5.3.5 
(RJF352) (CA-) K3.1TS7 FIOTS40205.3.5 
(RJF353) (CA-8) K3.1T57 FIOTS402G5.3.5 
(RJF354) (CA-8) K3.1TS7 FIOTS40205.3.5 
(RJF355) (CA-B) K3.1TS7 FI0S40205.3.5 
























SREr 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZXRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
"T "..... 
1.3- - -- -
1 .- - - --- - ­ --- -­
[ I lI_ 
-' 
1G2Oj 0 06 70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 105 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF. FLAPS 10 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS. WITH SUCTION PUMP 
, IORB=6, TC OFF 
CA)MACH .15 PAGE 359 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW lORD BDFLAP ELEVON 

CRJF351 t (CA-a) K3.1TS7 FIOTS40255.3.5 .239 6.000 .000 -5.000 

(RJFT52) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 PIOTS402G5.3.5 4.108 6.000 .000 -5.000 

CRJF353) (CA-B) K3.1TS7 F1OTS40205.3.5 6.177 6.000 .000 -5.000 

(RJF3 5 4 ) (CA-8) K3.ITS7 FIOTS402O5.3.5 8.175 6.000 .000 -5.000 
(RjF355) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 IOTS4025.3.5 10.215 6.000 .000 -5.000 
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 105 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF, FLAPS 10, 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS. WITH SUCTION PUMPCA)MACH = .15 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327,8000 IN. 
BREF 2348,0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP ,0000 IN.YC 
















(CA-B) K3.ITS7 FIOTS402G5.3.5 
(CA-B) K3.1TS7 FIOTSAO2G5.3.5 
(CA-8) K3.1TS7 FIOTS402G5.3.5 
(CA-B) K3.ITS7 FIOTS402G5.3.5 
(CA-8) K3.ITS7 FIOS40265.3.5 






























SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0400 




























FIG 105 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF. FLAPS 10. IORB=G, TC OFF 
- = MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS. WITH SUCTION PUMPCA)MACH = .15 PAGE 361
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(PJF345) (CA-E)K3.ITS7HI5.S.IrIOTS4O2G5.3.5 .142 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SOSFT. 
(PJF14G) (CA-81 K3.ITS7HI5..IFIOTS402G5.3.5 4.102 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJF347) (CA-B) K3.ITS71I5.6.1FI0TS402G5.3.5 6,145 6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN, 
(2JF348) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IFIOTS40205.3.5 8.104 6.000 .000 -5.000 , XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(RJF349) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 +l5..IFIlTS402G5.3.5 10.197 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 1CI ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PRQXINITY. STAB = 4. FLAPS 10. IORB=6. TO OFF 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS. WITH SUCTION PUMP 



















































SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YmRP .0000 IN.YC 
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.09 LZLI10 20 KS30 40 50 60 .a 70 so 90 100 
GROUND PLANE
 
FIG 106 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 4, FLAPS 10, IORB=6 TC OFF
 
6
= .15 'PGCA)iMACH MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS, WITH SUCTION PUMP PAGE 3 3 
---




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IOiRS BEFLAP EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJP345)) (CA-B) K3.ITSYHI5.8.1FIOTS40205.3.5 .142 6.000 .000 5.OOO SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(RJF4G) f (CA-8) K3.ITS7I15.6.IFITS4O2G5.3.5 4.102 6.000 .0CC -5.000 LREF 327,8000 IN. 
(RJF347) (CA-8) I3.I1S7HI-.6.1F10TS40205.3.5 6.145 6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJF 348 ) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HIS56.1FI0TS40205.3.5 °.104 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339,9100 IN.XC
 
CPJP349) (CA-a) K3.ITS7HIS.6.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 10.197 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(RJF350) ! (CA-a) K3.1TS7HI5.6.1F1OTS402G5.3.5 12.193 6.000 .000 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
.-
2i' m .... . 

























10 20 30 40 50 so '70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE
FIG 106 
 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB 
= 4. FLAPS 10. IORB=6, TC OFF
 
(A)MAC '.15MAINBALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS, WITH SUCTION PUMP 
 PG 6
 
------ ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP EL.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJF333) Q (CA-a) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IFIOTS4O2G.3.5 .240 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 oSQT. 
tRJF34]) '[CA-B) K3.1TS74I5..IFIOTS4O2GS.3.5 4.003 6,000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
CRJF335 CA-a) K3.ITS7.I5.SUFIOTS4O2GS.3.5 8.127 8.000 .000 -5.000 BRE7 2348.0000 IN. 
(RJF336 CCA-B K3.ITS7HI5.G.1FIOTS4O2G5.3.s 8.133 6.000 .000 -5.00O0 XMRP 1339.5i00 IN.XC 
(RJF337] (CA-8) K3.ITS7HIS.G.IFIOTSIO2G5.3.5 10.121 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 'IN.YC 
(RJF338 L ICA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.B.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 12.123 6.000 .000 . -5.000 Z1RP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
01SCALE .040014+ , " i m ni f1 1 01111111 1 m rp l m rf ll m jlOl TflI nilHIII i T lT ll 1 11 TOT 
1.3 ,--'--­
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10I2 30!0I5 70 P0 3 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 107 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = C, FLAPS 10. IORB=6, TC OFF 
(A)MACH = .15 MAIN BALANCE , DATA-GP SWEEPS, WITH SUCTION PUMP PAGE. 365 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
fRJF333] (CA-B) K3.ITS7RI5.8.IFIOTS4D2G5.3.5 .240 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
CRJF134) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 4.003 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.9010 IN. 
(RJF335) (CA-B) K3.ITS7H15.G.IFI0TS4O205.3.5 6.127 6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(RJF336) (CA-S) K3.ITS7H5,..IF1OTS402G5.3.5 8.113, 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(RJF337) (CA-S) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF10TS40265.3.5 10. 121 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 107 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. FLAPS 10. IORB=6, TC OFF 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS. WITH SUCTION1 PUMPCA)]MACH = . 15 PAGE 366 
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GROUND PLAN.E 
FIG 107 ALT CONFAB IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. FLAPS 10, IORB=6. TC OFF 
MAIN BALANCE OATA-GP SWEEPS. WITH SUCTION PUMP 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 367 
- - - -
---------------------------------------------------------------
----- ---- ---- ---- 
REFERENCE INFORMATION .
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATIZN DESCRIPTION ALPHAW 10R BOFLAP Et.EVON 

(RJF3391 t .132 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.(CA-&) K3.ITS7H1I5S.6.FIOTS402G5-3.5 

CRJFq40) (CA-8) t 3.ITS7HI S..IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 4.180 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJF341) (CA-S) K3.ITS7HI5..IFPITS4O2G5.3.5 6.149 8.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJF342) CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5S..IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 8.123 8.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
CRJF343) (CA-S) K3.ITS7I5.6.1FIOTS4025.3.5 10.116 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 108 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 2. FLAPS 10. IORB=6. TO OFF 
MAIN BALANCE OATA-GP SWEEPS. WITH SUCTION PUMP 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 368 
- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW lORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRJF33S) 0 CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFI0T540265.3.5 .132 G.0o .00 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 S.FT.
 
ERJFq44) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HN5.6.IFIOTS4025.3.5 4.180 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.9000 IN.
 
CRJF341 (CA-a) K.ITS7NIS.G.FIOTS402o5.3.5 G.149 6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2340.0000 IN.
 
CRJF342) (CA-B) K3.ITSHI5.8.IFICTS40205,3.5 8.123 8.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(RJF343) (CA-8) K3.lTS7HIS.G-IFIOTS402G5.3.5 10.118 G.DOO .000 -5.000 YMIP .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 108 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB FLAPS 10. '2. TO OFF
IORB=6 








loPe BUFLAP ELEVON -REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.132 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHAW 

(RJF339) ( CA-B) K3.lTS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 

-5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
(RJF340) CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.lFIOTS40205.3.5 4.180 6.000 .000 

(RJF3411 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.G.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 
 6.149 	 6.000 .000" -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.'
 
-5.000 xMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
(RJF342) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 8.123 6.000 .000 

RJF343) (CA-B) K3,.ITS7HI5.6.IFITS4O2G5.3.5 10,116 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
CRJF344) (
CA-a) K3.ITS7HI 5..F1OTS40205.3.5 	 12.139 6.000 .000 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
 n- HrH If fl- n- rr i nn - l rniinIitt l c -- T i 
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FIG 108 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 2. FLAPS 10. 10R2=6. TO OFF
 
-MAIN BALANCE OATA-GP SWEEPS. WITH SUCTION PUMP
 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 370
 
REEphODUCBILITY OF THE 
Y21&U'TAL PAGE IS POOR 
---------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTrON ALPHAW [ORD BDFLAP EI.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF374) Q(CA-B K3.1TS7II5.8.0IFIOTS4025.3.5 .187 6.000 .000 -5,000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
(RJF3753 (CA-) K3.ITS7H15.S.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 4.094 6.000 .000 -5,9000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJF376! 0 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5. .1FI0T640205.3.5 6.154 6.000 .000 "-5,000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJF377) (LA-8) K3.1TS7HI5..IFOTS4O2GS.3.5 8.131 6.000 .000 -5.000 XXRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(RJF378) (CA-81 K3.ITS7H15.S.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 10.146 6.000 .000 -5.000 YNRP .0O0 IN.YC
 
(RJF379) (CA-8 K3.ITS7HIS.8.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 12.167 6.000 .000 -5,000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
 











0 05 8e20 70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 109 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. FLAPS 10. IORB=6. TC OFF 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-OP SWEEPS. WITHOUT SUCTION PUMP 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 371 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ECEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF374) " (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5S.6.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 .187 6.000 '.0C -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
(R4F375) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5S..IFIOTS402G5.3.5 4.034 6.000 .0[.0 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJF376) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.lFIOTS40205.3.5 6.154 6.000 .0(0 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJF377) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS.8.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 8.131 6.000 .01,0 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
CRJF378) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF10TS40265.3.5 10.146 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 109 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. FLAPS 10. IORB=6. TC OFF 
CA)MACH .15MAIN BALANCE DATA-OP SWEEPS. WITHOUT SUCTION PUMP PG 7 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORS BOFLAP EIEVON 

(RJF374) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.G.IFIOTS4O2GS.3.5 .187 61000 OCO -5.000 

(RJF375) (CA-9) K3.ITS7HI5.6.1FIOTS402G5.3.5 4.094 6.000 .oCO -5.000 

(RJF376) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5..IF10TS4O2G5.3.5 6.154 8.000 .0CO -5.000 

(RJF377) (CA-B) K3.ITSVHI5.8,1FIOTS402G5.3.5 8.131 6.000 .0Co -5.000 

LRJF378) (CA-B) K3.ITS7I5G.IF1OTS402G5.3.5 10.146 r.000 .0co -5.000 
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FIG 109 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. FLAPS 10, 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS, WITHOUT SUCTION PUMP
 



































































SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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GROUND PLANE
 
FIG 110 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 4. FLAPS 10, IORB=6. TC OFF
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS, WITHOUT SUCTION PUMP 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 375 
ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

.132 0.000 .001) -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 (RJF380 0 (CA-8) K3ITS7I15.G.IFIOTS40205.3.5 
 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
4.129
(RJF381) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS.IFI0T.S40265.3.5 
 6.149 - 6.000 .001) -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. (RJF382) (CA-8) K3.ITS7NI5.8.1FI0TS402G5.3.5 
 6.000 .00) -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 (RJF383) (CA-B) K3.ITS7I15.6.IFIOTS4O205.3.5 8.171' 
 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
- (RJF384) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IFIOTS40265.3.5 10.148 6.000 .000 -5.000 6.000 .000 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
12.178
(RJF385) (CA-B) K3.1TS7H15.6.1FIOTS40255.3.5 
 SCALE .0400
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FIG 110 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 4. FLAPS 10, IORB=6, TC OFF
 





- - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - -
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP 

tRJF357) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5S.6.IFOTS402G5.3.5 .223 6.000 .000 

CRJF358) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 3.987 6.000 .000 

(PJF359) tCAM8) K3.ITS7HIS.8.IFIOTS4O2GS.3.5 6.129 6.000 .000 

(RJF360) (CA-B) K3.1TS7H5..IFIOTS402G5.3.5 8.220 6.000 .000 

tRJF361) (CA-B) K3.!TS NI5..IFIOTS402G5.3.5 1.,205 6.000 .000 

(RJF3G2) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.1F1O1S402G5.3.5 12.137 6.000 .000 

gm~~r I~? -t-p-n rn I l l IF 16ri1 11 T-111F ]t m T11111n1fn-in Pr, Pr? TMPtljy ITn 
-1.2. 

1.0 -- - - - -- .-------­







-5.000 SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT.
 
-5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
-5.C00 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
-5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
-5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
-5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
SCALE .0400
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG Ill ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0, ELEVTR=-23. IORB=6. TO OFF 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
(A)M CH = .15 PAGE 377 
I 
--------------------------
ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP E.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA 'SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

.223 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
(RJF357) n (CA-B) K3.ITS7H15..IF1OTS4O2G5.3.5 
3.987 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
(RJF 58) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFICTS402G5.3.5 

6.129 6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
RJr35g CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IrOTS402G'3.5 

.000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
(RJF360) (CA-8) K3.ITSH15S.6.IFIOTS4O2O5.3.5 8.220 6.000 

CRJF3GI) (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5. 8.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 10.205 6.000 .ODO -5.000 mRp .o00u I.YC
 
-5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 I. ZC
(RJF362) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5..IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 12.137 6.000 .000 
 SCALE .0400
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 111 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23. IORB=B. TC OFF 
CA)MACH = .15 MAIN BALANCE OATA-GP SWEEPS PAGE 378 
- - - --
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJF357) 
(RJF*358) 
Q (CA-B) K3.ITS7NI5.6.IFIOTS4O2GS.3.5 
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SCALE .0400
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10 20 30 40 50 80 70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG Ill 
A)MACH 5 .15 
ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB 
MAIN BALANCE OATA-GP SWEEPS 
= 0 ELEVTR=-23. IORB=6. TC OFF 
PAGE 379 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF229) (CA-8) K3.ITS7 F30TS40265.3.5 	 .21G 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
(RJF230) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30TS402G5.3.5 	 4.197 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
tRJP231 (CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30TS402G5-3.5 	 6.094 6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
CRJF232) tCA-8) K3.ITS7 F30TS40205.3.5 	 8.072 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
CRJF233) (CA-B) K3.1TS7 F30TS402G5.,3.5 	 10.131 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 (RJF234) [ (CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30TS40265.3.5 . 12.131 6.000 .000 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
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FIG 112 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF. FLAPS 30. IORB=6. TC OFF 












SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(CA-8) K3.ITS7 F30TS40265.3.5 
(CA-8) K3.ITS7 F30TS402G5.3.5 
< CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30tS40265.3.5 
(CA-8) K3.ITS7 F30TS40205.3.5 
(CA-8) K3.ITS7 F30TS402 5.3.5 
(CA-8) K3.1TS7 F30TS402G5.3.5 
- - - - - -­"" ".I..............--
.40-----------------------------­
































- - - - -... 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 234B.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
-,,-........- -, 
* 36-'[ ] i 
.34-- - --- ----- --- ---- -
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I 
.2010 L 200 
- - - - - - -
--­ I-t[ ", 
100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 112 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF. FLAPS 30. IORB=6. TC OFF 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 381 
- -
- - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IURB BODLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJF229) Q (CA-SI K3.ITS7 F30TS40235.3.5 .216 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(RJrw'30) (CA-B) K3. ITS7 r3TS4025.3.5 4.197 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJF231) (CA-B) 3.ITS7 F30S402G5.3.5 6.094 6.000 .000 -5.000 'BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(RJF232) CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30TS4025.3.5 8.072 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(RJF233) (CA-B) K3.1TS7 F30TS402G5.3.5 10.131 6.000 .100 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
cRJF234) B (CA-B) K3I.ITS7 F30TS-l02G5.3.5 12.131 8.000 .)00 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
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FIG 112 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF, FLAPS 30, IORB=6, TC OFF
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH = .15 	 PAGE 382 
------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALP14AW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(R.1F2232 . (CA-S) K3.ITS7HI5.s.IF30TS4O2GS.3.5 .204 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO,FT.
 
(R4F?24) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF3OTS402G5.3.5 	 4.117 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
CRF2251 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFOTS40265,3.5 6.147 6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RPJP26) (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.6.1F30TS40205.3.5 8.164 6.000 .00 -5.000 XHRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(ROF227) (CA-8s K3.ITS7HI5S.G.IF3TS402G9.3.5 ±0.089 8.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 INYC 
CRJF228) Q (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.G.IF30TS4O2G5,3.5 12.121 6.000 .000 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
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GROUND PLANE
 
FIG 113 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2. FLAPS 30, IORB=6, TC OFF
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS
 
PAGE 383





- - - - -- - - -- - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB 

tRJF223) (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5S.61F30TS40255.3.5 , .204 6.000 

(RJF224) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6,IF3OTS4O2G5.3.5 4.117 8.000 

CRJF225) (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5..l,F0TS4O2G5.3.5 G.147 6.000 

(RJF22;) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5..IF30TS402I35.3.5 8.184 6.000 

(RJF227) [ CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5S.6.IF30TS4025.3.5 10.089 6.000 

(RJF229) ( 12.121
CA-B) K3.1T67HI5.6.IF3OTS402G5.3.5 6.000 

.42- mi ,rrnrrrr ,, 
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0 to 20 30 40 50 
GROUND PLANE 
PIG 113 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS
 












































DATA SET' SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CRJF223) Q (CA-B) K3.ITSHI5..IF3QTS402G5.3.5 
CRJF?24) (CA-B) K-3.ITS7HIB5.. IF30TS40265.3.5 
CRJF225) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HIS.6.IF30TS40205.3.5 
(RJF226) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF30TS40205.3.5 
tRJF2273 (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.1F30TS40265,3.5 
































SREF . 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XlRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 


















ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
= 2, FLAPS 30, IORB=G, TC OFF 
PAGE 385 
ALPHAW IORB BD-LAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
tRJF217) l3.1T57H15.6,1F301S40265.3.5 .194CA-8) 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT,
 
(RJ"I8) C :CA-8) 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF?0TS402G5.3.5 4.059 G.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJF219) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF30TS40255.3.5 6.081 .O00 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(RJF220) (CA-) K3.1TS7HI15..1F30TS40205.3.5 8.162 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
CRJF221) CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS402G5.3.5 10.070 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(RJF222) B (CA-8) K3.ITr-I5.8.IF30TS40205.3.5 12.211 6.000 .000 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
 
2 . I- T I......71, .". .. ." T r"r"T1," "' " I"i... . . "I 
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d10 20 20 40 50 60 70 80 90 10 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 114 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0, FLAPS 30. 10R8=6, TC OFF 


















































SREP 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348,0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 












0 10 20 30 4'0 50 GO 7'0 80 so, 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 114 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB 0 , FLAPS 30, IORB=6, TC OFF 




ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
tRJF217)' (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.6.IF30TS40205.3.5 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

.194 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(RJF218) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS.6.IF30TS40205.3.5 4.059 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJF21) ( CA-8) K3.ITS7HIS.6.1F30TS40205.3.5 6.081 6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CRJF220) @ CA-8) K3.ITS7HI56g F30TS542G5.3.5 8.162 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 INXC 
CRJF221) L CA-B) K3.1TS7F415..1F30TS40265.3.5 10.070 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(RJF222) f (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.8.1F30TS40265.3.5 12.211 6.000 .000 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
. . . . .. ' l 
. . ' l I. l.l--1 ..I..! .. IIl 
IF 1 1 1 1 
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-50 1- 3405--- '20 
0 020 30 40 50 60 70 80 g0 iOd 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 114 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. FLAPS 30, IORB=G. TC OFF 
CA)MACH = .15 MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS PAGE 388 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRJF211) C (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF30TS40205.3.5 .213 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(RJFI2] i CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5,B.IF30TS402G5.3.5 4.137 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJF213) CCA-S) K3.ITS7HI5S..IF30TS40265.3.5 8.140 6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJF214) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS40205.3.5 8.192 8.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(RJF215) CCA-8) K3.TS7HI5.6.F30T5402G5.3.5 10.124 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 115 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2. FLAPS 30, IORB=6. TC OFF 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
CA)MACH .15 PAGE 389 
- - - ---
BDFLAP EEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
ALPHAW IORD 

.213 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 





.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
(RJF?12) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.B.IF30TS40265.3,5 4.137 

6.140 6.000 .000 -5.000 'BREF 2348.0000 IN.
CRJF213) tCA-) K3.ITS7HIS.8.IF3OTS402G5.3.5 

8.192 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
(RJF214) (CA-) K3.1TS7HI5.6.11F30TS40205.3.5 

(RJF215) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.1F30TS402G5.3.5 10.124 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 6.000 .000 -5.000 ZMRP" 190.7500 IN.ZC
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GROUND PLANE
 
FIG 115 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = -2, FLAPS 30, IORB=G, TC OFF 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
















































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
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0 5 10 15 20 2'5 30 35 40, 45 50 5j '00 65 7'0 75 80 85 90 95 
GRO3UND PLANE 
FIG 115 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2. FLAPS 30. IORB=G, TO OFF 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
{A)MACH = .15 PAGE 391 
- - - - - -
-- 
-- -----
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF235) f (CA-S) K3.1TS7HI5.S.6IF30TS402G5.3.5 .234 6.000 
(RJF236) U (CA-B) K3.ITS7H5.8.1r30TS402G5.3.5 4.036 6.000 
CRJF237) Q CCA-B) K3.ITS7HI5..IF30TS4O2G5.3.5 6.109 6.000 
(RJF238) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS402G5.3.5 8.123 6.000 
(RJF239) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF30TS402GS5.3.5 10.152 6.000 
(RJF240) J (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.1F30TS40205.3.5 12.091 6.000 
1.9 
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FIG 118 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB 0. 

MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 











































































DATA SET SYM8OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF235) C CCA-S) K3.ITS7HI5S.6,1F30TS4O265.3.5 .234 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
CRJF?36)3 (CA-8) K3.ITS7I5.S IF30TS40265.3.5', 4.036 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJF237) (CA-8 K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS402G5.3.5 6.109 6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJF238) 4 CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IP30TS40265.3.5 8.123 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP ' 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(RJF239) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS4O2G5.3.5 10.152 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(RJF240) t (CA-8) K3.ITS7HIS.8.IF30TS4O2G5.3.5 12.091 8.000 .000 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
'"""'".........." '"..........I I....I .T"T...
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ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
STAB ELEVTR=-23. 10IORB=6. TC OFF 
PAGE 393 
REFERENCE INFORMATION






















.- 8.123 6.000 
10.152 .6.000 
12.091 6.000 
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60 70 80 go, 100 
FIG 116 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = -0. ELEVTR=-23. 10RB=6. TC OFF 
BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS, NMAIN






SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
0 CCA-8) K3.ITS7 F20TS401G.3.5 
CCA-8) K3.1TS7 F20TS401G5.3.5 
(CA-8) K3.ITS7 F20TS40105.3.5 
f (CA-a) K3.ITS7 F20TS401G5.3.5 
1.2 "I J I I 
































~ rr il, 
---
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
RREF 2348.0000 IN. 
, XZRP 1339.9100 INoXC 
YMRP .0000 IN.VC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
, J 
a l e11fl fll~jlti 
-- --- -­
- - - - - - - -- - -- -- - - - - - -- - - - ~ ... 
1.3--------------
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 117 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF, FLAPS 20, IORB=8, TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE OATA-GP SWEEPS 










(CA-B) K3.ITS7 F20TS40IG5.3.5 
(CA-8) 3.ITS7 F20TS40IG5.3.5 


















SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XHRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
VMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
.170 
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CA)MA 5 .1 
EfIi -
I PAGE 396 
-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 117 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF. FLAPS 20v 
(A)MACH .15MAIN BALANCE DATA-OP SWEEPS 
70 so 
10R28. TC ON 
PG 9 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRrPTION ALPHAW IORa BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRJF5O6) ( F20TS401G5.3.5 .111 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000
CCA-8) K3.ITS7 SQ.FT.
 
(RJFS07) CCA-8) K3.1TS7 F20TS401G5.3.5 4,088 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
CRjFG08) (CA-8) K3.1TS7 , F20TS40105.3.5 6.138 8.000 -11.700- -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
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ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB 
.MAINBALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
= 0. ELEVTR=-23, IORB=8, TC ON 
PAGE 398 











































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP, .0000 IN.YC 
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 118 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB 0. ELEVTR=-23 ,IORB=8. TC ON 














































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
.20 - - -- - - - 0I 
.55O 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGlRATION DESCRIPTION . ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJF291 Q CCA-B) K3.IT57 F30TS40IG5.3.5 .231 8,000 -11.700 -5,000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
fRJF?92) (CA-8) K3.1TS7 F30TS40165.3.5 4.088 8.000 -11,700 -5,000 LPEF 327.9000 IN. 
(RJF293) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 F3OTS40l5.3.5 6.232 8.000 -11.700 -5.000, BREF 2348.0000 IN.' 
CRJF2B4) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30TS401G5.3.5 8.170 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(RJF2BS) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30TS40105.3.5 10.141 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 












FIG 119 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF. FLAPS 30, IORB=8. TC ON
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS
 













(CA-8) KS3.ITS7 F30TS401GS.3.5 
(CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30TS40105.3.5 
(CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30TS40105.3.5 
(CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30TS40IG5.3.5 
(CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30TS40IG5.3.5 
(CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30TS40155.3.5 


























SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348,0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
i lfll nit r 
.38 -- - -
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MAI BAACAAG2' 040 
ALT CONFIG IN GROUND 


















- - - - - - - -
Bl~lALPAGE IS POOR 
DATA SET SYMSOL CONF1GURATIN OESCRIPTION ALPNAW MAEB 8DFLAP EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
c 4W29I (CA-21 K3.1T$7 F3Ts40tG5.3.5 ,231 8.OD -11,700 -5,000 SREV 5500.00Q0 SalFt. (RF292) (CA-8) .1T7 FaQTS401G5.2.5 4.088 8.000 -11.700 -5000 LREF 27.6000 IN, 
(RJFi23) (CA-8) A3.1TS7 FZOTS401S.3.5 s2,32 9,000 -1!.730 -5.001a - 9F '2n40.0000 IN. 
MFJ294) (CA-8) K3.177 F3TS401G5.0.5 8.170 9.000 -11.700 -5.00t XNRP I339.9120 IN.XC 



















FIG 119 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, FLAPS 30, ICRG=8. TC ON
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS
(A)MAC- = ,6 PAGE 403
 
---------------------------------------------
DMA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCPIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP Et.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRJF28S) 0 (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS401G5.3.5 .120 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
(RJF86) U (CA-B) K3.ITS7NI.5.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 4.113 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.9000 IN.
 
RJF287) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.S.1F30S40135.3.5 6.125 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJF28B) (CA-B) K3.TS7HI5.G.IF3OTS41G5.3.5 8.199 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(RJF29)L (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF30TS4OIG5.3.5 10.130 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 120 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 2. FLAPS 30, 10R6=8. TO ON 
CA3MACH .15MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS PG 0 
--
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHAW ]ORB BQFLAP EtEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF285) (CA-8) K3.ITSHI5.8.IF3DTS4OIGS.3.5 .120 8.000 -11,700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
(RJF28S) (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI1,B.IF3OTS40185.3.5 4,113 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(PJF2871 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.sIF3OTS4015.3.5 6.125 8.000 -11.700 -5.00 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
CRJF2881 CCA-8) K3.ITS7HI5B.IF3OTS4OIO5.3.5 8.199 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(RJF289) (CA-B) K3.TS7HI5.S.IF3OTS41G5.3.5 I0.130 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP OOO0 IN.YC
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 120 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, FLAPS 30. IORB=8, TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 	 PAGE 405 
- -------------------
- - --- - - - - - - - - --- -- -- -- -- -- -
ALPHW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

.120 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500,0000 S0.T.
tRJF2853 Q CCA-8) K3.ITS7HI5S.6.IF3OTS4O1G5.3,5 
(RJF?86) U (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4O1G5.3.5 4.113 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJF287) (CA-8) K3.TS7HIS.S.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 6.125 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJF288) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5-.6IF30TS40l05.3.5 8.199 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(RJF289) (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 10.130 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(RJF290) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5S.G.T30TS4O1G5.3.5 12.171 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
 SCALE 0400















10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 i00 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 120 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2. FLAPS 30, IORB=8. TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 406 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORa BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF273) C (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS401G5.3.5 .208 8,000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SOFT.
 
CRJF2.74) (CA-B) K3.1TS7H15.B.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 4.170 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN,
 
CRJF 75) (CA-81 K3.ITS7H15.8.IF3OTS4O155.3.5 6.144 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2340.0000 IN
 
(RJF276) CCA-8) K3.ITS7HIE.6.IF30TS401$5.3.5 8.179 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP '1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(RJF2771 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIES..IF3OTS41GS5.3.5 10.178 8.000 -11.700 -5,000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(RJF278) (CA-8) K3.3TS7H1.S.F3OTS40165.3.S 12.184 8.000 -11,700 -5.000 ZMRP 1S0.7500 IN.ZC
 
SCALE .0400
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10 2 350 60 70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 121 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB 0, FLAPS 30. IORB=8. TC ON 
CA)MACH .15 MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS PAGE 407 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJF273) Q (CA-B) K3.1TS7H15.S.IF30TS40105.3.5 .208 8,000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(RJF274) U (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.G.IF30TS4OIG5.3.5 4,170 8.000 -11.700 -5,000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJF275) > (CA-B) K3,1T57H15.6.IF30TS4015.3.5 6.144 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(RJF27G) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5,S.IF30TS40105.3.5 8.173 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(RJF277) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.G.1F3OS40IG5.3.5 10.17a 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN YC
 
(RJF278) (CA-B) K3.1TS7H15.8.11F30TS40185.3.5 12.184 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
SCALE . 400
r l
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.22 .1 ... - PAGE-
I02 040 50 80 70 80 99 0 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 121 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. FLAPS 30, 10RB8, TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPSCA)MACH = .15 PAGE 408 















SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW 
Q (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.8.1F30TS40165.3.5 .208 
L 	 (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF30TS40165.3.5 4.170 
(CA-8) K3.IT57HI5.S.IF30T540165.3.5 6 144 
(CA-8 K3.ITS7HL5.SIF30TS40105.3.5 8.179 
CCA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.6.IF30TS40135.3.5 10.178B 	 (CA-8) K3.1ITS7HI5.S.1F30TS40135.3.5 12.184 
miniiml mTiiiilfii l I riiml m iiiifili Timliiirii fliiniiiiiil v 
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-5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
-5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
-5.000 BREF 2348.000C IN.
 
-5.000 XMRP 1339.9100' IN.XC
 
-5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 















FIG 121 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB =0. FLAPS 30, IORB=8. TO ON 














CA-) K3.,TS7HI5..IF30TSOIG5.3.5(CA-B) K31TS75.B.F30T4015.3.5 
































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YHRP .000 IN.YCZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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CAMC 15 PAEi1 
040 50 0 70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 122 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, FLAPS 30. 10RB=8. TC ON 
(A)MCH - .151MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS PG 1 
ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION'
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CRJF279) Q (CA-a) K3.ITS7HI5.6.1F30TS401G5.3.5 .160 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
CRJF?80) i CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.G.1IF30TS401G5.3.5 4.141 8.000 -11 700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
rRJF281) (CA-) K3.1TS7H15.. IF3OTS4O1G5.3.5 6.199 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348,0000 IN. 
(RJF282) (CA-8) K3.ITS7H5S.6.IF3OTS4OG5.3.5 8.128 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339,9100". IN.XC 
(RJF283) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5S.6.F30TS401G5.3.5 10.137 8.000 -tl.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(RJF284] (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.6.1F30TS4OIG5.3.5 12.159 8.000 -'1.700 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 1090 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 122 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, FLAPS 30, IORB=8, TC ON 
CA)MACH = .15 MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS PAGE 411 
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW ]ORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRJF279) Q (CA-8] K3.ITS7HI5S.IF30TS40165.3.5 .160 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
CRJF?80) U (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS401G5.3.5 4.141 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJF281I) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS40105.3.5 6.199 8.000 -'1.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(RJF2823 (CA-8) K3.ITS7RI5.G.IF3OTS4OIO5.3.5 8.128 8.000 -:1.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(RJF283) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.1F30TS401t5.3.5 10.137 8.000 -,1.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 122 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, FLAPS 30, IORB=8. TC ON
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS
 
CA]MACH = .15 PAGE 412
 
------------------- ---------------------------
DATA'SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP- ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRJF287) 0 (CA-8) K3.1TS7K415.S.IF3QTS4OIG5.3.5 .263 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(RJF298) CCA'8) K3.ITS7HI5.S. IF30TS40IG5.3.5 	 4.047 8.000 -11.700 -5,000 LREF 327,8000 IN.
 
(RJF299) Q (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.S.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 8.135 8.000 -11,700 -5.000 EREF 2348;0000 IN. 
IRJF3003 Pg CCA-8) K3.ITS7H15.s.IF30TS4OGS.3.5 8.209 8.000 -11.700 -5 000 XlRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
tRJF301) (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 10.143 8.000 -11.700 -5.1000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 123 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ELEVTR=-23. IORB=8. TC ON 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 














































SREF 5500.0000 SOFT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 123 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 












































8.000 -11.700I. ... ... ... 
. 
-5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SOFT. 
-5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
-5.000 BREF' 2349.0000 IN. 
-5.000 XMRP '1339.9100 IN.XC 
-5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
-5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
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CA AIH I SW4P I I W LI 4155 I t i I LAACWI PG02030 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 123 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23, IORB=8. TO ON 
MAIN BALANCE OATA-GP SWEEPSSA)]MACH = . 15 PAGE 415 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRJF30) 0 (CA-8)K3.ITS7 FIOTS40205.3.5 .211 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
(RJFIO) (CA-8) K3.1TS7 FIOTS402GS.3.5 4.011 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
CRJF311) Q (CA-B) K3.ITS7 FIOTS402G5.3.5 6.211 8.000 .000 -5.00b BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(RJF312) CCA-8) K3.ITS7 FIOTS402G5.3.5 8.089 8.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(RJF313) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 FIOTS402G5.3.5 10.137 8.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(RJF314) ( FIOTS402G5.3.5 12.208 8.000 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500
CA-B) K3.1TS7 .000 IN.ZC
 
SCALE .0400
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CCA-9) K3.ITS7 FIOTS402GS.3.5 
(CA-B) K3.1TS7 FIOTS402O5.3.5 
(CA-B) K3.1TS7 FIOTS402a5.3.5 
(CA-B) K3.1TS7 FICTS402G5.3.5 
(CA-B) K3.ITS7 FlOTS402G5.3.5 
(CA-8) K3.ITS7 FIOTS40265.3.5 

































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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.11AC .1 1111AGE................
 
BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
ALPHAW.- IORS 
CRJIF309] Q (CA-8) K3.ITS7 FIOTS40205.3.5 .211 8.o0 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
CRJF309) U CA-B) K3.1TS7 FIOTS402G5.3.5 4.011 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327,8000 IN. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

6.211 8.000 .000 -5.000 " BREF , 2348.0000 IN.(RJF311) 	 CCA-8) K3.ITS7 FIOTS40205.3.5 

tRJF312) F1OTS402G5.3.5 B.089 8.000 .000 5.000 XMRP 1339.'9100 IN.XC
(CA-8) K3.ITS7 

(RJF313) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 FIOTS40205.3.5 10.137 8.000 .000 1-5.0 YNR0 .0000. IN.YC
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FIG 124 ALT CONFIG IN.GROUND PROXIMITY, I-ORIZ OFF. FLAPS 1O, I0RB8, TO OFF
 
MAIN BALANCE OATA-GP SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH = .15 	 PAGE 418 
















































(RJF332) (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.G.IFI10TS4O2G5.3.5 12.218 8.000 .000 -5.000 Z-RP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
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10 20 30 40 50 -ro0 70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 125 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
4, FLAPS 10, IORB=8. TC OFF 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 419 
------------------------------------
- --- -- -- -- -----
- -- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - -
--- -- ------- - - - - -- - - - - - - - -
SDFLAP EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
ALPHAW IORB 
.195 8.OCO .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(RJF327) Q (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF10TS402G5.3.5 
3.963 .QCC .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
RJF32) U (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IFIOTS4O2GS.3.5 
6.133 8000 .000 -5.000 BREF' 2348.0000 IN.
 (RJF329) (CA-B)1 K3.ITS7HI15.6.IFIOTS4O2GS.3.5
9JF330) CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS.6.1FIOTS4O2G53.5 8.150 .OCO .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(RJF331) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5,6.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 10.074 8.OCO .000 -5.000 YNRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(R3F332) (RJ33) CA8) 3.TSH1.6IF1TSO25..5SCALE 
.0400
[ (CA-B) K3. ITS7H S..IFIOTSA2G. 5 12.218 8.0C0 .000 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
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FIG 125 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 4. FLAPS I0, I0RB=8, TC OFF 
(A)MACH = •.15 MANBALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS PAGE 420 
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 125 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 4, FLAPS 10, IORB=8. TC OFF 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS
CA)I4ACH = .15 PAGE 421 
- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
pATh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW lORa BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF3211 'Q tCA-8) K3.1TS7HIS.6.IF10TS402G5,3.5 .178 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(RJFI22) [ (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IFIOTS402G5.3.o5 4.024 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(R4F323) Q (CA-83 K3.1TS7HI5..IFIOTS402G5.3.5 6.135 8.0no .000 -5.000 aREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(RJF324) /,N (CA-B) K3.JTS7HI5S..IFIOTS40265.3.5 8.)52 8.003 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN£XC 
(RJF3251 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 10.053 8.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(RJF32S) ) (C-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.1FIOTS4265.3.5 12.123 8.000 .000 -5.000 ZMRP 150.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400'
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FIG 126 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB =2, FLAPS 10, IORB=8, TC OFF 








SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 




































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
-­







30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 126 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB 2. FLAPS 10, IORB=8. TC OFF 
MAIN BALANCE OATA-GP SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 423 
- - -
- - - -
--- 
--- --- ---
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJF321) Q (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 .178 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 , SO.FT. 
(RJF'322) u CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5,S.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 4.024 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJF323) (CA-a) K3.ITS7HI5.6.F1OT40205.3.5 6.135 8.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(RJF324) (CA-a) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 8.152 8.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(RJF325) (CA-8)'K3.1TS7HI5.6.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 10.053 8.003 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC (RJF326) C 12.123 .000 ZMRP IN.ZC
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 128 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, FLAPS 10, IORB=8. TC OFF 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 424 
REPRODUCmJJJITy OF THE 
ORIaMAL PAGE Ls PO Ri 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHAW lORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF3153 0 (CA-8) K3.1TS7H5.6.1F1OTS402G5.3.5 .206 8.000 oo -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.F7. 
CRJF31) U E(CA-SI K3.ITS7HI5.8.1FIOTS4O2G5.3.5 4.13G 8.000 ,000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJF317) (CA-8) KITS7HI5.8.1FIOTS40265.3.5 	 6.112 8.00,) .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJF318) a CA-8) K3.ITS71HN'.8.IF1OTS402G5.3.5 	 8.230 8.00'1 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
CRJF319) (CA-S) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 	 10.085 8.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 iN.YC
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b2030 	 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE
 
FIG 127 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. FLAPS 10. IORB=8. TO OFF 
MAIN BALANCE OATA-GP SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 1PAGE 	 425 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJF315) 0 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5..,IF0TS4O235.3.5 .208 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT, 
(RJFLG) I (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFI0TS40265,3.5 	 4.136 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJF3173 (CA-B) ti3.ITS7H15.6.IF10TS402G5.3.5 	 6.112 8.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
CPJF318) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.FI0TS40205.3.5 	 8.230 8.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(RJF319) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS.6.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 	 10.085 8.0001 .000 - -5,000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(RJF320) t
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJF315) Q (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 .206 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(RJF31S8I - (CA-8) K3.kITS71.5.G.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 4.136 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
CRJF17) (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.6.IFI0TS402G0.3.5 6.112 8.000 .000 '5.000 BREF 234B.0000 IN. 
(RJF3 7 ' (CA-8) K3.TS7HI5S.G.IFI0TS402G5.3.5 8.230 8.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(RJF3|9) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.1F0TS402G5.3.5 10.085 8.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(RJF320) £ (CA-B) K3.IT$7H5.6.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 12.133 8.000 .000 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC SCALE .0400
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 127 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. FLAPS 10. IORB=8, TC OFF 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS
 








SYMBOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
QO CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 
U (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.S.P1OTS402&5.3.5 
( CA-) K3.ITS7HI5.G.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 
(CA-8) K3.ITSYHI5S..IFIOTS40205.3.5 
1 tCA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.S.IF1OTS40205.3.5 
(CA-BJ K3.1TS7H15.S.IFIOTS4O2GS.3.5 































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF' 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 INYC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 128 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23. IORB=8. TC OFF 
MAIN BALANCE OATA-GP SWEEPS 








SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
0 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5S..1FI0TS402G5.3.5 
U (CA-8) K3.ITS7HIS.8.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 
, (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IFIOTS4O25O.3.5 
(CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5,G.IFtOTS40205.3.5 
IN (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS40205.3.5 Q (CA-B) K3.ITS7IH5..1F1OTS40205.3.5 
































SREF b500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
= 0. ELEVTR=-23. IORB=8. TC OFF 
PAGE 429 
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FIG 128 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0, ELEVTR=r23. IORB=8. TC OFF 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 430 
2.1 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHAW IORD BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RJF247) 0 (CA-8) I3.ITS7 F30TS402G5.3.5 .185 8.COO .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
(RJF?48) U (CA-a) K3.ITS7 F30TS402G5.3.5 4.176 8.CO0 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJF249) 9 (CA-8) K3.ITS7 F30TS402G5.3.5, 8.162 8.C00 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CRJF250) (CA-8) K3.IlS7 F3OTS40205.3.5 8.199 8.C00 .000 -5.000 XMRP, 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(RJF251) (CA-8) K3.1157 F30TS402G5.3.5 10.114 8.00 .000 -5.000 YMPP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 129 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF. FLAPS 30, IORB=8. TC OFF
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 43. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW lORB BOFLAP EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRJF247.) Q tCA-8) K3.ITS7 F30TS40205.3.5 .185 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500,0000- SO.FT. 
CRJF748) U (CA-B) K3.1TS7 F30TS40205.3.5 4.176 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(RJF249) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30TS40205.3.5 6.162 8.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(R4F250) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30TS40205.3.5 8.199 8.030 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9!00 IN.XC
 
(RJF251) (CA-B) K31.TS7 F30TS402G5.3.5 .0.114 8.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .OO IN.YC
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FIG 129 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF. FLAPS 30. 'IORB=8. TC OFF
 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH .15 PAGE 432
 
ALPHAW IOR1 BDFLAP EIEVON. REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RjF247) 0 CCA-8) K3.1T87 F307S40205.3.5 .185 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(RJF?48) (CA-8) K3.ITS7 F30tS4O265.3.5 4.176 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(PJF249) (CA-8) t3.ITS7 F30TS40205.3.5 6.162 8.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2349.0000 IN. 
(RJF250) (CA-8) K3.ITS7 F30TS40205.3.5 8.199 8.0,)C .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
LRJF251) (CA-8) K3 ITS7. F30TS402,5.3.5 10.114 8.0JO .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 129 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, FLAPS 30, IORB=8. TC OFF 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
LA)MACH = .15 PAGE 433 
-- - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIBURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION D
 
(RJF253) 0 (CA-8),K3.ITS7TI5B. IF30TS40205.3.5 .182 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.000 SO.FT. 
(RJF 54) CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5S.6.IF30TS402G5.3.5 4.155 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJF255) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF30TS40205.3.5 6.113 8.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJF256 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5..IF3OTS40205.3.5 8.174 8.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(RJr257) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.F30TS4o2G5.3.5 10.184 8.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(RJF258) ( 12.229 8.,000 .000 -5.000 ZMRP IN.ZC
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FIG 130 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB 
= 2. FLAPS 30. IORB=8. TC OFF 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPSCA)MACH = .15 PAGE 434
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FIG 130 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2, FLAPS 30. IORB=8. TO OFF 
MAIN BALANCE OATA-GP SWEEPS 








SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
Q (CA-8) Kt3.ITSHI5.6.IF3OTS42G5.3.5 
U (CA-81 113.WSTHI5.8.l1F30TS40205.3.5 
(CA-8) lI3.ITS7HI5.6.lF3O.TS4025.3.5 
(CA-8 K3.I1S71-15.. IFB10TS40205.3.5 
(CA-8) 113.TS7H15.. IF30TS4025.3.5 
C (CA-8) K3.1TS7H15.S. 130TS40205.3.5 

































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF, 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP' 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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20 30 40 50 SO 
GROUND PLANE 
AL', CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
70 80 
2. FLAPS 30. 
90 100 

















































SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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ALT CONFIG IN GROUND 










-- -- ---- ---------
OAT SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP EtEVON 
(RJF266) 0 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5S..IF30TS40205.3.5 .092 18.000 .000 -5.000 
(RJFS7) (CA-8) f3.1TS7HI5.G.IF30TS4o2G5.3.5 4.187 8.000 .000 -5.000 
(RJ268) (CA-B]K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF3OTS4O2G5.3.5 6.100 8.000 .000 -5.000 
CRJF269) (CA-B) K3I1TS7HI5.8.IF30TS40205.3.5 8.172 8.000 .000 -5.000 
(RJF270) CCA-) K3.1TS7HI5..F30TS402G5.3.5 10.130 8.000 .000 -5.000 
(RJr271) (CA-8) K3.ITS7I5.,.IF30TS4O2Gb.3.5 12.184 8.000 .000 .-5.000 
........
4T"'"I~ . ... . 
3---------- -- - -Z .----











FIG 131 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB 0. FLAPS 30, 

MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH = .15 

REPRODUCIBIJITY OF THE 
ORIGNAL PAGE IS POOR 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 0' 
SREF 5500.0000 SC.FT. (F 
LREF 327.8000 IN. (F 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. (I 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC CF 
YMRP .0000 - IN.YC (F 











DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW lORB BOFLAP EI.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRJF286) 0 tCA-8) K3.ITS7HIB.S.IF3OTS4O2G5.3.5 .092 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
(RJF?67) ,CCA-83 K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF30TS4O2G5.3.5 4.187 8.000 ,000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(RJF268) CCA-8) 3.ITS7H19.6.1lF30TS402G5.3.5 6.100 8.000 1000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJF269) A CA-8) 3.1TS7HI5.6.IF30TS40205.3.5 8.172 8.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP, 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(RJF270) [CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6. IF30TS402G5.3.'5 10.130 8.000 1000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 131 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB 0.OFLAPS 30, IORB=8. TC OFF 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
(A)MACH .15 PAGE 439 




























































1.9- - ---- ------- ---- ---- ------­
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21. 
CAMC - .1 '' '' PAGE- 440 

GROUND PLANE 
FIG 132 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB -2. FLAPS 30. IRB=8 TC OFF 
(A)MACH .15MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS PG 4 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RJF259 0 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF3OTS402G5.3.5 .137 8.000 .000 -5.000. SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(RJF260) CCA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF30TS402G5.3.5 4.181 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.3000 IN.
 
(RJF2613 (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.8.1F30TS4O2G5.3.5 6.166 8.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJF282) CCA-8) K3.ITS7HIS.8.IF30TS40205.3.5 8.149 8.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 (RJF263) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS40205.3.5 10.166 . 8.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 





.22 	 c_ 
10 20 30 40C 50 GO 70 0910 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 132 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUNO PROXIMITY, STAB = -2. FLAPS 30. IORB=8. TO OFF 




- - - -
----------- - ------------ --- ----
IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRJF259) Q (CA-8) K3.ITSVHISS.IF30TS40235.3.5 .137 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
DATA SET SYMrPL COWFIGU1ATION DESCRIPTION , . ALPHA 
CRJFG03) (CA-8) K3.I1TS7HI.S..F30TS402G5.3.5 4.181 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000, IN. 
(RJP2SI) (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.S.IF30TS40285.3.5 S.166 8.000 Do.0C -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CRJF262)I CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.S.IF3OTS40205.3.5 8.149 8.000 0Co) -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
CRjF2S3) (CA-8) K3. ITS7HI5S.6. IF3OTSAO2G5.3.5 10. 166 8.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP" .0000 IN.YC 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT, 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
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FIG 133 ALT COWIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB ,0ELEVTR=-23. IORB=8. TC OFF 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 






















































XIRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
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- FIG 133 	 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23, IORB=8, TC OFF 
MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS 
CA)MAC = .15 	 PAGE 444
 
Ll ±tjuIJUCIBILITY OF THE
 
ORIGIINAL PAGE IS POO1 
--
----------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRJF241) - (CA-B) K3.ITS7H15.6.IF3OTS4O2G5.3.5 .204 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT.
 
(RJF?42) (CA-8) K3.1TS7H5.8.IF3OTS402G5.3.5 4.127 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
ERJF243) (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.S.F30T40265.3.5 8.143 8,000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(RJF244) (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5S..1F30TS402G5.3.5 8.137 8.000 .0C -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(RJF245) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.G.IF3OTS402G5.3.5 10.10. 8.000 OE -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 133 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB 0, ELEVTR=-23. IORB=8, TO OFF
 
(A)MACH .15MAIN BALANCE DATA-GP SWEEPS PG 4
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FIG 134 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS.FLAPS UP, IORB=3, TC ON,ELEV=O 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 

































SREF 5500.000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .O00 IN.YC 
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ACm 
FIG 134 FERRY CONFIG. SrABILIZER EFFECTIVENESSFLAPS UP, IORB=3, TC ONELEV=O
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 











ELEVTR STAB ,BDFLAP BETADATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

-11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT.
CUJF122) 0 (CA-B) K2V9.1.2TSS FOTS4OI 

.000 -4.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 (UJFP123) (CA-8) K2V9.I.2TSSHI5S.6.IFOTS4I 

.000 -2.000 -11._00 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
(UJF124) (CA-8) K2V9.l.2TSSHI5.8.IFOTS4OI 

.000 .OQ -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 (UJF125) (CA-9) K'v9.I.2TSSHIS.8. lFOTS401 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
1 8 , , rm rrTT 
1.8 1 1 J1I 
"1.4 - - - - ---­
-
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FIG 134 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS,FLAPS UP- IORB=3, TC ON,ELEV=O
 




BDFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
ELEVTR STAB 

-11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SOFT.'
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CUJF122) Q (CA-8) K2V9.I.2TS FOTS401 
.000 -4.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
CUJF123) (CA-B) KVBI.2TSSH15.SIFOTS4OI 

.000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
(UJFI24) 9 (CA-B) Q2V9.I.2TSGH5.S.IFOTS4OI 

.000 .000 -I'l.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
CUJFI25) (CA-B- K2V.I.2TSSH15.S,IF0TS4OI 
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FIG 134 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESSFLAPS UP, IORB=3, TC ONELEV=O 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
(A)MACH = .15 - PAGE 449 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJFIIS)
CUJFIIS) 
Q (CA-B) K2VS. I.2TS5F3OG5.3.5TS4OI 
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FIG 135 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS.FLAPS 10, IORB=3. TC ONELEV=O 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 450 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BFTA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF115 Q (CA-) K2V9.l.2TS5F30GS.3.5TS401 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
CUJFIIG) (CA-B) K2V9.1.2TS5HI5.8.IFIOTS4OI' .000 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
CUJFI171 (CA-8) K2V. I.2TS5HI5S..IFIOTS4OI .000 , .000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
cUJFIls (CA-B) K2V9.I.2TS5M15.8.IFOtS4OI .000 -4.000 -11,700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
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FIG 135 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZEREFFECTIVENESSFLAPS 10, IORB=3. TC ON.ELEV=C
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER [MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 451 
DATA SET' SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BFTA REFERENCE INFORMAT ON 
CUJF115) (CA-B) K2VB. I.2TS5F3005.3.5TS4I -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
CUJFIIS) (CA-8) K2V9.I.2TS5HN5.G.IFIOTS41 .000 3.000 -11,700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN:' 
(UJFII7) (CA-B) K2V9.I.2TS5HI5.B.IFIOTS4I .000, .000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CUJFIIB) fCA-8) K2V9.l.2T5H15.. .IFIOTS401 .000 -4.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
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CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS 







SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
0 CCA-8) K2V9.I.2TS5F30G5.3.5TS401 
(CA-B) K2V9.I.2TS5HI5.G.IFIOTS4O1 
9 CA-8) K2V9.I.2TSBHI5.G.IFIOTS401 
(CA-8 K2V9.l.2TS5HI5.S.IFIOTS401 
L CA-82 K2VS.I.2TS5HlI5.6.IFIOTS4OI 
2.22 rr l fi f rr m l tf, fl 


































SREF 5500,0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348,0000 IN. 
XIRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
" "l T 1l1Trl-TITITmfTTT ll i! nI V 'T Fi 
- - - - -
1.86 
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FIG 135 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS.FLAPS 10, IORB=3, TC ONELEV=0 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CHAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 1 PAGE 453 
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FIG 136 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS.FLAPS 20. IORB=3 TC ONELEV=O
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS 
CA]MACH = .15 PAGE 454 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF 11W' 
-:QG-NMFl.- PAGE-I-O~-­
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FIG 136 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS.FLAPS 20, IORB=3, TC ON.ELEV=O
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 455 
2.2 
STAB EDFLAP BFTA REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION* 	 ELEVTR 

-11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
(UJFn94) U (CA-8) K2VS.I.2TS5HI5.G.IF2OTS4OI 	 .000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJFO95) (CA-a) K2VS.I.2TS5HI5.8.IF2OTS4I 	 .000 -4.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348,0000 IN.
 
(UJFOSS) (CA-8) K2V9.I.2TSSHI5.8.IF2OTS4OI 	 .000 -6.000 -11.700 .00 XMRP 1339,9100 IN.XC
 




















FIG 136 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS,FLAPS 20. IORB=3, TC ON,ELEV=O
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 
rA)MACH .15  	 PAGE 456­





























SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 136 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESSFLAPS 20, IORB=3, TC ONELEV=O 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 457 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BOFLAP BFTA REFERENCE INFORMATION 




























(UjF3S) (CA-B) K2V9.l.2TSbF3OHI5.6.IG5.3.5TS401 17.000 -4.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
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SREF 5500.0000 S0QFT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 137 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESSFLAPS 30. IORB=3, TC ON,ELEV=O 













































'1 TT till t 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0.100 
flit it iti? ti1 
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FIG 137 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS.FLAPS 30. IORB=3, TC ON.ELEV=0
 







































SREF 5500.0000 SD.FT. 
LREF 327,8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 137 FERRY CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS.FLAPS 30, IORB=3, TC ONELEV=O 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 461 
.9 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BOFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CUJF1193 (CA,8]K2V9.1.2TS5HI5.4.IFIOTS4OI .000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
CUJFI201 (CA-8) K2V91.2TS5HI5.8.IFI0TS4OI -23.000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
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FIG 138 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 10, IORB=3, TC ON,ELEV=O
 































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN, 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMPP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 138 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 10. IORB=3, TC QNELEV=O
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMA'IN YALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 463
CA)MACH 1-.15 PAGE 

_ _ 
BOFLAP 	 BFTA REFERENCE INFORMATION
ELEVTR 	 STAB 

-2.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
DATA SET 	SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(UJFIIS) Q (CA-B) K2V3.I.2TS5HI5.G.IFIOTS4I 	 .000 
-2.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
(UJFI20)3 (CA-B) K2V9.l.2TSSHIS.S.IFIOTS401 	 -23.000 

17.000 	 -2.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 (UJFI2I) (CA-B) K2VS.I.2TS6HI5.6.IFIOTS4OI 
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FIG 138 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 10, IORB=3. TC ON.ELEV=O
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 
PAGE 464
CA)MACH = .15 
Y OF THEREPoDUCIBM 
N l~LjPAGE ISPOOR,w 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUFATION DESCRIPTION 	 E.EVTR STAB BDFLAP BFTA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
ciriIs) 0 (CA-S) K2V9.I.2TSSHI5.6.IFIOTS4OI .000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500o0000 SO.FT. 
(UJF120) (CA-8) K2VB.I.2TS5H45.6.IFIOTS4OI -23.000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327,8000 IN. 
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FIG 138 ,FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 10. IOR9=3, TC ONELEV=O
 
















ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP 
.000 -4.000 -11.700 
-23.000 -4.000 -11.700 
17.000 -4.000 -11.700 
-----------------------------------
--
BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZCSCALE .0400 
--------------­
' 
-- - -- -
1.6-------------------------­
1.4 
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FIG 139 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 20. IORB=3. TO ON.ELEV=0 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 466 
- - - -- 

























SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 INXC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIGP139 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 20, IORB=3, TC ONELEV=O 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 467 
4 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR . STAB BOFLAP BFTA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CUJF095) 0 (CA-B) K2V9.I.2TSSHI5.S.IF2OTS40I .000 -4.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 5QFT.
 
(UJF0982 LI CCA-B) K2V9.I.2TSSIH5.S.IF20TS40I -23.000 -4.000 -11.700 .000 	 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJFOS9) (CA-B) K2V.I.2TSSHI5.G.1F20TS401 17.000 -4.000 -11.700 .000 	 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 *. IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC SCALE .0400
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FIG 139 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 20. IORB=3, TO ON.ELEV=0 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS 





SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
Q CCA-8) K2V9.1.2TS5HI5.6.IF2OTS40I 






















SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LPEF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN.XMRP 1339.91010 IN,XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
, , , 
2.0 
J f J I 
1.8 
1.6 jE... 
1d d - 7 -, 1 
- -- -r------ -
10.-. 01 
1 .1 .. 
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111; .6 .7 
1 
I 
FOIORB=3. TC ONE V
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
B" .15 1PAGE 469 
ELEVTR STAB BOFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF037) 0 CCA-8) K2VS.I.2TS5F30HI5.S.IG5.3.5TS401 .000 -4.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
(UJFO39) (CA-B) K2V9.I.2TS5F30OII5..IG5.3.5TS401 17.000 -4.000 -11.700 .000, LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(UJFO4O) (CA-a) K2VS,.I.2TS5r3115.S.IG5.3.STS401 10.000 -4.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJFO41) (CA-8) K2v9.1.2TSbI5G.1IF3005.3.5TS401 -10.000 -4.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
[UJF02) (CA-8) K2V9.I.2rSbHI5.6.IF30b.3.5TS401 -23.000 -4.000 -11.700 .000 VMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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FIG 140 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30. IORB=3, TC ONELEV=O
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 
CAMACH = .15 PAGE 470 
-- - -- - -- - - -------------- -- -- -- -- --
--- - -- - - - - - - -
--- 
- - - - - - - - - -
-- - -- - -- - -- -
ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BFTA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1UJF0373 Q (CA-B) K2V9..2TSSF3OHI5.S.IG5.3.5TS4CI .000 -4.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000' SO.FT.
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(UJFO39S) (CA-8) K2V9.1.2TS5F3OH15..IG5.3.5TS4OI 17,000 -4.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(UJF04O) Q CA-B) K2V9.1.2TS5F30HI5.S.IG5.3.5TS4OI 10.000 -4.000 -11.7CO .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CUJF041] (CA-8) K2VS.1.2TS5Hl5.8.IF3CG5.3.5TS4OI -10.000 -4.000 -11.700 .000 XZRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
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FIG 140 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 30. 10RB=3. TO ON.ELEVOQ 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS 
-A)MACH 15 PAGE 471
 
i 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP ,BFTA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF037) 0 (CA-8) K2V.I. 2TS5F3OHIS5.G.15.3.5TS401 .000 -4.000 -11.700 000, SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJFr39) (CA-8) K2VS.I.2TS5F3OHI5.S.IG5.3.5TS401 17.000 -4.000 -11.700 .OO ' LREF 327.8000 IN. 
CUJF04C) (CA-8) IK2V.I.2TSSF3OHI5..0IG5.3.5TS401 10.000 -4.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF041) (CA-8) K2V9.1.2TSSHI5.S.1P30 55.3.5TS401 -10.000 -4.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
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FIG 140 FERRY CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 30. IORB=3. TC ON.ELEV=0
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 
A)MACH = .15 PAGE 472 







SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
0 (CA-8) K2V9.l.2TS5F30HI5. ,.IG5.3.STS401 






























SREF 5500,0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN, 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339,9100 INXC 
YMRP .0000 INYC 



















FIG 140 FERRY -CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 30, IORB=3, TC ON.ELEV=O
 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BFTA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CUJFI2S3 0 ICA-B) K3V9.I.2TSS FOTS401 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
(UJF12S) (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS6HI5S.IFOTS4OI .000 -4,000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.9000 IN. 
(UJF127) (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS6HI5.S.IFOTS4OI .000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CUJFI2S) (CA-B) KiVv9.I.2TSGHI5.8.IFoTS4OI .000 .000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 INXC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 141 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS UIP. IORB=6. TC ON.ELEV=O
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 







ELEVTR STAB BOFLAP BETA 

-11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 .SQ.FT.
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(UJFI29) Q (CA-B) K3V.1.2TS FOTS401 

.000 -4.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
(UJF12G) Li (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TSBHIS.8.IFOTS4OI 
.000 -2.000 -11.700 000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 (UJF127) (CA-B) K3VB.1.2TS6HI5..1FOTS4O1 
(UJF128) (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TSGHI5..IFOTS4OI .000 .000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 























SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YVIRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 141 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS UP. IORB=6, TC ON.ELEV=O
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH = •.15 PAGE 478 





(CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS6 FOTS4O1 
(CA-B) K3V9.I.2TSGHI5,G.IFOT5401 
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FIG 141 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS UP, IORB=6, TC ON,ELEV=O
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 
CA]MACH .15 1 PAGE 477
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- - - - - -
--- - -
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVR STAB BDFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CUJFOS5) 0 (CA-83 K3VS.I.2TS5 F2OTS4O -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
CUjF082) U CCA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.S.IF2OTS4OI .000 -4.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 ' IN. 
CUJFO83) , (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5HIS.6.IF2OTS4OI .000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 	 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
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FIG 142 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 20. IORB=8. TC ON.ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BOFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATIN 
(UJFOS5 Q (CA-S) K3VS.I.2TS5 F20TS401 -11.700 - .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJFr1821 t (CA-) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5,8.IF2OTS4O1 .000 -4.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJFC83) (CA-S) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.8.IF20TS401 .000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 BREF Z348.0000 IN. 
(UJFO84) (CA-) K3V9..2TS5HI5.8.IF2OTS4OI .000 .000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZCSCALE .0400
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FIG 142 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 20, IORB=6, TC ONELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH .15 PAGE 479
 
2.0 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB PDFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF85) C) (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5 F20TS401 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
(UJFO82) (CA-8) K3VB.I.2TS5HI5.S.IF2OTS4O1 .000 -4.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJFO83) > CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5S..IF2OTS4OI .000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
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FIG 142 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS.20. IORBS., TC ON.ELEV=-5 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 480 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(UJFO85) 0 (CA-B) K3V9.1.2TS5 F20TS401 
(UJF082) (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5,.IF2OTS401
(UJF083) (CA-8) K3V9.l.2TS5JII5.S.IF2OTS4O1 
(UJFO84) (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5S..IF2OTS4OI 











BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
.000 XRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZCSCALE .0400 
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FIG 142 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 20, IORB=6, TC ONELEV=-5 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS 











































SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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-FIG 143 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 30. IORB=G, TC ONELEV=O 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 482 















































-T SCALE .0400 

















FIG 143 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30, IORB=6, TC ONELEV=O
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORB3ITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS








































SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BOFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF044) 0 (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5 F3OG5.3.5TS401 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJFn47) (CA-B) K3V9.1.2TS5HI5.6.IF3065.3.5TS401 .000 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF046) (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.6.IF3O5.3.5TS401 .000 .000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF048) (CA-8) K3V9.1.2TS5HI5.6.IF30G5.3.5TS401 O000 -2.00 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 INXC
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FIG 143 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 30. IORB=8, TC ONELEV=O
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH = .15 ,. PAGE 485 
ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF0561 Q tCA-8) K3VS.I.2TS5 F305.3.5TS401 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJF055) U CA-8I K3VS..2TS5HI5.8.IF3065.3.5TS401 .000 .00C -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF054] (CA-8 K3V9.I.2TS5H15 S.IF305.3.5TS401 .000 -2.00D -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF053 A (CA-SI K3V9.1.2TS5HI5.6.IF3085.3.5TS401 .000 -4.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
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FIG 144 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 30, IORB=6, TC ONELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 486
 






Q (CA-8) K3V9.1.2TS5 F3005.3.STS401[ [CA-B) K3VS..27S5HI5.6.IF3OGS.3.5TS401 
(CA-8] K3V9.l.2TSSHI5.8.IF30G5.3.5TS40I 
(CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.6.IF3065.3.5TS401 
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FIG 144 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 30, IORB=8, TC ON.ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH .15 PAGE 487
 
------------
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BOFLAP BETA -REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJFOSS) 0 (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5 F3005.3.5TS401 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
CUJF055) U CCA-8) 3V9.I,2TS5HI5,8.1F3OG5.3.5TS401 .000 .000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(UJF054) (CA-B) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5S..IF3OG5.3.5TS401 .000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
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FIG 144 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30, IORB=6, TC ON.ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS 































SREF 5500.0000 SOFT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN, 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 144 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 30. 

CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 489 
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FIG 145 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30., IORB=. TC ON, ELEV=-5 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 







SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR 
C (CA-B) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5.B.IF3O05.3.5TS401 17.000 
ICA-B) K3VS.1.2TS5HI5..IF3OG5.3.5TS401 10.000 
(CA-) K3VS.1.2TS5HIS.S.IF3OG5.3.5TS401 .000 
(CA-B) K3V9.I.2TSSHI5.S.1F30G5.3.STS401 -10.000 
(CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.S.IF3OG5.3.5TS401 -23.000 
45.--~ " -p ....-----...---....----....----.---------------.45--
STAB BDPLAP BETA 
-2.000 -11.700 .000 
-2.000 -11.700 .000 
-2.000 -11.700 .000 
-2,000 -11.700 .000 
-2.000 -11.700 .000 
-----------------------
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 , IN. 
BREF '2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 















FIG 145 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30, IORB=S, TC ON, ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BOFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF049) I 17.600 -11.700 SREF SQFT.
(CA-8) K3V9-l.2TS5HI5S.6.IF3065.3.BTS401 -2.000 .000 5500.0000 
[UJFnBO3 I CA-B) K3V9.1.2TS5HIS.6.IF3005.3.5TS4I 10.000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
CUJF0542 CCA-8) K3V9.1.2TS5HI5.S.IF305.3.5TS401 .000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UX051) (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.S.IF30G5.3.STS4I -10.000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
CUJF052) (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5..IF30G5.3.5TS401 -23.000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 	 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
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CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 PAGE 492
 







SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 




























SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YIRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 145 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 30. IORB=6. TC ON. ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
(A)MACH = .15 ,,. PAGE 4.?3
 
ELEVTR STAB BOFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(UJF130) * (CA-a) K3V9.I.2TSS FOTS402 .000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJF132) (CA-S) K3V9.I.2TSSHI5..IFOTS4O2 .000 .000 .000 .003 LREF 327.8000 IN.
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FIG 146 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS UP, IORB=GTC OFF, ELEVO
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 









(CA-8) K3V9.2.2TSS FOTS402 
CCA-8] K3V3.I.2TS6HI.8.IFOTS402 
(CA-8) K3VS.I.2TSH15.8.IF0TS402 













n tl 11Tl l 11 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SRE 5500,0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZIRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
171 1 .F .1 11.1 IT 7 7 MT 
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FIG 146 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS; FLAPS UP, IORB=S.TC OFF. ELEV=O
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER iMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 495 
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION EL:VTR STAB BOFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJFI30) C (CA-B) K3VS.1.2TSB FOTS402 .000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJF32) (CA-B) K3V9.1.2TSSHI5.6.1FOTS402 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
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FIG 146 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS UP. IORB=6.TC OFF. ELEV=O
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 496 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CJFI3O) 
CUJF132)1 
E(CA-8) K3V9.1.2TSB FOTS402 











(UJFI3I (CA-B) K3V9.1.2TSSHI5.B.IFOTS402 .000 -4.000 .000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 











-FIG146 ALT --"----- , , 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 



































SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN, 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
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FIG 147 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 10. IORB=6.TC OFF. ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CHAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 













(CA-S) K2V9. l.2TS5F3005.3.5TS401 



















SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 147 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 10, IORB=6,TC OFF, ELEV=-5
 







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BOFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJrIO5) 0 (CA-8) K2V9. I.2TS5F3CG5.3.5TS401 .000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJFI8) ] (CA-B) K3VS.1.2TS5H15.G.IFIOTS4O2 .000 2.000 .000 .000 	 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
K3VS.1.2TS5HIS.6.1Ft0TS402 	 .000 .000 2348.0000 









(UJFI07) )(CA-B .000 .000 	 BREF IN.
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PAG g PO l 
STAB SOFLAP BTA REFERENCE INFORMATION
ELEVTR 

.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

Cujrf105) C (CA-8) K2V9. 1.2TS5F3OGS.3.5TS401 

.000 2.000 .000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
CUJFIO8) (CA-8) K3v9.l.2TS5H15.G.IFIOTS4O2 

.000 .000 .000 DREF 2348.0000 IN.
(Uja107 ) (CA-9) K3V9.I.2TSSHI5.S.IF1OTS402 .000 
 1339.9100 IN.XC
(UJFIDG) (C-B) K3V9.l.2TS5HIS.8.IF1OTS402 .000 -2.000 .000 .000 XMRP 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 147 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS' 10, IORB=6,TC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 
, PAGE 501.
A AM C,H5 

.8 
- - - - - - - - - - - -
---
-------------------------------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAb BVFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJFIO4) Q (CA-83 K3VS.I.2TS5HI5S.6.IF0TS402 17.000 -2.000 ,o0o .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
(UJFIOS) (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.G.IFIOTS4O2 .000 -2.OO .OOQ .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LPEF 327.8000 IN. 
BRLF 2348.0000 IN. 
xMQP 1339.9100 IN.xC 
YMRP. .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 148 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 10. IORB=6.TC OFF. ELEV=-5 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS -




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CUj104) Q (CA-B) K3v9.I.2TS5HI5.6.IF!0TS402 17,000 -2.000 .000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJFICG) (CA-8) K3V9.l.2TS5HI5.G.IFI,0TS4O2 .000 -2.000 .000 .000 LREF 327.8000 'IN. 
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FIG, 148 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 10- IORB=G,TC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN'BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE], ALPHA SWEEPS
 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BOFLAP BFTA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
tU4FI043 0 (CA-8) K3VS.I.2TS5H15..1FIOTS402 17.000 -2.000 .000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT.
 
cuilOs) L (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.6.1FIOTS402 .000 -2.000 .000 .000 LREC 327.8000 IN.
 
(uJf1031 (CA-8) X3V9.I.2TS5HI5.S.IFIOTS402 -23.000 -2.000 .000 .000 BPEF 2348.0Co0 IN.
 
XMRP 1339.9100 I1N.XC 
YMPP .0300 IN. YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 I%.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 148 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 10, IORB=G,TC OFF. ELEV=-5
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 
(AMACH = .15 I. .I PAGE 505 
___ 



















BPEF 2348.0000 IN. 
xMRP 1339.9110 IN.XC 
yvPP . 000 I f.YC 



















FIG 149 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR. 
 FLAPS 10. IORB=G.TC OFF. ELEV=-5
(A)MACH 
_= .15





























SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMR0 190.7500 IN.ZCSCALE .0400 
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FIG 149 ALT CONFIG, EFFECT OF LANDING G;EAR, FLAPS 10, IORB=G,TC OFF, ELEV=-5
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 
























SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348,0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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CAIMACH .15 PAGE 508
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
2. .. .. ...........ln ..  
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 150 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF SUGAR SCOOPS. FLAPS 10. IORB=6,TC OFF. ELEV=-5 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS 
:A)MIACH = .15 PAGE 510 






















XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 150 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF SUGAR SCOOPS. FLAPS 10. IORB=8.TC OFF ,ELEV=-5 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS 




SYMBOL CONFICURATICN DESCRIPTION 
















SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
1.6 I.--. -II ------------ - - - --- - -­
j 1.2j - - ­ ----





FIG 150 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF SUGAR SCOOPS, FLAPS 10, IORB=GTC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
ACH 8- .15 --- PAGE 512 
ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BFTA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
UJFIlO) f(CA-8) K3VR.I.2TS5NI5.G.IFIOTS4O2SS .000 .000 .000 .000 	 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
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FIG 150 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF SUGAR SCOOPS, FLAPS 10. IORB=S,.TC OFF. ELEV=-5 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA $WEEPS 
:A)MACH = .15 PG 51 
- ---- - - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF088) 
CUJPr8)I 
0 (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5 F20TS402 































'U1F078) (CA-8) K3V9.1.2TS5HIS.6.1F20 TS402 .000 -4.000 .OOC .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZNRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
2 . 4 r............ SCALE .0400
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FIG 151 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 20. IORB=S.TC OFF. ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH .15 PAGE 514
 
----------------
-- - - -
IkTA SET SY:d30L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
UJFOS6) Q (CA-8) K3V9.1.2TS5 F20TS402 .000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. UJrcBI) i (CA-SI K3VS..2TS5HIS.6.1F20TS402 .000 3.000 .000 .000 	 LREF 327.8000 IN.UJFoSO) (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TSSHI5S.6.IF20 TS402 	 .O .000 .000 
 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
UJC079) (Ck-8) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.6.IF20 TS402 .000 -2.000 .000 .000 	 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
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FIG 151 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 20, IORB=S.TC OFF. ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHIA SWEEPS
 




STAE ODFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF086) 0 (CA-B) K3V9.1.2TS5 F20TS40 .000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR 

(u F081L) (CA-B) K3VS. I.2TSHI5.G. IF2OTS402 .000 3.000 .000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(uJFOBO) (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TSNI5S.6.IF20 TS402 .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN., 
(UJd079) (CA-B) K3V9.1.2TSHIl5.8.IF20 TS402 .000 -2.000 .000 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 1 IN.XC 
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FIG 151 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 20. IORB=G.TC OFF, ELEV=-5 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
=A)MACH PAGE 516.15 

ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BOFLAP BFTA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
UJFO8) 0 (CA-8) K3V9.1.2TS5 F20TS402 .000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
UJF08I I L (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5HIS.6.IF20TS402 .000 3.000 .000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
UJFOGO) (CA-8) K3V9. I.2TS5H15.8.1r20 TS402 .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
UJF079) (CA-8) K3Vg.I.2TS5HI5.6.1F20 1402 .000 -2.000 .000 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
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CAIER IN PRESCOF ORBITIERCMANFBACTIE-OIERALANCE2), ALPHA SWFEE -

A)MACH = .15 PAGE 517
 
nATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF077) 0 (CA-8) K3V9I.2TS5HI5.6.IF2OG5.3.5TS402 .000 -2.000 .000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SOSFT. 
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FIG 152 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR. FLAPS 20. IORB=6.TC OFF. ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CHAIN BALANCE-ORBITER -BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 






077) 0 (CA-B) t3V9.l.2TS5HI5.6.IF20G5.3.5TS402 .000 -2.000 .000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT.
 
079) (CA-B) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5.S.1F20 TS402 .000 -2.000 .000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
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FIG 152 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR, FLAPS 20, IORB=6.TC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 
PAGE 51,9c"





SYMBOL Q CONFIGURATION 
DESCRIPTION 
(CA-B) K3V9.l.2TS5HI45..IF2065.3.5TS402 
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CAMAH -z ]1 PAGEI 520 
-- -- - - ------ 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF077) Q (CA-8) K3V9.1.2TSSHIS.S.IF2OGS.3.5TS402 .000 -2.000 .000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SOFT. 
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SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .OOO IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 153 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 20. 10R88.,TC OFF. ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 
































SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZCSCALE .C400 
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FIG 153 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 20. IORB=6.TC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH .15 PAGE 523
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STi BOFLAP BFTA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJFIO0) 0 (CA-8) K3.IV9.1.2TS5H15.6.IF2OTS4O2 17.000 -4.000 .000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJFO78) (CA-B) K3V9.l.2TS5HI5.6.IF2O TS402 .000 -4.000 .000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
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FIG 153 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 20, IORB=G,-TC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 





























SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 234B.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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ELEVTR STAB BOFLAP BFTA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CUJF072) 0 (CA-8) K3VB.I.2TS5 F3065.3.5TS402 .001) .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(UJF 69) (CA-B) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5.6.1F30G5.3.5TS402 .000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(UJF067) (CA-8) K3V9.I.27S5H5.8.IF30G5.3.5TS402 .000 -2.000 .001) .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
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FIG 154 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 30. IORB=6,.TC OFF. ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE)# ALPHA SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 526 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BFTA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CUJF072) 0 (CA-S) K3VS..I2TS5 F3005.3.5TS402 .000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SOFT. 


















YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
40-­
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FIG 154 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30, IORB=G,TC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB B0'LAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF072) 0 (CA-8) K3V9.l.2TS5 F3055.3.5TS402 .000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
tUJF6S9) CA-B) K3V9.1.2TS5H15..IF3OG5.3.5TS402 .000 .000 .CO0 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
CUJFC67) Q CA-8) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5.6.1F30G5.3.5TS402 .000 -2.000 .000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UjFOSB) [CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.8.IF3OG5.3.5TS402 .000 -4.000 00 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YIRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZRP 190.7500 IN.ZCSCALE .0400
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FIG 154 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 30. IORB=6.TC OFF. ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 








SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 



























SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
EPEF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 154 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30. IORB=GTC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORB.ITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 529
 
- -- - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CUJF067) (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TSSHIS.S.IF30O5.3.5TS402 .000 -2.000 .000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
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FIG 155 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR. FLAPS 30. IORB=G,TC OFF, ELEV=-5 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE]. ALPHA SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 530 
-----
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BFTA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CUJFOS7) (CCA-B) K3V9.1.2TS5HI5S.6.IF3OGS.3.STS402 .000 -2.000 .000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
(UJFO7IJ (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.6.IF3O TS402 .000 -2.000 .000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALF 0400 
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FIG 155 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR. FLAPS 30, IORB=6.TC OFF. ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS











(CA-B) K3V9.l.2TS5HI.6.1F30 TS402 
11f l.1t-iltrj- n iiIr ii11I il1Tr 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
,BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 155 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR, FLAPS 30, 1ORB=6,TC OFF, ELEV=-5
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 























SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327,8000 IN.
BREF 2348,0000. IN. 
XHRF' 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
















FIG 155 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF LANDING GEAR, FLAPS 30, IORB=6,TC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH .15 PAGE 533
 














































ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 158 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30, IORB=8,TC OFF, ELEV=-5CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
CA)MACH .15 PAGE 534
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(CA-B) K3V9.I,2TS5HIS.S.IF3OG5.3.5TS402 17.000 -2.000 .000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
CA-B) K3V9.1.2TS5H15.6.1F3065.3.5TS402 10.000 -2.000 .000 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(CA-8) K3V9.1.2TS5HI5.6.IF3OG5.3.5TS402 .000 -2.000 .000 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(CA-B) K3V9.1.2TS5HI5.6.IF3005.3.5TS402 -10.000 -2.000 .000 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
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FIG 156 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 3D. IORB=6,TC OFF. ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CHAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 














































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .,0000 IN.YC 

















FIG 156 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30. IORB=6..TC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 








SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 




(CA-8) K3V. I.2TS5HIS.6.IF3JOS.3.5TS402 





















SPEF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
Y1RP .0000 IN.YC 














CARE N.I .'2 .3 .4 .5 .6G .7 . 
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FIG 156 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30, IORB=6,TC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN 2ALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 537 
--- - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CUJFO7O7 Q C CA-) K3V9.1.2TS5HI5.6.1F3005.3.5TS402SS .000 -2.000 .000 .000 SREF 550C.0000 SO.FT.
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC SCALE .0400 
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FIG 157 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF SUGAR SCOOPS FLAPS 30, IORB=BTC OFF. ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 


































YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
2.8- 1"1 
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FIG 157 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF SUGAR SCOOPS FLAPS 30. IORB=STC OFF. ELEV=-5 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS 




.ARIGVNL PAGE ISPOOR 
ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(UJFOTO) (CA-B) K3V9.l.2TSSHI.6.IF3005.3.5TS402SS .000 -2.000 .000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
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FIG 157 ALT CONFIG. EFFECT OF SUGAR SCOOPS FLAPS 30, IORB=6,TC OFF. ELEV=-5
 





(UJF087) 0 (CA-SI K3VS.I.2TS5 F20TS401 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BFTA 

CUJFo88] (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.6.1F2OTS4OI .000 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJFO89]1CA-8) I3V9.1.2TS5HI5.6.IF2OTS40 .000 .000 -11.700 .000 - BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF091) (CA-S) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5.S.IF2OTS401 .000 -2.000 -d1.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
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FIG 158 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 20 10RB=8 TC ON. ELEV-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH .15 PAGE 542
 
__ 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BFTA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF097) 0 (CA-B) K3V9.1.2TS5 F20TS401 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
(UJF0B8) (CA-B) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5.B.IF2OTS401 .000 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.0000 IN.
 
CUJFOB) (CA-8) K3V3.I.2TSSHIS.5.IF2OTS4OI .000 .C0 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJF091) (CA-B) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5.S.IF2OTS4OI .000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(UJFOSO) (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TS5HI5.G.IF2OTS402 .000 -4.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 158 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 20 IORB=8, TC ON, ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 543
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF GURATION DESCRIPTION 
(UJF07) Q (CA-8) K3V9.I.2TSS F2OTS401 
(UJFOBS)U (CA-B) K3V9.1.2TS5HI5.B.IF2OTS4OI 
(UJF089) (CA-8) K3V9.1.2TS5H15.8.IF2OTS4OI 
(UJFOSI) (CA-8) K3V9.1.2TS5H15.6.1F2OTS4OI 
fUJF090) (CA-B) K3V.1.2TS5H15.8.1F2OTS401 


























. .l ....T in 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SOFT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN, 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN,YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
-TiY f l- l rrr , rnT- nil TrrM 
2.0­
1.----------------------------- - --- - - ---­
1.2 
1.64-F­
4 - -,- -. - ---­
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ACm 
FIG 158 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 20 IORB=8. TC ON. ELEV=-5 







SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF . 327.8000 IN, 
BREF 2348,0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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ACO
 
FIG 158 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 20 IORB=8, TC ON, ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 
CAJMACH = .15 PAGE 545
 
- - --------------- 
---
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BFTA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CUJF091) C .000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT.(CA-B) K3V9.1.2TSSHI5..IF2OTS4OI 
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FIG 159 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 20 IORB=8, TC ON, ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 










SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO 
(CA-B) K3V3.I.2TS5HI5S..IF2OTS4O1 
U (CA-B) K3V3.I.2TS5HI5.6.1F2OTS401 


















SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2349.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZIRP 190.7500 IN.ZCSCALE .0400
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FIG 159 ALT CONFEG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 20 IORB=8. TC ON. ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPI4A SWEEPS
 



























SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZtlRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
2.0Of. 
1.8 - - I 
1. 2--
H------------­
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FIG 159 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 20 IORB=8. TC ON. ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH .15 PAGE 548
 
BOFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
ELEVTR STAB 

.000 -2.000 --11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CUJFOSI) Q ( CA-8) K3V9.I.2TSSHI5.S.IF20TS401 

-23.000 -2.000 --11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
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FIG 159 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 20 IORB=8, TC ON, ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 549
 
--------
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FIG 160 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30 IORB=8, TIC ON. ELEV=-5 
[A)IA-H CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS=-.15 
 PAGE 550
 






























SREF 5500.0000 SOQFT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 INXC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 160 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 30 IORB=8, TC ON. ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 
(A ]MACH = .15 PAGE 551 
--
-- -- -- - - --- -
- - - - - - -----







































ZMRPSCALE 190.7500,0400 IN.ZC 
2.2­
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ACm 
FIG' 160 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30 IORB=8. TC ON. ELEV=-5 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
(A)MACH .15 PAGE 552
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BOFLAP BFTA REFERENCE INFORMATION.
 
(UJF057) O (CA-B) K3V9.I.2TS5 F30G5.3.5TS401 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT.
 
(UJ59) (CA-8 K2V9.t.2TS5HI5.S.1F3005.3.STS401 .000 .000 -11.700 .000 LPEF 327.8000 IN.
 
(UJPFSO) (CA-8] K3VS.l.2TB5HIB.S.1F3OG5.3.5S401 .000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348,0000 IN.
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FIG 160 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 30 IORB=8. TC ON, ELEV=-5 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 553 
STAB BDFLAP BFTA REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR 

17.000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SOFT.
(UJFO61) 0 (CA-B) K3V.1.2TS5HI5.8.IF3OG5.3.5TS401 

(UJFrSO) ij (CA-B) K3VS.I.2TS5HI5.S.IF3065.3.5TS401 .000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
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FIG 161 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 30 IORB=8, TC ON. ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(UJFOSI) 0 (CA-) K3V9..2S5HI5.6.IF3005.3.5TS401 
UJFOGO)3 (CA-8) K3V9.1.2TS5NI5.6.IF3OG5.3.5TS401












ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BETA 
17.000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 
.000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 






















IREF 5500.0000 9O.FT. 







YMRP. .0000 IN.YC 





FIG 161 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 30 IORB=8, TO ON. ELEV-5 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-O3RBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS(A)MIACH = .1i5 PAGE 555 
- - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CUJFOI) 0 (CA-8) K3VS . .2TS5HIS..IF3005.3.5TS401 17.000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 	 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
CUJFr,60) [ CA-8) K3vB.l.2TSSHI5.8.IF30G5.3.5TS401 .000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 	 LREF 327.8000 IN.' 
(UJFO62 0 (CA-8) K3v9.1.2TS5HI5.8.IF30G5.3.5TS401 -23.000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 	 BPEF 2348.0000 IN. 
XM P 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 161 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30 IORB=8. TC ON, ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH = .15 	 PAGE 556
 
- - -- - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BDFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJFOSI) tCA-B] K3V2.1.2TSSHi5.8.IF3OG5.3.5TS401 17.000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT.
 
CUJFro60) L CA-0) K3VS.1.2TSHI5S..IF3005.3.5TS401 '000 -2.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
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FIG 161 ALT CONFIG. ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30 IORB=8, TC ON, ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 
CA )MACH = .15 PAGE 557 
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FIG 162 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 10 IORB=8.TC OFF. ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS































SREF 5500.000 S0.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339,9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 162 ALT CONFIGo STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 10 IORB=B.TC OFF. ELEV=-5-
CARRIER
. 15IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE)', ALPHA SWEEPSIA)MACH PAGE 559
 





UJr 112) A 






























YMRP .0000 INYC 
ZMRP l90.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
2 .0 2 ' 7 2.0----I I 
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FIG 12 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 0 IORB=8TC OFF. ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE7ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 





DATA SET S MBL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BETA 

.000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
(UJFII4) CCA-8) I3V.I.2TS5 FIOTS402 

.000 2.00a .000 . .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.(UJFII3) (CA-B) K3V9.I.2rSSHIS.G.IFIOTS402 
(UJFIII) (CA-8) K3v9.I.2TSSHIS.G.IFIOTS4O2 .000 .000 .000 .000 BREP 2348.0000 uh, 
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FIG 162 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 10 IORB=8.TC OFF, ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHASWEEPS
 
(A)MACH .15 PAGE 561
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB BOFLAP BFTA REFERENCE INFOPMATION
 
(UJF073) Q (CA-B) K3V.I.2TS5 F3005.3.STS402 .000 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SOFT.
 
CUJFO7S) U (CA-) K3v9..2TS5H 5.6.IF3OG5.3.STS402 .000 .000 ,CO0 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF075) (CA-B) K3V9.l.2TS5HIS.6.1F30G5.3.5rS402 .000 -2.000 .000 .000 BREF - 2348.0000 IN. 
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FIG 163 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30 IORB=8,TC OFF. ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 

































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
xMPP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 163 ALT CONFIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS, FLAPS 30 IORB=8,TC OFF. ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 




































TiTm 'T lt. 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SOSFT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC' 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZCSCALE .0400 
l m ntu n .1 ~lT 
2.6.­
2.4 I 
1.21I•. .4 -. 56 -. 




I, lip _ 
CARE NPEENEO RIE (MIN AAC-RIRBLNEAPASEP 
I. 
.2.10 . -2 .3. 




CAMC• 21 -. . .4-5 PA0-I-GE 564 



































SREF 5500,0000 SOFT. 
LREF 322.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XHRP 1339.5)00 IN.XC 
YNRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 163 ALT CeNPIG. STABILIZER EFFECTIVENESS. FLAPS 30 IORB=8.rc OFF, ELEV=-5
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CHAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 
CA)HACH- = .15 PAGE 56 
DATA SET SY4BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTN STAB [ORB ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJFOB3)
EUJF079) 
0 (CA-B) K3V9.Z.2TS5HI5.6.IF2OTS4OI 















XHRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRPSCALE 190.75000400 INZC 
T ITI I TTI.i I m' I- t I­
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FIG 164 EFFECT OF TAILCONE, ALT CONF. IORB = 6. FLAPS 20CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE).(A )MACH = . 15 






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVTR STAB IORB E.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CUJF083)
CUJFr79) 
0 (CA-B) K3V9.t.2TS5HI5.S.IF2OTS4O1 




















YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 164 EFFECT OF TAILCONE. ALT CONF, IORB = 6, FLAPS 20 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). ALPHA SWEEPS
 
PAGE 567
(A)MACH = .15 
- - - - - -





SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 














SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 







ZMRPSCALE 190.7500.0400 IN.ZC 
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FIG 164 EFFECT OF TAILCONE. ALT CONF. IORB =6. FLAPS 20
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS
 
(A)MArH = 15 PAGE 568
 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
ELEVTR STAB IOB ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CUJF083) 0 (CA-8 K3V9.l.2TS5HI5.6.IF2OTS4O1 .000 -2.000 6.300 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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FIG 164 EFFECT OF TAILCONE, ALT CONF, IORB = 6. FLAPS 20
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), ALPHA SWEEPS 
(A)MACH = .15 1 PAGE 569 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF157) (CA-a) K2.ITS7 F30TS40105.3.5 .235 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
CUJFI58) (CA-B) K2.lTS7 F30TS40105.3.5 4.200 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
CUJF1591 (CA-B) K2.1TS7 F30TS40IG5.3.5 6.165 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJFIGO) (CA-B) I2.1TS7 F30TS40IG5.3.5 8.112 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(U.FISI) (CA-B) K2.1TS7 F3OTS4OIG5.3.5 10.252 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(LJFIS2) ( F3OTS40IGS.3.5 12.237 3.000 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
CA-a) K2.1TS7 
SCALE .0400!m llll~ lli li~ l ], $111 [ll I;I [ll il[I 14&l l~nIl l i tll~ i- l 111 ITI~l l T 1il 
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FIG 165 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF. IORB = 3. TO ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS (A)MAC 4 .15 PAGE 570
 
- - - -
- - - -
-
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CUJFl57) . 0 CCA-8) K2.ITS7 F30TS40IG5.3.5 .235 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
(UJFIS8) CA-B) K2.ITS7 F30TS40I5.3.5 4.200 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.9000 IN. 
(UJF159) [CA-8) K2.ITS7 F2OTS40IG5.3.5 6.165 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJFIGO) (CA-B) K2.1)S7 F30TS40105.3.5 8.112 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
cUJFSII) (CA-B) K2.1TS7 F30TS40165.3.5 10.252 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0,00 IN.YC 
(UJF162) B (CA-8) I2.1TS7 F30TS401G5.3.5 12.237 3.000 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
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FIG 165 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, IORB = 3, TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
(A)MACH .15 PAGE 571
 
DATA SET SYMBL CONFIGURATION DESCRlTIN 
(UJFIS7) Q CCA-B) t2.lTS7 F30TS40105.3.5 
(UJFI58) (CA-B) X2.IT57 F30TS4015.3.5 
(UJFI59 {CA-B) K2.ITS7 F30TS401G5.3.5 
(UJF1601 (CA-B) K2.ITS7 F30TS40105.3.5 
UJFI1I (CA-8) K2.1TS7 F301540105.3.5 
(UJFI623 [ (CA-B) h2.ITS7 F30TSq.0I5.3.5 
M t ' 41LT PT", P , f ... .... 
24-I































ii 11.i.. T 
REFERENCE INFOR ATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
13REF 2349.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZCS ALE .0400 
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FIG 165 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF, IORB = 3, TO ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS 
.15 PAGE 572 







0 (CA-B) K2.1TS7I5.8.IF30TS4OIGS.3.5 
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FIG 166 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. IORB = 3, TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 




ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP 

.219 3.000 -11,700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CUJFI361 CCA-8] K2.ITS7HI5.8.IF3OTS40lG5.3.5 

2.234 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.800U IN.
(UJFT37) (CA-B) Ka,1TS7H15S..lF3TS4O1 5.3.5 IN.
4.192 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000
CUJFI33) tCA-8) K2.1TS7HI5.6.1F30TS401GS.3.5 

6.216 3.000 -11,700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
CUJF34) CCA-8) K2.1TS7HI5..F30TS401G5.3.5 

UJF135) (CA-B) K2.TS7HI5.8.F30TS401G5.3.5 
 8.254 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.Y.C
 
3.000 -11,700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
(uJF!381 (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5S.6.F30TS40IG5.3.5 10.169 
 SCALE .0400
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FIG 166 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. IORB = 3. TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
PAGE 574
C)MACH = .15 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJFI36 ) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5,8.IF30TS4015.3.5 .219 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJ137) (CA-a) K2.1TS7HI5,r.IF30TS4OIGS.3.5 2.234 3.000 -11.700 .000 , LREF 227.8000 IN. 
(UJF133) CA-a) K2.lTS7HI5.6.It3CTS4OIG5.3,5 4.192 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF134) CA-a) K2.ITS7HI5.8.IF3CTS4OI35.3.5 6.216 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
fUJr135) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.8.IF3CTS4OI55.3.5 8.254 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
























FIG 166 FERRY CON.-IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, IORB = 3. TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH .15 PAGE 575
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFTGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF134) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.8.1F30TS401G5.3.5 8.21G 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
(UJFI35) U (CA-S) Ki2.ITS7HI5S..IF30TS40105.3.5 8.254 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UdFI38) (CA-8I K2.1TS71H5.9.S.F30TS40165.3.5 10.169 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJFI391 CCA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4OlG5.3.5 12.226 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
'(UJF140) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.S.1F3OTS4OIGs.3.5 14.293 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(UJF1411 j (CA-8 K2.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS4OIG5.3.5 16.297 3.000 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 167 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY,.-STAB = 0, IORB =3. TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 576
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FIG 18? FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = O, IORB =3, TC ON 
CA 
CARRIER'IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER 
.MACH= .15 




ALPIAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 05SCRIPTION 

,218 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500,0000 SQ.FT.
 (UJF134) (CA-) K2.1TS7HI5.G.Il3OTS4OG5.3.5 8.254 3.000 -11.700 000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 (UdF35) (CA-8) K2.1TS7H15.S.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5
(UJFI38) CA-B) 2.1TS7NI5.S.IF3QTS4OIG5.3.5 10.189 3.000 -11.700 000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
12.226 3.000 -11.700 .000 
(UJF139) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5..IF3TS40105.3.5 
.000 YRP .0000 IN.YC
14.293 3.000 -11.700 
(UJF140) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HIS.6.IF30TS401G5.3.5 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
18.297 3.000 -11.700 
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 167 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0, IORB = 3. TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS
 PAGE 578
 (A)MACH .15 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF142) (CA-B) K2.1TS7HI5.S.IF3OTS4m1G5.3.5 .177 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJF143) {CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5S..IF30TS401G5.3.5 2.164 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 168 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2. IORB = 3, TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 579 
ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF1423 (CA-8) 2.1TS7HI5.8.IF30TS401G5.3.5 .177 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
CUJF143) 8 LCA-8) K2.1TS7HI5.8.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 2.164 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
CUJF144) (CA-8) K2.1TS7HI5.8.IF30TS401G5.3.5 4.247 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UF145) (CA-83 K2.ITS7HIS.G.1F30T640105.3.5 .166 ,3,000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF146) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI15..1F30TS401&5.3.5 8.099 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
CUJFI47) C (CA-8] K2.ITS7HIS.8.IF30TS401GS.3.5 10.174 3.000 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
 
























FIG 168 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, IORB = 3, TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 580
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORD BOFLAP Et EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF142) Q (CA-B) K2.ITS7HIS.6.IF30TS4OIG5.3.5 .177 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJF143) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.8.IF30TS401G5.3.5 2,164 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(UJF144) {CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.6.lF30TS4O1G5.3.5 4.247 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJFI45) CA-8) K2.1TS7HI5S..IF30TS4OIG5.3.5 6.166 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(UJF148) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5S..IF30TS40165.3.5 8.099 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(UJF147) ( 10.174 -:1.700 ZMRP IN.ZC
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FIG 168 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2. IORB = 3. TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 581 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(UJFI45) 0 (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.8.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 
CUJF148) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS4OIG5.3.5 
CUJF147) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5..IF30TS4OG5.3.5 
(UJF148) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS401G5,3.5 
CUJFI49) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.G.1F30TS401G5.3.5 
(UJF150) C (CA-B) K2.ITS7HIS.6.1F30TS40165.3.5 
































SREF 5500.0000 SOFT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
I111 111 1 
2.00 -1 1 1------­
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 169 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2. IORB = 3, TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
= .15 PAGE 
100 
582 












































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
SNEF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
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"ilt 20 3 4 ,0 5 70... 90 , 00 
169 STAB = -2. IORB = 3. TC ON 
. 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJFI45) (CA-a) K2.1TS7HI5.S.IF30TS40IG5.3.5 6.166 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT.
 
(UJF46) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HIB.S.IF30TS40105.3.5 8.099 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(UJF147) (CA-a) K2.ITS7HI5.G.,lF30TS4OI5.3.5 10.174 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJFI48) (CA-8l K2.ITS7HIS.6.IF30TS4OIG5.3.5 12.110 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(UJF14S) [CA-B] K2.ITS7HI5.8.lF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 14.219 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
CUJF150] ( 16.235 3.000 -11.700 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
CCA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.6.1F30T540105.3.5 .000 
 SCALE .0400
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FIG 169 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = -2. IORB =3 TO ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 584
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB fOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJFISI) (CA-B) K2.ITS7NI5.6.IF3OTS4OtG5.3.5 .159 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
(UJF152) (CA-8) K2.1TS7HI5.8.WI30TS4OIG5.3.5 4.158 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF153) (CA-B) K2.1TS7HI5.S.IF30TS4OLG5.3.5 8.110 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348,0000 IN. 
(UJF154) tCA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.S.1F30TS40G5.3.5 6.239 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
CUJF155) tCA-B) K2.ITS7HIS.S.1F30TS401G5.3.5 10.147 3.000 -1t.700 .000 YMRP . .0000 IN.YC 
(UJF15S) Q (CA-B) K2.TS7H5..lF3QTS40IG5.3.5 12.148 3.000 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
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FIG 170 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -4, IORB = 3. TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), OP SWEEPS 
= .15 PAGE 585 
.38 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJFI51) Q (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.S.IF3OTS4IG5.3.5 .159 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJFI52) U (CA-B) K2.1TS71I5.6.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 4.158 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJFI53) 0 (CA-8) K2.ITS7THI5G.IF30TS401G5.3.5 8.110 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CUJF154) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.6.1F30TS401G5.3.5 6.239 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
CUJFI55) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HIS.G.IF30TS40165.3.5 10.147 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 170 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = -4. IORB = 3. TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 586 
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FIG 170 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -4. IORB = 3. TC ON 
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FIG 171 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = -2. ELEVTR=-23. IORB=3. TC ON 






DATA SET SYMBOL CONF1GURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CUJF163) Q (CA-B) K2.ITS7H15.6.1F3OTS40105.3.5 *.158 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
CUJF14) U (CA-8) K2.1TS715..IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 4.201 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(UJF165) (CA-O) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS401G5.3.5 8.049 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJFISS) CCA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.S.IF30TS40105.3.5 8.213 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339,9100 IN.XC
 
CUJFI67) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5,6.1F30TS401G5.3.5 10.229 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(UJFI8B) ( 12.130 -11.700 ZMRP IN.ZC
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FIG 171 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = -2. ELEVTR=-23. IORB=3. TO ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 589 
ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJFI63) Q (CA-B) K2.1TS7HI5.8.IF3OTS4O15.3.5 .158 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
tUJFI64) U (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.S.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 4.201 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
tUJFiS) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.S.lF3OTS4O1G5.3.5 6.049 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJFIS6) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 8.213 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF167) (CA-8) K2.lTS7H5.6.lF30TS4O1G5.3.5 10.229 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(UJF1GB) [ (CA-8) K2.TS7HI5.S.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 12.130 3.000 -11,700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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FIG 171 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = -2. ELEVTR=-23, IORB=3. TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS (A)MACH = .15 PAGE 590 
- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAN IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJFI93) 0 (CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30T540105.3.5 .128 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF ' 5500.000C SQ.FT. 
(UJFI94) E0 (CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30TS40105.3.5 '.126 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJFIB51 0 (CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30TS40105.3.5 r.I86 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 1PEF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJFI96) 4 (CA-B) K3.1TS7 F3OTS40G5.3.5 8.187 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XmRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJFI7)- I (CA-B) K3.1r$7 r30TSiOIC5.3.5 10.192 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMPP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 172 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, IORB=6, TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS
 








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJFI93) 0 (CA-S) K3.ITS7 F30TS40105.3.5 .128 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SOFT. 
(UJFI94) 0 (CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30TS40IG5.3.5 4.12 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. (UJFI95 0 (CA-8) K3.ITS7 F30TS401G5.3.5 6.186 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
IUJFI96) . (CA-B) KS.ITS7 F3OTS4OIGS.3.5 8.187 6.000 -11.700 -5,000 XNRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJFI97) (CA-8 K3.IT37 F30TS40IG5.3.5 10.192 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
zmRp 190.7500 IN.ZCSCALE .0400 
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FIG 173 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 2. ELEVTR=-23. IORB=6. TC ON
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BPEF 2348.0000 IN, 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
.0400 
.38 
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 173 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2 ELEVTR=-23. IORB=G TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPSPAGE 595
A)MACH = .15 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB RBFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJFI9C) 0 (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.S.IF30TS40165.3.5 .151 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
CUJF1753 {CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5S..IF30TS40105.3.5 4.171 6.000 -11.700 -5.00Q LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(UJVI7) CCA-B) K3.1TS7H15.6.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 6.173 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 (UJFI77) (CA-8) K3.ITS7H15.8.1F30TS401G5.3.5 8.173 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
(UJF178) (CA-8) r3.1TS7HI5S..1F30TS40105.3.5 10.137 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 173' PERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 2. ELEVTR=-23, IORB=G. TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 









SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
















1.6 ' I-- -­
1.2 
LI 
IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 S.FT. 
6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.9000 IN. 













S.00 -11.700 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
.. ......... 
SCALE .0400
..... ...... .. .. .. 
J 
10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 174 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB 0. ELEVTR-23. IORB=S. TC ON 
CA)MACH CARRIER IN = .15 PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS PAGE 597 
---------- -- - - -- - -
-- --














Q (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 
LJ (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5S..IF3OTS40IG5.3.5 




















. 1,--I1 1 17.II 

-10 0 to 
.167 6.000 -11.700 -5,000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
4.137 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
6.180 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
8.158 6,000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
10.175 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 174 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ELEVTR=-23, IORB=6, TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH . .15 PAGE 598 
80 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(UJFIBI) 0 CCA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 
(UJFI82) U (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS401G5.3.5 
(UJF183) Q (CA-a) K3.ITS7HI5.G.IF30TS4OlG5.3.5 
(UJF184) P (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF3OTS4OI5.3.5 
CUJFI85) IN (CA-a) K3.ITS7III5S.6.IF30TS4OIG5.3.5 

































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 . IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
-.35- - r 
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FIG 174 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB 0. ELEVTR=-23. IORB=6 TO ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH 	 . PAGE 59915 
SDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB 

CUJFI871 (CA-8) K3.1TS7415..IF30TS4015.3.5 
 .179 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
UJFI883 (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5S.6.IF30TS4OIG5.3.5 4.122 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(UJF189). (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5..IF30TS4O1G5.3.5 6.123 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJFISO) (CA-8) K3.ITS7H15..IF30TS40105.3.5 8.153 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(UJr191) (CA-8) K3.ITS7H15.6.IF30T5401G5.3.5 10.190 6.OOC -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(UJF192) (CA-B) K3.1TS7HN5.S.IF30TS-10G5.3.5 
 12.151 	 S.OOC -11.700 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
 
SCALE .0400
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FIG 175 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2. ELEVTR-23. IORBS. TO ON 








SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 







































SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 175 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, ELEVTR=-23. IORB=6. TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
CAJMACH = .15 PAGE 601 
- - - - - -- 
-
- - - -- --
- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - -
ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP EtEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJFI87) 0 (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 .179 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500,0000 SD.FT. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

4.122 6.000 -1t.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
(UJF288) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.1F30TS40I05.3.5 

6.123 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
(UJF189) (CA-8) 3.1TS7HI5.6.1F30T640105.3.5 

(UJFl90) (CA-8) I3.1TS7HI5.6.1F30TS40105.3.5 8.153 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339,9100 IN.XC
 
(UJF191) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS40165.3.5 10.190 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(UJF192) (
CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5..,IF30TS4OlG5.3.5 12.151 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 	 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
 
SCALE .0400
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FIG 175 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = -2. ELEVTR=-23, IORB=6. TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 802 
- - -- - - -- - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJFI99 Q (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 .171 G.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJF200) U (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF30TS40IG5.3.5 4.098 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
CUJF201) (CA-8) K3.ITS7H15S..IF30TS4OIG5.3.5 6.137 r.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF202) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.1F30TS4OIG5.3.5 8.191 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF203) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF30TS40105.3.5 10.129 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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* FIG 176 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. ELEVTR= 17. IORB=6. TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONWIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJFlS9) 0 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.1F30TS40IG5.3.5 .171 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
CUJFOO) U CCA-B K3.ITS7HIS.6.1F30TS40105.3.5 4.098 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(UJF201 Q CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5..IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 8.137 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF202) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 B.191 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF203) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5..1F30TS40165.3.5 10.129 6.000 --11.700 -5.000 YNRP .0000 IN.YC 
(CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5..1F30TS40105.3.5 6.000 w1t, 190.7500 iii(UJF204) IZ 12.192 -11.700 -5.000 i rii ZMRPmini, mImli ml l IN.ZCrir mi-n,1ml mIIIIIrmcii n-n m mlJ nii u m h m w m inT l lJml r I Tn. 11 lmll trw l 1rr m 
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FIG 176 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. ELEVTR= 17i IORB=6. TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE)- GP SWEEPS 
.15 .A)MACH PAGE 804
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CUJFIS99 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 .171 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
CUJF70O) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS40IG5.3.5 4.098 8.000 -11,700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
CUJF201) (CA-8 K3.ITS7HISG.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 6.137 6.003 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF202) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI-56.IF3OTS41G5.3.5 8.191 6:009 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 INXC 
CUJF203) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HIl5..IF3OTS40165.3.5 10.129' 6.000 -11,700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(UJF204) t (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4OIG5.35 12.192 6.003 -11.700 -5.000- ZMPP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400.-04m40 I T T i....ill ... .... ..... i........... Ti .li ......... ......... Till.T..... .. ...­...  riP T ,.... T .. ...  	 .-.... .... i..IT
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FIG 176 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. ELEVTR= 17, IORB=6. TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS
 
.A)MACH = .15 	 PAGE 605 
-----
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FIG 177 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23. IORB=6. TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
"CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 606 
ALPNAW IORB BDFLAP EI.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJFIS9) n (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 .183 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CUJFI70) U (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.G.IF30TS4OIG5.3.5 4.177 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJFI71) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5..IF30TS4OIG5.3.5 6.229 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CJ4F172) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5S..IF3OTS4O1G5.3.5 8.146 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJFI73) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF30TS40105.3.5 10.106 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
[UJF174) B (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.G.F3OTS4O1G5.3.5 12.126 &.000 -11.700 -5.000 ZMRP .190.7b00 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
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FIG 177 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23, IORB=G. TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 607 
---------------------------------------
IORB BDFLAP EI.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
ALPHAW 

.183 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(UJFIS9) n (CA-a) K3.ITS7HI5S..IF3OTS401G5.3.5 4.177 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 (UJF170) 5 CCA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 6.229 6.000 -11,700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 (UJFI7I) CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5,6.IF3OTS4OlG5.3.5 
 8.146' .0CO -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 UJFI72) (CA-a)K3.TS7HI5.6.IF30TS4015.3.5 
 10.106 6.O00 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
UdF732 CA-) I3.TSTI5.6.F3OTS4Ol153.5 

12.126 G.OCO -11.700 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
(UJFI74) B (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF30TS40135.3.5 SCALE 0400
' 'I
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FIG 177 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23. IORB=6, TC ON
 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP EL.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CUJF404) (CA-B) K2.ITS7 FIOTS4OIG5.3.5 .144 3.0C'0 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SOSFT. 
CUJF4051 (CA-B) K2.1TS7 FIOTSAOIG5.3.5 4.201 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
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IG 178 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF 
 FLAPS 10 IORB=3. TC ON
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE).
CA)MACH = .15 GP SWEEPS
 PAGE 609
 
-- - - - - - - -
- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - -
-------------- --------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CtUJF404) Q (CA'-8) K2.ITS7 FIOTS40IG5.3.5 .144 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0OOO S0.FT.
 
(UJF405) U (CA-8) K2.1TS7 FIOTS4OIG5.3.5 4.201 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF406) <;> (CA-B) K2.ITS7 FIOTS40IG5.3.5 6.129 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2349.0000 IN. 
CUJF407) (CA-B) K2.ITS7 FIOTS40165.3.5 8.129 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF408) (CA-B) K2.11S7 FIOTS40IG5.3.5 10.123 3.00 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 178 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF FLAPS 10 IORB=3. TC ON 






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP EL.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CU3F44) (CA-B) fK2.ITS7 FIOTS4015.3.5 .144 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SOFT.
 
CUJF405) (CA-) K2.ITS7 FIDTS4OIG5.3.5 4.201 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
CUJF40S) (CA-B) K2.ITS7 FIOTS4OIG5.3.5 6.129 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF407) (CA-8) K2.ITS7 FIOTS4OIG5.3.5 8.129 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF408) (CA-8) K2.ITS7 FIOTS40IG5.3.5 10.123 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
CUJF409) B (CA-B) I21TS7 FIOTS4OIG5.3.5 12.202 3.000 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
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FIG 178 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF FLAPS 10 IORB=3. TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS
 


























































Tl... ... .. 
- - - -
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
I il l Ill . . . 
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CARIE IN PRSEC OF ORIE (MI BLNEO ITRALC) GPSEP
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 179 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 2 FLAPS 10 lORD3, TC ON 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF386) Q CCA-S) K2.ITS7H1I5..IFIOTS40IG5.3.5 .144 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
(UJF387) Li CCA-Bi KZ.1TS7HI5.S.1FIOTS401G5.3.5 4.121 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF3881 (CA-8) K2.1TS7HI5.S.IFIOTS4OTG5.3.5 6.127 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF389) 4 CA-B) K2.1TS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4OIG5.3.5 8.161 3.0)0 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.93100 IN.XC 
(UJF3SO) (CA-B) I2ITS7HIS.6.IFIOTS40IG5.3.5 10.166 3.030 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(UJF3SI) [ (CA-B) K2.1TS7HI5.S.IFIOTS4OIG5.3.5 12.170 3.030 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJFZ86) Q (CA-8) K2.ITS7HIS.6.IFIOTS40105.3.5 .144 3.030 -tI.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJF87) U (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4OIG5.3.5 4.121 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
CUJF388) (CA-a) K2.ITS7HI5S.6.IFIOTS4OIG5.3.5 6.127 3.030 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF3893 (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.8.1FIOTS4OIO5.3.5 8.161 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(UJF390) U. (CA-8) 2.ITS7H1I5..IFIOTS4OIG5.3.5 10. 166 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 179 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2 FLAPS 10 IORB=3, TC ON' 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 614 
--





(UJF193) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.S.IFIOTS4OIG5.3.5 

CUJF394) (CA-8) K2.1TS7HI5,6.FIOTS4OIG5.3.5 

(UJF395) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5S..IFIOTS4OIG5.3.5 

(UJF396) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4OIGS.3.5 

CUJF397) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4OIG5.3.5 









































































T i - hi-, lit Ii l-
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2349.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMIRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
i iti Tl T -l t,t l ir hf T­




FIG 180 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0 FLAPS 10 IOR8=3, TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 615 
ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.128 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CUJF392) Q (CA-8) K2.17S7HI5.B,IFIOTS4OIG5.3.5 

(UJF393) U (CA-8) K2. 1TS7HI5.6.lFI0TS40IG5.3.5 4.184 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
6.118 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000
(UJF394) 9 (CA-) K2.ITS7HIS.6.IFIOTS4CIGS5.3.5 IN. 
UJr395) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.C.IFIOTS40105.3.5 8.182 3.C00 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 'IN.XC 
(UJr396) L {. K2.1tSTRI5.6SIFl0TS4016 3.5 10.125 3.C00 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
(CA-B) 

(UJF397) [ (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.6,IFIOTS4CIG5.3.5 12.173 3.C00 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
 SCALE .0400
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FIG 180 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0 FLAPS 10 IORB=3. TO ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS 









SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
Q (CA-B) K2.1TS7RI5.8.IFIOTS40IG5.3.5 





















'" " .... 
l ], 
IORB BOFLAP ELEVON 
3.000 -11.700 .000 
3.000 -11.700 .000 
3.000 -11.700 .000 
3.000 -11.700 .000 
3.000 -11.700 .000 
3.000 -11.700 .000 
..... I. . . . . . . . . . . . 
'I 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YKRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 180 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0 FLAPS 10 10RB3. TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE], GP SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 617 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORS BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CUJF398) Q (CA-B) K2,ITS7HI5S.1FIOTS4O1G5.3.5 .178 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
UIJF399) L CCA-8] K2.1TS7HI5.S.IrI0TS4OI65.3.5 4.155 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 , IN. (UJF400 9 CA-81 K2.1TS7HN5.G.IFIoTS4OIGS.3.5 6.152 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CUJF401) (CA-) K2.ITS7N15.S.1FIOTS40I05.3.5 8.127 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
CUJF402) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.S.l1FIOTS40l5.3.5 10.152 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 181 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = -2 FLAPS 10 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE).
,A)MACH.15 
IORB=3. TC ON 
GP SWEEPS 
PAGE 618 


































B0FLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
-11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
-1I.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
-11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
-11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
-11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 181 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROY"IMITY, STAB = -2 FLAPS 10 IORB=3. TO ON 
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FIG 181 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = -2 FLAPS 10 10RB=3. TC ON 


















































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZIRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 182 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0, ELEVTR=-23. IORB=3. TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH . PAE 62115 

-- -- -- 
-----
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF410) C (CA-9) K2.TS7HI5.S.IFIOTS4OIG5.3.5 .133 3.300 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJF411) U (CA-B) K2.1TS7HI5.S.IFIOTS40IG5.3.5 4,213 3.300 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF4I2) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4OIG5.3.5 6.142 3.300 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF413) 4 CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5S.6.IFIOTS4OIG5.3.5 8.115 3.300 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF414) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5,.IFIOTS4O0IGS.3.5 10.239 3.300 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(UJF415) I (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.S.IFIOTS4OIG5.3.5 12.206 3.000 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 182 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23, IORB=3. TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
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SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
AREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 





FIG 182 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23. IORB=3. TO ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH .15 PAGE 623
 
ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
* DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(UJF422) Q (CA-B) K2.ITS7 F20TS40IG5.3.5 .183 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
(UJF423) CCA-8) K2.1TS7 F20TS4015.3.5 4.173 3.000 -11.700 

(UJF424) CA-8) K2.1TS7 F20TS40165.3.5 8.153 3 000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. (UJF425) (CA-8) K2.1TS7 F20TS4015.3.5 8.284 3 000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1338.9100' IN.XC 
CUJF426) (CA-B) K2.1TS7 F20TS401 5.3.5 10.235 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(UJF427) U (CA-8) K2.ITS7 F20TS401 5.3.5 12.154 3.000 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
 






















FIG 183 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, FLAPS 20 IORB=3. TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP SIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CUJF422) O t CA-B) K2.ITS7 r20TS40165.3.5 .183 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SGFT. 
CUJF423) U (CA-B) K2.ITS7 F20TS40IG5.3.5 4.173 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF424) CCA-8) K2.ITS7 F20TS40165.3.5 6.153 3.000 -11.700 .000 BRE: 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF425) (CA-8) K2.ITS7 F2OTS40IG5.3.5 8.284 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100' INXC 
(UJF42S) (CA-B) I2.ITS7 F20TS40IG5.3.5 10.235 3,000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(UJF427) (CA-B) K2.ITS7 F20TS401S5.3.5 12.154 3.000 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
j SCALE .0400 
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FIG 183 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF. FLAPS 20 IORB=3, TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER'(MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 828 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - -
ALPHAW ICRB BDFLAP EiEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICN 

3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
(UJF440) n (CA-8] K2.ITS7HI5.6.IF20TS4OIG5.3.5 .293 

(UJF441) (CA-83 K2.ITS7HI5S.6.IF20TS4O1G5.3.5 4.248 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(UJF442) (CA-8) K2.ITS7H5.6.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 6.218 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJF443) (CA-B) K2.ITS7H5S.6.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 
 8.128 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(UJF444) L CA-B) K2.ITS7HIS.G.IF20TS401G5.3.5 10.224 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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iiLii~lLL -iLU Li ii1-2 iiI Li W W AliiLi W W jiIA 1L iiLii1L iiLiiLi ii1 I-iW iiLi ii i 1l  
102 3 0I0[07 80I1 0 100 
IGROUND[PLANE 
FI,8 ER O.I RUDPRXMTSA .FAS2 IORB1 3 TCI O 
CRIRI PRSNE FORIE CMIBAC-RITERBAANE)G SWEEP (AMAH .15 PAGE 627 
---- --- --- --- --- ---- - - -- - -------
-------------------------------
- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -
-- ---------------------- 
- - - - - - - - - -
EI.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF440) Q (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.B.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 .293 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJF441 1 (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.8.IF20TS401G53.5 4.248 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ;LPHAW IORB BOFLAP 

(UJF442) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5..IF2OTS401G5.3.5 6.218 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CUJF443) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5..IF2OTS40IG5.3.5 8.128 3.000 -11.700 , .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
tUJF444) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HIS.8.IF2OTS40IG5.3.5 10.224 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(UJF445) ( 12.120 3.000 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZCCA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.S.IF2OTS40IG5.3.5 

SCALE .0400
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FIG 184 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. FLAPS 20 10RB=3, TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
CA)MACR = .15 PAGE 828
 



















...... ... .... . .. .. ... + 
.293 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 
4.248 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 
6.218 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 
8.128 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 
10.224 2.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP 
12.120 3.000 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 
SCALE
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FIG 184 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, FLAPS 20 IORB=3, TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS
 







SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
0 (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.S.IF20TS4OG5.3.5 
U CA-8) K2,ITS7HI5..,IF2UTS4OIG5.3.5 
{CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5S.6.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 
(CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.6,IF20TS401G5.3.5 
CUJF438]( A-8) KI.1TS7HI5.6.IF2QTS4OIGS5.3.5C (CA-8) K2.ITS7HIS.6.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 


























I 1 5 .. I nlIL l -
ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
.000 8REF 2349.0000 IN. 
.000 XRRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC1 SCALE .0400[I ll I ~ l I l l 1 1 H 1 i n 
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FIG 185 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2. FLAPS 20 IORB=3. TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 630 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION DA 
(UJF434) Q (CA-B) K2.lTS7H15.S.IF20TS4OIG5.3.5 .213 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. cu 
(UJF435) U (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.S.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 4.217 3,000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 'IN. cU 
CUJF43S) / (CA-B) K2.tTS7HI5.S.IF20TS401GS.3.5 6.243 3.000 -11.700 .000 13EF 2348.0000 IN. ru 
CUJF437) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.6.lF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 8.082 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC (u 
CUJF438) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HIS.G.Ir2OTS4OlG5.3.5 10.091 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC cU 
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FIG 185 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2. FLAPS 20 IORB=3, TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 631
 
-------------------------------- ---------------------
A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRrPTION ALPHAW IORD BOFLAP EtEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
F434) Q - (CA-a) 2.1TS7HI5.6.IF2OTS4OG5.3,5 .213 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
IF435) LI (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.G.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 4.217 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
rF43) Q (CA-S) K2.ITS7H15.G.IF20TS4OtG5.3.5 8.243 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
rF437) 4 CA-8) K2,ITS7IH5..F20TS40lG5.3.5 8.082 3.000 -11.700 .000 XNRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
F4383 CCA-8) K?.ITS7H15.8.1F20TS401G5.3.5 10.091 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
rP439) (CA-B) K2.ITS7H5..1F20TS40135.3.5 12.115 3.000 -11,700 .000 ZRPE 90.7500 IN.ZCSCALE .0400
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FIG 185 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, FLAPS 20 IORB=3, TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
MACH = .15 PAGE 632
 
* DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 0A
 
CUJF4283 Q (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IF2OTS40IG5.3.5 .228 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. (Ul
cUJF429) U (CA-B) K2.11TS7HR5..IF2OTS41GS.3.5 4.127 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. cu, 
CUJF430) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.S.IF20TS4O1G5.3.5 6.124 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. Cu, 
CUJF431 (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.S.1F20TS4OIG5.3.5 8.118 3.000 '-11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC (U. 
(UJF432) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.S.IF2OTS4OIGS.3.5 10.126 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC CU. 
CUJF433) [ (CA-B) K2.1TS7HI5.6.1F20TS40105.3.5 12.127 .. 3.000 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC U. 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 186 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = -4. FLAPS 20 IORB=3. iT ON 
CA)MACH 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CHAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). 
= .15 , 
GP SWEEPS 
PAGE 833 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF428) Q CCA-8) K2.ITS7HI5,S.IF20TS401G5.3.5 .228 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
(UJF429) CCA-8) K2.ITS7HI5S.6.IF20TS40105.3.5 4.127 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(UJF430) (CA-S) K2.1TS7HI5..IF20TS401G5.3.5 6.124 3.000 -1:.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJF431) CCA-8) K2.ITS7HIS..F20TS40|65.3.5 3.118 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(ddF432) L CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5..IF20TS401G5.3.5 10.126 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(UJF433) L CCA-8) K2.ITS7HI5S..IF20TS4IG5.3.5 12.127 3.000 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
 
SCALE .0400
•2......... ..... .....' .. ........" ....."." .. ......
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=151AGE ,A)ACH 63 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON 

CUJF428) 0 (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.S.1F20TS40165.3.5 .228 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJF429) L (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5S.6.F2OTS4OIG5.3.5 4.127 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF430) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.8.1F2OTS401G5.3.5 6.124 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CUJF431) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HISG.1F20TS4OIG5.3.5 8.118 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
CUJF4323 L CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.,.F2OTS40165.3.5 10.126 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(UJF433) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.8.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 12.127 -3.000 -11.700 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
, SCALE .0400 
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FIG 186 FERRY CON. IN GROUNO PROXIMITY. STAB = -4, FLAPS 20 IORB=3, TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-CRBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS 














j (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.G.IF20TS4OIG5.3.5 





























1 i ltmi l 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 187 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITf. STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23. IORB=3. TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). SP SWEEPS
 
CA)MACR .15 PAGE 636
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATtON DESCRIPTION ALPHAW [ORB 6DFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF416) - (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IF20TS40I5.3.5 .239 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SOFT. 
(UJF417) Li (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.8.IF20TS40IG5.3.5 4.132 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF418) (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.s.IP:OTS40IG5.3.5 6.160 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF419) (CA-B) Q2.ITS7HI5.S. IF20TS40105.3.5 8.144 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF420) (CA-a) K2.lTS7HIb.6.IF20TS401G5.3.S 10.094 1.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(UJF421) Q (CA-B) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IF2OTS40IGS.3.5 12.106 3.000 -11.700 .000 ZMRP- 190.7500 --IN.ZC 
I SCALE . .0400 
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- - -- -- -- -
ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
UJF416) 0 (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IF20TS40105.3.5 .239 3.000 -11.700 .000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
UJF417)] tCA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.S.IF20TS40105.3.5 4.132 3.000 -11.700 .000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
UJF418) tCA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IF201S40165.3.5 6.160 3.000 -11.700 .000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
UJF419) (CA-8] K2.ITS7HI5.6.IF20TS40105.3.5 8.144 3.000 -11.700 .000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
UJF420) (CA-8) K2.ITS7HI5.6.IF20TS4OI5.3.5 10.094 3.000 -11.700 .000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 187 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ELEVTR=-23. IORB=3, TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 638
 
ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

JF482) n CCA-B) K3.ITS7 F20TS40IS5.3.5 .145 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT.
 
JF483) J CA-82 K3.ITS7 F20TS40IG5.3.5 4.103 6,000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
dF484) (CA-8) K3.ITS7 F20TS40105.3.5 6.140 S.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
JF485) (CA-B) K3.1TS7 F20TS4OIG5.3.5 8.130 .6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100- IN.XC
 
JF486) (CA-8) K3.ITS7 F20TS401I5.3.5 10.130 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 188 FERRY CON. IN GROUNO PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF, FLAPS 20 IORB=6. TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
A]MAC- : .15 PAGE 639
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- -- - - - - - - - - - -
,ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(CA-83 K3.ITS7 .145 SREF
UJF482) C F20TS40IG5.3.5 6.000a -11.700 -5.000 5500,0000 SO.FT.
 
UJF483) (CA-8)1K3.ITS7 F20TS40165.3.5 4.103 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
UJF484) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 F20TS40105.3.5 6.140 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
UJF485) (CA-8) K3.ITS7 F20TS40I5.3.5 8.130 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
UJF486) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 F20TS401G5.3.5 10.130 G.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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A)MCH= ,5-GE6­
TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRPTION 
JF482) n CCA-8) K3.ITS7 F20TS401G5.3.5 
JF483) I (CA-8) K3.ITS7 F20TS40IG5.3.5 
:JF484) (CA-8) K3.ITS7 F20TS40IG5.3.5 
JF485) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 F20TS4015.3.5 
F486) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 F20TS401C'5.3.5 
JFd87) r' (CA-B) K3.ITS7 F20TS40105.3.5 
-.12.. 
... 

























SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 INYC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
II 
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FIG 188 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF. FLAPS 20 IORB=6, TO ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CHAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 





)ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
UJF47) ( .160 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF20TS40105.3.5 6.000 

UJF477) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5..IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 4.122 6,000 -12.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
UJF47B) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5S..IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 6.123 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
UJF479) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 8.107 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
UJF480) (CA-B) K3.1TS7H115.6.IF20TS40165.3.5 10.145 r.000 -11.700 -b.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 189 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 2. FLAPS 20, IORB=6, TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
A)MACH = .15 	 PAGE 642 
---------------- 
- -
- - - -- ----- -- -- -- - -- - -- - -- - -- -
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
,JF476) (CA-B) K3.tITS7HI5.8.IF20TS4O1G5.3.5 .16O 6.000, -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON 

JF477] [ (CA-B) K3.TS7 ,415.8.IF2OTS4O105.3.5 4.122 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327,8000 IN.
 
JF478) (CA-a) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 8.123 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
JF479) (CA-B) KI3.ITS7N5.S.IF20TS40lG5.3.5 8.107 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
JF480) [ CA-8) K3.ITS7HIS.6.IF2OTS4O1G5.3.5 10.145 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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- - - - - - - -
--
ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP EL.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
d(UJF476) - (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5..IF20T940IG5.3.5 .ISO 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.'
 
fUJF477) (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.6.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 4.122 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(UJF4781 (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5S.6.IF2DTS40IG5.3.5 6.123 6.000 rII.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 iN.
 
(UJF4791 (CA-SI s3.ITS7HI5.G.rIF2OS4OIG5.3.5 8.107 .O00 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
CUJF480) (CA-B) Ki3.1TS7HI5.8. IF20TS4OIG5.3.5 10.145 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 




DATA SET SYM8OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP 10000 IN.YC -
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FIG 190 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB 0.OFLAPS 20, IORB=6, TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), OP SWEEPS
 
(A]MACH = .15 PAGE 645
 
--------- 
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
--
--- ----------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF464) (
CA-B) Kf3.ITS7HI5.6.I 2OTS4OIG5.3.5 	 .156 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT,
 
(UJF465 U (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS.6.1F20TS4015G.3.5 4.137 6.000 -11.7C0 -5.000 LREP 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF466) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS..1F20TS401G5.3.5 6.138 6.000 -11.7C0 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF467) (CA-B) K3.lTS7HI5.G.IF20TS4OI05.3.5 8.126 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF46S) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HNS.8.IF20TS40IG5.3.5 10.114 , 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 190 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. FLAPS 20, IORB=6, TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCEOF ORBITER [MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE, GP SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH .15 	 PAGE 646
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF4643 0 (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI45.S.IF2OTS40IG5.3.5 .156 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 7
(UJF4653 (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.8.IF2OTS401G5.3.5 4.137 6.000 ll. 00 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
CUJF466) (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.S.IF20TS401G5.3.5 6.13B 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CUJF4G7) (CA-8) K3.1TS7H15.6.1F20TS401G5.3.5 8.126 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
CUJF468) (CA-A) I3.ITS7HIS.6.IF20TS40165.3.5 10.114 6.000 -11.7C -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(UJF469) B (CA-A) K3.ITS7HI5.G.IF20TS40165.3.5 12.137 68.000 -11.7CO -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
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FIG 190 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. FLAPS 20, IORB=6. TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
:A)MACH = .15 PAGE 647 
-------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB', BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UF470) Q (CA-B) .211 6.000,1TS7H15.6.1F20TS40105.3.5-5. 0  5500.0000 SQ.FT.- 1 700 SREF 

C 471) CA-8 K3.ITS7Ht5.S.IF2DTS4O1s5.3:5 4.154 s.oo -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
EUJF472) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HIS.S.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 6.134 6.000 -11.70$ -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJF473) (CA-8) K3.lTS7HI5.8.IF2OTS401G5.3.5 8.145 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XIRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(UJF474) (CA-B) K3.TS7HI5.6,1F20TS40105.3.5 10.110 6.000 -11.703 -5.000 YHRP .0000 IN-YC
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FIG 191 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB, = -2, FLAPS 20, IORB=G, TC ON
 
AMCH CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
CAMC .15 PAGE 648
 
IORS E EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
rATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAV BOFLAP 

UJF470) C (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 .211 6.000 -11.703 -5.000 SPEF 5500.0000 SOFT.
 
UJF471) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF20TS40105.3.5 4:154 6.000 -11.709 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN,
 
UJF472) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF20TS40105.3.5 6.134 6.000 -11.70) -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
UJF473) (CA-B) K3lITS7HI5S..IF20TS40105.3.5 
 8.145 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
UJF474) (CA-B) K3.1TS7H5.6.1F20TS40155.3.5 10.110 6.000 -11.703 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
UJF475) (
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191 I RXIIY 1R6 

CARERI PEENEOFOBIE (AN.AANEORIERBLAC).G SEP
 
FIG FERRY CON. GRUD STB=-.FAS2. CO
 
.A)AC ,15 PAGE 649
 
ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CUJF470) - (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS.8.IF20TS40105.3.5 .211 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJF471) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF2OTS4OIGS.3.5 4.154 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
CUJF472) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF20TS401G5.3.5 6.134 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF473) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 8.145 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(1JF474) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 10.110 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
























FIG 191 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2. FLAPS 20, IORB=G. TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
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m1 ls It?ftl HTI 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
-li t?;11n 5-57III TS T?l-­
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 192 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY.. STAB = 0. ELEVTR= 17. IORB=6. TO ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 651 
ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP Et.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

5500.0000 S0.FT.
(UJF488) C (CA-B) K3.ITS7H5S..IF20TS401G5.3.5 .18S 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 
4.115 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 ILREF 327.8000 IN.
(UJF489) (CA-B) K3.'TS7HI5.8I.F20TS40G5.3.5 

(UJF490) ' (CA-B) K3.,TSVII5.. IF2QTS4OIG5.3.5 6.174 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.t 1 (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.S.lIF2TS4OIG5.3.5 
 8.145 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339,9100 IN.XC
 
(UJF492) (CA-8) K3.oTS7HI5G.IF20TS401G5.3.5 10.122 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .9000 IN.'C
 ZMRP 190.7500 INZC




















FIG 192 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, ELEVTR= 17, IORB=G, TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS
 
[A)MACH = .15 PAGE 652
 
------ - - - - --
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CUJF488) 0 (CA-SI K3.ITS7HI..1IF20TS401G5.3.5 .166 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
CUJF489) (CA-8I K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF20TS401G5.3.5 4.115 6.000 -11.7CO -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
CUJF490) (CA-8 K3.ITS7Hl5.G.1r20TS40165.3.5 6.174 6.000 -11.7C -5.000 GREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CUJF491) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IP20TS40165.3.5 8.145 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
CUJF492) (CA-SI K3.ITS7HI5.G.IF2OTS4OIGS.3.5 10.122 6.000 -11.7CC -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 192 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. ELEVTR= 17, IORB=6, TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 653
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW 1ORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF494) 1 (CA-8) K3.1TSTH715.S.IF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 .161 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
UF495) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5S..IF20TS40105.3.5 4.131 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(UJF496 (CA-8] $3.ITS7HI5S..IF20TS4Ol65.3.5 6.129 6.000 -11,700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJF497) (CA-) K3,.1TS7HI5.S.F20TS40105.3.5 8.125 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(UJF4983 (CA-S) K3.lTS7HI5.S.IF20TS4OIG5.3.5 10.133 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 193 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23. IORB=6. TC ON
 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW ICRB BDFLAP Et.EVON REFEPENCE INFORMATION
 
CUJF494) 0 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.1F20TS401G5.3.5 .181 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJF495), (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5S..IF2OTS4OG5.3.5 4.131 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
CUJF4S) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.G.1F20TS401G5.3.5 S.129 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJF497) (CA-81 K3.1TS7HI5S.G.F20TS40105.3.5 8.125 6.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
tUJF498) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF2TS401G5.3.5 10.133 8.000 -1I.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 193 FERRY CON. IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23, IORB=6, TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
(A)MACH. = .15 PAGE 655 












(CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.S,IF20TS4OIG5.3.5 j (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS.6.IF2OTS4OG5.3.5 
..............~ ~ ~~...... . . .... 
52!' 
.48 - -1- - - - --­
;161 6.000 -11.700 
4.131, 6.000 -11.700 
6.129 6.000 -11.700 
8.125 6.000 -II."00 
10.133 8.000 "-II.'00 
12.146 6.000 -11.700 
....' ' ... 
-5.000 SREF 5500.0000 S.FT. 
-5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
-5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
-5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
-5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
-5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 INZC 
SCALE .0400 
... . ..........."T I .. 
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GROUND PLANE 
FERRY CON. ,16.193 = 0, ELEVTR-23. TCON-IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB IORB=8, 

CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH .15 PAGE 858
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FIG 194 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF. FLAPS 10, IORB=6. TC OFF 
CARR. IN PRESENCE OF ORB. (MAIN BALANCE-ORB. BALANCE), GP SWEEPS, W/SUCTION PUMP 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 657 
- - - - - - - - - - - -- - --
DATA SET. SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CUJF35I) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 FIOTS40205.3.5 .239 .000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
CUJF352) (CA-8) K3.ITS7 - FI0TS40205.3.5 4.108 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
tUJF353) (CA-8) K3.1TS7 FIOTS402G5.3.5 6.177 8.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF354) (CA-a) K3.ITS7 F10TS40205.3.5 8.175 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF355) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 FIOTS402G5.3.5 10.215 8.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 194 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMI.TY. HORIZ OFF. FLAPS 10. IORB=6. TC OFF
 
CARR. IN PRESENCE OF ORB. (MAIN BALANCE-ORB. BALANCE). GP SWEEPS. W/SUCTION PUMP
 
CAMACH = .15 PAGE 658 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORb BDLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF351) 0 (CA-83 K3.1TS7 FITS40205.3.5 .239 6.000 ,000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
CUJF52) CCA,8) K3.ITS7 F10TS40205.3.5 4.108 6.000 ,000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN..
 (UJF353]CA-83 K3.1T37 FIOTS4O2GS.3.5 6.177 6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJF3542 CCA-8) K3.ITS7 FIOTS402GS.3.5 8.175 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(UJF355) (CA-8) K3.ITS7 F10TS40205.3.5 10.215 6.000 .00 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 194 ALT CONFIG -IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, FLAPS tO, IORB=6, TC OFF
 
CARR. IN PRESENCE OF ORB. (MAIN BALANCE-ORB. BALANCE), GP SWEEPS- W/SUCTION PUMP






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON 

(UJF345) 0 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5,S.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 .142 6.000 .000 -5,000 SREF 5500.0000 S0oFT.
 
-5.000 . LREF 327.8000 IN.(uJF346) CA-B) K3.1TS7H5.S.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 4.102 e.000 .000 
6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
CUJF347) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.1FI0TS402G5.3.5 6.145 
8.104 6.000' .000 -5,000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
tUJF348) 4 CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.6.1FI0TS402G5.3.5 

CUJF349) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS402GS.3.5 10.197 6.000 .000 -5,000 Y-RP .0000 INYC
 
12.193 6.000 .000 -5.000 ZIRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
(UJF350) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS.6.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 S ALE .0400
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FIG 195 ALT CONFIG IN'GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 4. FLAPS 10. 10RB=6. TC OFF 
CARR. IN PRESENCE OF ORB. (MAIN BALANCE-ORB. BALANCE). GP SWEEPS. W/SUCTION PUMP 










































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 " IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
tUJF3451 C (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF10TS40205.3.5 .142 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
tUJFq4S63.ITS7HI5.6.IFOTS40205.3.5Fl (CA-B) 4.102 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF347) (CA-8) K3.lTS7HI5.S.lrI TS4O2G5.3.5 6.145 6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJF348) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.9.&F10TS402G5.3.5 8.104 6.000 .000 -5.000 XNRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(UJF349) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS.6.IF0TS4O2G5.3.5 10.197 6.000 .000 -5.000 YNRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(UJF350) [ (CA-B) K3.ITS7H5.6.lFlTS40205.3.5 12.193 8.000 .000 -5.000 ZHRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
 
SCALE .0400
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FIG 195 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB =. 4..FLAPS 10. IORB=8. TC OFF 
CARR. IN PRESENCE OF ORB. (MAIN BALANCE-ORB. BALANCE).-.fp SWEEPS. W/SUCTION PUMP 


















































* i-r l-r 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZCSCALE .0400 













FIG 196 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. FLAPS 10. IORB=8. TO OFF 
CARR. IN PRESENCE OF ORB. (MAIN BALANCE-ORB. BALANCE). GP SWEEPS. W/SUCTEON PUMP 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 663 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CUJF333) 0 (CA-el K3.ITS7HI5..IFI0TS4O2G5.3.5 
CUJFF34] [, A-8) K3.ITS7HIl.S.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 
CUJF335 CA-8) K3.ITS7HI56.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 
CUJF33R) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.S jFI0TS4O2G5.3.5 
(UJF337) (CA-8) K3.ITS7H5.6.1FI0TS40265.3.5 
CUJF338) I (CA-8) K3.ITS7HIL5..FIOTS4O2G5.3.5 
m ll mll;IJ miII mlT i mlllh ol I 






























EI.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-5.000 SREF 5500.0000. SO.FT. 
-5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
-5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
-5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 INoXC 
-5.000 YMRP .0000 INYC 
-5,000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 196 ALT CONFIB IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. FLAPS 10. IORB=6. TO OFF 
CARR. IN PRESENCE OF ORB. (MAIN BALANCE-ORB. BALANCE). GP SWEEPS,, W/SUCTION PUMP
 
(A)MACH = .15 1 PAGE 664 
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FIG 196 ALT CON IG IN GROUND PROXIMI- ( STAB = 0. FLAPS 10. ,R6.TC OFF 
CARR. IN PRESENCE OF ORB. (MAIN BALANCE-ORB. BALANCE). GP SWEEPS. W/SUCTION PUMP
 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 665 
- - ---
DATA SET SflIW CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CUJF339) 0 (CA-8) K3.ITSIHI5.8.1FIOTS4O205.3.5 .132 6.000 .COG -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
(UJF140) U (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5S.6.FI0TS402G5.3.5 4.180 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN,(UJF34I) (CA-B) K3ITS7RI5..8IFIOTS402G5.3.5 6.149 8.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CUJF342) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5..WIIOTS402G5.3.5 8.123 8.000 ',000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF343) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.zFIOTS402G5.3.5 10.116 6.000 .000 -5.000 YHRP .0000 IN.YC 
(UJF344) C (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5..IFIOTS402G5.3.5 12.139 6.000 .000 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC04 
SCALE 
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 197 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 2. FLAPS 10. 10RB6., TC OFF 
CARR. IN PRESENCE OF ORB. (MAIN BALANCE-ORB. BALANCE). GP SWEEPS, W/SUCTION PUMP
 
CA)MACH .15 PAGE 666
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF339) 0 (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.8.IFIOTS40205.3.5 .132 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT, 
(UJFl40) CCA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.8.IFI0TS402G5.3.5 4.180 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF341] 0 CA-8) K3.1TS7H5.G.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 6.149 6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CUJF342) (CA-83 K3.ITS7HI5o.1FI0TS402G5.3.5 8.123 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
CUJF343Y (CA-8) K3.lS7HI5.6.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 10.116 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(UJF344) L (CA-8) K3.TS7HI5.8.IFIOT$40205,3.5 12.139 6.000 .000 -5.000 ZIRP 190.7500 IN.ZCSCALE .0400 
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 197 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2. FLAPS 10. IORB=8. TO OFF 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHAW IORB BQFLAP 5t.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(CA-B) K3.ITS7HI15.6.1FOTS40205.3.5 
CUJF140 ] (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS.6.1FIOTS40205.3.5 CUJF339) C 

(UJF341) (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.6.|F10TS40265.3.5 

CUJ 342) (CA-8) f3.ITS7HI5.S.1F10TS40205.3.5 

CUJF343) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HIS.81F1OTS40205.3.5 

(UJF344) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4O2GS.3.5 








-. 35 . 
I . 
10 20 30 
.132 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
4.180 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.'
 
6.149 6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
8,123 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
10.116 6.000 .000 -5.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
12.139 	 . 8.000 'o00 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500. IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 197 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2. FLAPS 10. IOR2=6. TO OFF 
CARR. IN PRESENCE OF ORB. (MAIN BALANCE-ORB. BALANCE). GP SWEEPS. W/SUCTION PUMPA)MACH = .15 	 PAGE 668 
0 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAV ICO • BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CUJF374) Q CA-3 K3.ITS7HI5.6.1FIOTS402G5.3.5 .187 6.000. .000 -5.000 SREF 5500,0000 SOSFT.
 
CUJF3175) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4O2GS.3.5 4.094 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327,8000 IN.
 
CUJF37) (CA-) K3.ITS7HtS.6.1F0TS402G5.3.5 8.154 6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348,0000 IN. 
CUJF377) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS.S.IEIOTS4O2G5.3.5 8.131 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 "IN.XC 
CUJF378) (CA-8) K3.1TS7N15.8. IFIOTS40265.3.5 10.146 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
CUJF379) Q (CA-B) K3.1TS7H5S.G.IFI0TS402G5.3.5 12.167 8.000 .000 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
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FIG 198 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. FLAPS 10, IORB=. TO OFF 
CARR. IN PRESENCE OF ORB. (MAIN BALANCE-ORB. BALANCEJ.GP SWEEPS.W/O SUCTION PUMP 
A)MACH = .15 PAGE 669 
-- -- -- -- - -- -- -- - -- -- -- - -- --
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB B1FLAP EI.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF374) 0 (CA-8 K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4O2G5.3,5 .187 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500,0000 SO.FT. 
(UJF375) L (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 4.094 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF376) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IrI0TS4O2G5.3.5 8.154 6000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348000 IN.
 
CUJF377) (CA-9) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFI0TS4O2S.3.5 8.131 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.100 IN.XC
 
-4
(UJF378) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HIS.6. IFIOTS402G5.3.5 10. 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 198 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, FLAPS 109 IORB=6. TC OFF 
CARR. IN PRESENCE OF ORB. (MAIN BALANCE-ORB. BALANCE),GP SWEEPS.W/O SUCTION PUMP.
 



























CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORS . BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 

















(CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.8.IF10TS40205.3.5 8.131 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(CA-S) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4O2O5.3.5 10.146 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 





-- -- -- -- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
51 11 
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19 t i l] LTCNFGI GRUN POIMIY TB1.FAS 0IOB=.T F 
27200' 0 
CARR. IN PRESENCE OF ORB. (MAIN BALANCE-ORB. BALANCE).GP SWEEPS..W/O SUCTION PUMP

CA)MAC-. .15 PAGE 671
 
'DATA SET SYMBOL CONFISURATIf1N DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF30B) 0 (CA-B. K3.1TS7N15.6,1FIOTS402GS,3.5 .132 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
CUJq38) U (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 4.129 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN, 
(UJF382) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS.6.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 6.149 6.000 . .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 'IN. 
(UJF383) CCA-B) 1K3.ITS7HIS.6.1FIQTS40205.3.5 8.171 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(UJF384) (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5,S.IFIOTS40205.3.5 10.148 6.000 .000 -5.000 YtRP .0000 INYC
 
CUJF385) C 12.178 6.000 .000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC










102 040 50 60 70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 199 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY- STAB = 4, FLAPS 10, IORBB., TC OFF' 
CARR. IN PRESENCE OF ORB. (MAIN BALANCE-ORB. -BALANCEJ.,GP SWEEPS.W/O SUCTION PUMP 












































m1[imm 1u1m14miml mI 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
* LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 199 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 4, FLAPS 10, IORB=G. TC OFF 
CARR. IN PRESENCE OF ORB. CMAIN BALANCE-ORB. BALANCEL.GP SWEEPS.W/O SUCTION PUMP
 
IAIMACH = .15 PAGE 673 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF380) 0 (CA-8) K3.1TS7RI15.6.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 .132 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
Ul) 5 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IFIQTS4O2G5.3.5 4.129 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF382] (CA-B3 K3.1TSHI5S.6.IRIOTS4O2G5.3.5 6.149 6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF383) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 8.171 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
CUJF384) (CA-8) K3. ITS7H5S. IFIOTS402G5.3.5 10. 148 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
CUJF385) [ (CA-B) K3.1$S1HI5.6.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 12.178 6.000 ..000 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
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-------- -- -- -- -- -- 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAV IORa BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF357) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS.6.IFIOTS40285.3.5 .223 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
(UJF358)3 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IFIOS402G5.3,5 3.987 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF359 CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS40205.3.5 6.129 6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJFS360 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.1FIOTS402G5.3.5 8.220 8.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF3611 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.1FIOTS40265.3.5 10.205 G.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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I J 1. 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 675 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IOR9 BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF357) Q (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS.S,IFI0TS4O2G5.3.5 .223 6.000. .000 -5,000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
(UJF158' I 1TS7HI5.G.IFI0TS4O2G5.3.5 3.987 6.000, .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
(CA-B) K 

CUJF3593 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IFITS402G5.3.5 6.129 6.000 .000 -5.000 , BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CUJF3SO (CA-8) K3.11S7HI5.8.IFI0TS4O2G5.3.5 8.220 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF361) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6. IFI0TS402G5.3.5 10,205 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(UJF382) j (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IFIlS40265.3.5 12.137 6.000 .000 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
•SCALE .0400
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 200 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23, IORB=6. TC OFF 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 676 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION - ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CUJF3572 (CA-8 K3.1TSH 5.6.IrIOTS4O2G5.3.5 .223 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
(UJF58 ] (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.8.1FOTS40205.3.5 3.987 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF359]2CA-83 r3.ITSlHI5..IPIOTS4O2G5.3.5 6.129 8.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJF3G0) (CA-8) K3.ITS7I5.6. IFIOTS402G5.3.5 8.220 r.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(UJF361) (CA-S) K3.1TS7H5.6.1FOTS40265.3.5 10.205 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(UJr362) B (CA-8 K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4O2G5,3.5 12.137 6.000 .000 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
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FIG 200 ALT CONFIO IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23, IORB=So TC OFF
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CNAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 677
 
- -
IORB ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW DDFLAP 

tUJF229) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30TS40265.3.5 .216 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
fUJF2.30 (CA-8 K3.ITS7 F3OTS402G5.3.5 4.197 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
CUJF231) (CA-) K3.1TS7 F30TS402G5.3.5 6.094 8.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJF232) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30TS40205.3.5 8.072 , 8.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
UJF233) (CA-8) K3.1TS7 F30TS4025.3.5 10.131 6,000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
ZHRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
(UJF234) B (CA-8) K3.ITS7 F30TS40265.3.5 12.131 6.000 .000 -5.000 SCALE .0400
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FIG 201 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF. FLAPS-3D. IORB=6. TO OFF'
 
CARRIER TN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMA:N BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
.CA MACH = .15 -PAGE 878
 
---- 









































(CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30TS40205.3.5 

(CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30TS402G5.3.5 





(CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30TS402G5.3.5 

(CA-8) K3.ITS7 F30TS40205.3.,5 
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FIG 201 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF. FLAPS 30, IORB=G. TC OFF
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-,ORBITER BALANCE). GP.SWEEPS
 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

.216 6.000 .0oo -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 S.FT.
 UJF2298 (CA-8) K3.ITS7 F30T$4025.3.5 

4.197 6.000 .OD -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 (UJF23D) I (CA-8) K3.ITS7 F30TS4025.3.5 6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
6.094
(UJF2313 (CA-8) K3.ITS7 F30TS40265.3.5 
 8.072 6.000 .000 -5.000 XHRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 (UJF232) (CA-$) K3.ITS7 F3OTS402G5.3.5 
(UJF2333 (CA-IK3.ITS7 F3TS4025.3.5 10.131 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
6.000 .000 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
(CA-8) K3.ITS7 F30TS40265.3.5 12.131
(UJF234)  
 SCALE .0400
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FIG 201 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, FLAPS 30, IORB=6. TC OFF
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). j3P SWEEPS
 
PAGE 680
(A)MACH = .15 
REPRODUCIBILITY OP THE
 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CUJF2233 (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI.S.lF3OTS40205.3.5 
(UJF724) CA-6) K3.ITS71I5.S.1F30TS40265.3.5 
(UJF2253 (CA-B) K3.1TS7H15S.1F3OTS4O2G5.3.5 
(UJF226 4 (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5..1F30TS40285.3.5 
(UJF2273 (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5S.6.F30TS40205.3.5 































SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2349.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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GROUND PLANE
 
,FIG 202 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB =2. FLAPS 30, IORB=6. TC OFF
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAJIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 681
 
---- --- - - - - - - --
------------
-------------------------------- -- -- -- -- --
.32 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORO BORLAP ELEVON . REFERENCE INFORMATION' 
(UJF2233 Q (CA-83 K3.1TS7HI5.6,1F30TS402G5.3.5 .204 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF, 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJF?24) [ LCA-8) K3.1TS7H15.6.IF30TS402G5.3.5 4.117 6.000 00 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF225) (CA-8) t3.1TS7HN5..1F30TS402G5.3.5 6.147 6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
CUJF228) 4 (CA-83 K3.1TS7Ht5.8.IF3DTS4O2G5.3.5 8.164 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
CUJF227) (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.8.1F30TS402G5.3.5 10.089' 8.000 .0o -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 



















































ill 111 11 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LPEF 327.9000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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0 10 20 30 40 50 '60 70 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 202 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 2. FLAPS 30. 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE),
-A)5ACH .15 
80 90 100 
IORB=8. TC OFF 
GP SWEEPS 
PAGE 883 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPIAW lORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF217) 0 (CA-B) K3.ITSTHI5S.6.F30TS40265.3.5 .194 .000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJF?18)) CA-Q] K3.ITS7HI5.6.1F30TS40255.3.5 4.059 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(UJFZ9) (CA-U) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF30TS402G5.3.5 6.081 6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJF220) (CA-B) t3.1TS7HI5..IF30S40205.3.5 8.162 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339,9100 IN.XC
 
CUJF221) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI.6S.F30S402G5.3.5 10.070 8.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN..YC
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(AMC = 1..PAGEi884 .. 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION
ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON 

.194 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT.

DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATTON DESCRIPTION 

CUJF217) (CA-8) 43.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS42G5.3.5 

-5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
(UJF2IS]8 CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5S.6,IF3OTS402G5.3.5 4.059 6.000 .000 

.G0O -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
(UJF2193 "o(CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.1F30TS402G5.3.5 6.081 6.000 
8.162 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
tUJF220) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5 .6jF30TS402G5f3.5 

(UJF221) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.S.1F30TS402G5.3.5 10.070 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 12.211 6.000 .000 -5.000 ZlRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
CUJF222) j (CA-8) K3.ITS7HIS.8,IF30TS40205.3.5 SCALE .0400
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FIG 203 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. FLAPS 30. IORB=G. TC OFF
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 685
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF217) Q (CA-B) K3.ITS7H15S..IF30TS40205.3.5 .194 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
CUJF218) (CA-8) K3.ITS7H15S.6.1F30TS402G5.3.5 4.059 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
EUJF219) (CA-B) K3.1TS7HIS.8.1F30TS402G5.3.5 6.081 6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
CUJF220) (CA-8) K3.TS7H5.6.,F30TS4O2G5.3.5 8.162 6.000 .000 -5.000 XNRP 133.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF221) (CA-8) K3. ITS1HI5S.6. F30TS402$5.3.5 10.070 6.000 *.000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 203 ALT CONFIG I]N GROUND PROXEMITY. STAB 0, FLAPS 30. IORB=6. TC OFF 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 686 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORS BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF211 20 (CA-B) K3.1TS7F415.S.IF30TS4O2GS.3.5 .213 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
CUJF2122 (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5..1F30TS4O2G5.3.5 4.137 6.000 .000 -5.0C LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
CUJF2133 CCA-8) K3.ITS7HI5,S.IF30TS4O2G5.3.5 6.140 8.000 .000 -5.COO BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJF214)2CA-8) 3.ITS75,.IF30TS402G5.3.5 8.192 8.000 .000 -5.COO XMRP 1339.9100 IN.YC
 
(UJF215) (CA-B) K3.lTS7HI5,6.IF30TS4O2G5.3.5 10.124 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
CUJF21G) (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.8.1F30TS402G5.3.5 12.123 6.000 .000 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
 
11  SCALE .0400 
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FIG 204 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROX':MITY, STAB = -2, FLAP$ 30. IORB=6. TC OFF
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS
 
CAJMACH = .15 1 PAGE 687 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHAW tOR BDFLMP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF211) Q (CA-B) K3.ITS7H15.6.1F30TS4O2G5.3.S .213 6.b00 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.CUJF212) U CCA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS4O2G5.3.S 4.137 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
CUJF213) 'C
A-8) K3.1TS7HI5.6.IF30TS402G5.3.5 
 6.140 6.000 .000 -5.030 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
CUJF214) (CA-8) 3.1TS7H15.6.1F30TS40265.3.5 	 8.152 8.000 .000 -5.030 
 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
(UJF215) l CA-B) K3.ITSH15.6.lF30TS4O2G5.3.5 10.124 6.000 .000 -5.000 	 YHRP .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 204 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = -2. FLAPS 30. IORB=8. TC OFF 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPSCA)MACH . 15 PAGE 688
 
RIIPRODmhTi-Y OP TIIS
ORhcGnA, PAGE IS9 poop 
--- - - - - - - - - -
--
REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON 

(UJF211) ( .213
CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS402G5.3.5 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
CUJF212) L CA-) K3.TS7HI5.6.1F30TS40255.3.5 4.137 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
tUJF213) tCA-8) K3.ITS7HIS.G.F3OTS4O2G5.3.5 6.140 6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CUJF214) (CA-S) K3.TS7HI5.S.IF30TS4O2G5.3.5 8.192 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF215) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.1F30TS402G5.3.5 10.124 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 . INfC 
(UJF216) B (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.6.IF30TS402G5.3.5 12.-123 6.000 .000 -5.030 ZMRP 190.7500 .IN.ZC SCALE .0400
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FIG 204 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2, FLAPS 30, IORB=6, TC OFF
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 689 
--------------------------- --- ---- --- ---- ------
- - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
--------------------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ElEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CUJF2352 (CA-8) K3.ITS7HIB.6.IF30TS40205.3.5 .234 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
(UJF736) (CA-S) K3.ITS7HI5.G.IF30TS402G5.3.5 4.036 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(UJF2372 (CA-) K3.ITS7HIS.6.IF3OTS4O2G5o.3.5 6.109 .6.000 .0o -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.'
 
(UJF238) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.8.1F30TS402G5.35 8.123 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(UJF239) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.F30TS40205.3.5 10.152 6.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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ALPHAV IORB BDFLAP ELEVDN 

.234 6.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(UJF235I 0 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI.S.IF30TS4265.3.5 IN.6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327,8000
JF3) L (CA-) K3.1T715.6.13TS40253.5 4.036 6,109 6.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.00 0 IN.
(UJF237 ) 5 (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5,S.IF3OTS402G5.3,5 8.423 6.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 13339.9100 IN.XC
(UJF238 Q, (CA-8) K3.1TS7H1456.IF30TS402G5.3.5 YMRP .0000 1N.YC
10.152
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FI 205ATCNIINGONPRXY, STA = .LVT=-I iCOF
 
PAG 691
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FIG 205 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23. IORB=6. TC OFF 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). OP SWEEPS 
(A3MHACH = •.15 PAGE 691 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF235) CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.6.IF30TS40265.3.5 .234 6.000 .0o -5.000 SREF 5500,0000 SO.FT.
 
CUJFMB6 I (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF30TS402G5.3.5 4.036 6.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(U3F237 9 (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS402G5.3.5 6.109 6.000 .000 -5.000. BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UF23B (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4O2G5.3.5 8.123 6.000 .000 -5.000" XtRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
CUJF23) (CA-B) K3.lTS7HI5.S.IF30TS40205.3.t, 10.152 6.000, .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(UJF240) ( 12.09t 6.000 .000 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 JN.ZCCA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.1F30TS402G5.3.5 

SCALE .0400
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,FIG 205 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER 
A)MACH = .15 












tCA-83 K3.ITS7 F20TS40IG5.3.5 
(CA-S) K3.ITS7 F20TS4OIGS.3.5 
(CA-8 K3.ITS7 F20TS40105.3.5 






















SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.' 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400, 
1.00-------------------------------------­...... . , 
.90 -- - - - - - -
.685­
.- - - -- -

A)NACH = .15 PAGE 693
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW ICRB BDrLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJ506] CA-B) K3.ITS7 F20TS40105.3.5 .111 6.O00 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500,0000 SQ.T.
 
(UJF907) {CA-8) K3.ITS7 F20TS40105.3.5 4.088 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(UJF508 (CA-B) K3,ITS7 F20TS4OIGS.3.5 6.138 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
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FIG 206 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ.OFF. FLAPS 20. IORB=8. TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 694 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAV IORB BOFLAP EL.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CUJF5Q6G 0 (CA-8) K3.ITS7 F20TS401G5.3.5 .111 8.000 -II1.Co -5.000. SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT.
 
(UJF5073) (CA-B) K3.1T57 F2OTS40IG5.3.5 A.088 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(UJF508] (CA-B) I3.1TS7 F20TS4015.3.5 6.138 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
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FIG 208 ALT CONFIG !N GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF. FLAPS 20. 10RB8. TC ON 
A)MACH 





tURD BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CUJF500) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5S.,IF2OTS4OIGS.3.5 .171 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
CUJF012) L (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.6.1F20TS40IG5.3.5 4.131 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJFS02) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.1F20TS4OIG5.3.5 6.158 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CUJFS03) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.R.IF20TS40IG5.3.5 8.117 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJFSO4) (CA-8) K'.ITS7H5.6.IF2OTS4tIIG5.3.5 10.134 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(UJF505) ( 12.118 -11.700 ZMRP IN.ZC
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW 

CCA-8) K3.1TS7HR15.6.IF20TS401G.3.5 8.000 -5.000 190.7500 

.. .. v ,, SCALE .0400
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CARE MIN BAAC-R ALNE.G SW PS
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BoWLAP EIEVON REFERENICE INFORMATION 
(UOFSO0) 0 (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.6.1F20TS4OIG5.3.5 .171 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
CUJ490l) (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.S.F20TS4O1G5.3.5 4.131 8.000 -11.=00 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
CUJF502) (CA-8) K3.TS7HI5.S.lF20TS40I05.3.5 6.158 8.000 -Il."CO -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJF503) (CA-8) K3.TS7HIS5..F20TS401G5.3.5 8.117 8.000 -1."CO -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(UJF504) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5..lF2OTS4OIG5.3.5 10.134 8.000 - 1..t0 -5.000 YMfP .0000 1N.YC
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP EIEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
cUjF500) f {CA-8] f3.ITS7HI5.G.IF20TS4005.3.5 .171 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJF501: (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5,6.1F20TS401G5.3.5 4.131 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF502) (CA-8) f3.ITS7HI5.G.IF20TS4OIO5.3.5 6.15B 8.000 -II.00 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF5033 CA-8) K3.ITS7HIS.6.1F20TG40105,3.5 8.117 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJFb04) (A-SI K3.TS7HI5.6.F20TS401G5.3.5 :0.134 8.000 -11°.00 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(UJF505) (CA-S) K3.1TS7HI5.S.IF20TS4OIG5.3.5 12.118 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400





















FIG 207 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23, IORB=8. TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE]. GP SWEEPS
 
[A)MACH = .15 PAGE 698
 
-- -- --- -- -- --
------ 
ALPHAW IORR BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CUJF291) ( F30TS40165.3.5 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

.231 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
CA-B) K3.ITS7 

(UJF292) (CA-) K3.1TS7 F30TS40IG5.3.5 4.088 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
CUJF293) CCA-9) K3.ITS7- F30TS401 5.3.5 6.232 8.000 -11700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJF294) 4 CA-8) K3.1TS7 F30TS40165.3.5 8,170 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 X-RP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
CUJF295) I CA-8) 13.1TS7 F30TS401 5.3.5 10.141 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
tUJF296 " (CA-8) K3.ITS7 F30TS40IG5.3.5 12.141 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 208 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF. FLAPS 30. I0R8. TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CHAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE]. GP SWEEPS 
(A)MACH = .16 PAGE 699 
,DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BEILAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF291 Q (CA-8) K3.1TS7 F30TS401G5.3.5 .231 8.000 -I2.7fl -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
CUJF?92] U (CA-B) K3.ITS7 F30TS401G5.3.5 4.088 8.000 -I2.=0 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF293 ) (CA-8) K3.ITS7 F30TS40IG5.3.5 6.232 8.000 -l1.7t -5.000 BREF 2348,0000 IN.
 
(UJF294) (CA-B) K3.1TS7 F30TS40IG5.3.5 8.170 8.000 -11.,Z0 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(UJF295) (CA-8) K3.ITS7 F30TS40165.3.5 10.141 8.000 -11.?= -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.Yc 
(UJF296) CB (CA-B) K3. ITS7 F30TS401G5.3.5 12. 141 8.000 -I1.'mO -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 208 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. I-ORIZ OFF. FLAPS 30. IORB=8. TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN-6ALANCE-ORBITE-7 BALANCE). GP SWEEPS(A)MACH .16 PAGE 700 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAV IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF291) Q (CA-83 K3.ITS7 F3OTS401S.3.5 .23! 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.PT. 
(UJFY92i CCA-83 K3.1TS7 F30TS401G5.3.5 4.088 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(uJF293) (CA-A) K3.ITS7 F301S40185.3.5 6.232 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF294) ' CCA-8) K3.ITS7 F3OTS40IG5.3.5 8.170 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF295) (CA-A) K3.ITS7 F30TS401G5.3.5 10.141, 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 1N.YC 
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FIG 208 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HOR]Z OFF. FLAPS 30, IORB=8, TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS 
(A)MACH = .16 PAGE 701 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IOR9 BOFLAP EI.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF285) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.1F30TS40IG5.3.5 .120 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT.
 
rUJF286) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF30TS401G5.3.5 4.113 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(UTj287) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS40IG5.3.5 6.125 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJF288) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5S..IF30TS40IG5.3.5 8.199 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
rUJF289) (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.8.1F30T840lG5.3.5 10.130 8.000 -1.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 209 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 2. FLAPS 30. IORB=8. TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 702
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CON IGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF2O5) Q (CA-B) K3.ITS7H5.IF3OTS4O1G5.3.5 .120 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJFP8S)U (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.1F3OTS4O1G5.3.5 4.113 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
(UJF287) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.S.1F30T401G5.3.5 6.125 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJF288) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5S..1F30TS40105.3.5 8.i99 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN. C.
 
(UJF289) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4O1G5.3.5 10.130 8.000 -i1.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 209 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB =2 FLAPS 30. IORB=8. TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
.A)MACH .15 PAGE 703
 






















































































































































1.G 210 AL COFGI RUDPOIIY TB ;0 LP 0 OB8 CO
 
- U-----------
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CHAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 705 
---
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPNAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF273) Q (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 .208 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SG.FT. 
CUJF274) U (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF30TS4OIG5.3.5 4.170 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
CUJF275) 9 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF301S40I05.3.5 6.144 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF276) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS.GIF30TS4OI05.3,5 8.179 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF277) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5S..IF30TS40IG5.3.5 10.178 8.000 -12.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
CUJF278) I (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS.S.IF30TS40IG5.3.5 12.184 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
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FIG 210 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. FLAPS 30. IORB=8. TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CHAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS 
CA)MAC- .15 PAGE 706
 
---
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATION.DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF27330 (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5S.IF30TS4015.3.5 .208 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
(UJF274)I CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF30TS402G5.3.5 4.170 8.000 -!1.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF275) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.S.F30TSAOIG5.3.5 6.144 8.000 -21.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF278) (CA-'8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS4OG5.3.5 8.179 8.000 -:1.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF277) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 104.78 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(UJF278) 1 (CA-8) K3,ITS7HIS.S.IF30TS40105.3.5 12.184 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
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FIG 210 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0, FLAPS 30, IORB=8. TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 707 
ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CUJF279) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS.8.1F3OTS40IG5.3.5 .160 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SOT.
 
- I,7l0 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
(UJFB0) (CA-B) K3.1TS7NI5.8.11F30TS401G5.3.5 4.141 8.000 

-11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
CUJF281) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5S..IF3DTS4O1G5.3.5 6.199 8.000 

CUJF2B2) (CA-83 K3.1TS1H15.G. IF30TS40105.3.5 8.128 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
CUJF283) (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.6.1F30TS401G5.3.5 10.137 8.000 -'3.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
12. 159 8.000 -1.700 -5.000 ZRP 190.700
CUJF284) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.If30TS40IG5.3.5 SCALE .0 Go
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70 80 9010 
CAMA0= 1 5 0 080 PAGE4 7O0 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP EtEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CUJF2793 (CA-B) K3.ITS7I5.8.1F30TS402G5.3.5 I.SO 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000" 5.VFT. 
(UJF?803 U (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF30TS4OIG5.3.5 4.141 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF281) (CA-8] K3.ITS7HISG.IF30TS401G5.3.5 6.199 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJ282) (CA-O) K3.ITS7H-5.S.IF3OTS40IGS.3.5 9.128 8.000 -1.1.700 -5.000 XHRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF283) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5S..1F30TS401G5.3.5 10.137 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(UJF284) C (CA-8) K3.ITS7HIS..IF3OTS4OIGS.3.5 12.159 8.000 -1.700 -5.1000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 211 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = -2. FLAPS 30. 10RB8 iT ON 
CARRIER IN-PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
CA)MACR .15 PAGE 709
 
-- -- - -- - -- -- - -- - -- - - - ---------
------------------------
ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP EI.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 

SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT.
(U4F279) 0 (CA-8) K3.ITS7Hl5.S.IF3OTS4OI0G.3.5 .160 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 

(UJF2S) ICA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF30TS401G5.3.5 4.141 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 BREF 2348.0000 . IN.(UJF281) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HIS.6.1F30T540IG5.3.5 6.199 8.000 - 1.700 -5.000 

(UJF282) c(CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5S.B 1F30TS401G5.3.5 8.128 8.000 -'1.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(UJF283) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4OIG5.3.5 10.137 8.000 -:1.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
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FIG 211 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = -2. FLAPS 30, IORB=8, TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 710 
- - - -
- -
- - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF297) Q (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.S.IF30TS401G5.3.5 .263 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.6000 SO.FT. 
(UJF298) Q (CA-B) K3.TS7HI5.6.IF30TS4DIG5.3.5 4.047 8.000 -M1.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF295) (CA-8) K3.1TS7H15.68.F3OTS4OlG5.3.5 6,135 8.000 -!1.700 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
fUJF30O] (CA-B) K3.ITS7HIS.B.IF3OTS415.3.5 8.209 8.000 -:1.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(UJF301] ' (CA-8) K3.ITS7HIS.6.IF30TS4OIG5.3.5 10.143 8.000 - 1.700 -5.000 YMRP ",0000 IN.YC
 
(UJF302) ( 12.252 8.000 -HI.700 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
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FI6 212 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB 0. ELEVTR=-23, IORB=8. TC ON
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE]. GP SWEEPS
 
(A)MACl .15 PAGE 711
 
- --- - - - --- - -- - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF297) Q CCA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.S.IF30TS401G5.3.5 .263 8,000 -11.700 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 So.FT. 
cUJF?)98) U (CA-82 K3°ITS7HI.6.tF30TS401G5.3.5 4.047 8,000 -11.700 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 1N.' 
(UJF299) (CA-8) K3.1TS7H5.S.IF30TS40105.3.5 6.135 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 BREF 2348;0000 IN. 
(UJF300) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.G.IF3OTS4OIGO.3.5 8.209 8.000 -11.700 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF301) (CA-8) K3.ITS7H15.6.1F30TS40105.3.5 10.143 8.000 -1.700 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(UJF302) B (CA-8 K3.ITS7HI5.G.1F30TS40105.3.5 12.252 8,000 -2I.700 -5.C00 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
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FIG 212 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23. IORB=8. TC ON 
CARRIER.IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS 
















































SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XNRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YHRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZIRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 212 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23 IORB=8. TC ON 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE)- GP-,SWEEPS 
=A)MACH.15 PAGE 713 
------------ -------------------- ------------------
- - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF309) 0 (CA-B] K3.1TS7 FIOTS40205.3.5 .211 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 55Q0.0000 SO.FT,
cUJFIIO) (CA-$) K3.ITS7 FIOTS402G5.3.5 4.0j1 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.6000 IN.
 
(UJF311) (CA-B) K3.1TS7 F1OTS402G5.3.5 6.211 8.000 .000 '-5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
(UJF312) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 FIOTS402G5.3.5 8.089 8.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC

CUJF313) [CA-8) K3.ITS7 FIOTS402G5.3.5 10.137 8.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 (UJF314) (CA-B) K3.ITS7 FIOTS40205.3.5 12.208 8.000 .000 -5.000 ZNRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
 
SCALE .0400















10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE
 
FIG 213 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF. FLAPS 10. 10R6=8 TC OFF
 




















SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CCA-8) K3.ITS7 FI0TS402G5.3.5 

CCA-8) K3.ITS7 FIQTS402GS.3.5 

(CA-8) K3.ITS7 FIOTS402G5.3.5 

(CA-8) K3.ITS7 FIOTS40205.3.5 

(CA-B) K3.ITS7 FIOTS40205.3.5 











080.951 la i 
ALPHAW IORB BOLAP 

.211 8.000 .000 

4.011 9.000 .OO 

6.211 8.000 .000 

8.089 8.000 .000 

10.137 8.000 .0o 

12.208 8.000 .000 

..."... '""...








-5.000 SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT.
 
-5.000 LREF 327:8000 IN.
 
-5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN,
 
-5.0c0 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
-5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
-5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
 
SCALE .0400
.. ...... .I.. "




02030 40 50 60 70 so 90 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 213 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF. FLAPS 10. IORB=8. TC OFF 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBI7ER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS
 















(CA-83 K3.1TS7 F1OTS4025.3.5 
CA-8) K3.1TS7 FIOTS4025.3.5 
CCA-B] K3.17S7 FIOTS402G5.3.5 
(CA-B) K3.11S7 FIOTS40205.3,5 
(CA-8) K3.17S7 FOTS40205.3.5 
(CA-B) K3.1TS7 FIOTS402G5.3.5 


































n- ri- n 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YHRP .0000 1N.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 213 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF. FLAPS 10. IORB=8. TC OFF-

CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CHAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
-A)MACH .15 PAGE 716
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORD BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INrORMATION 
(UJF327) 0 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.1FI0TS402G5.3.5 .195 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
(UJF328) U (CA-8) K3.1TS7H!5.6.IFIOTS402GS.3.5 3.563 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF - 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF329) 9 CA-8) K3.17S7HI.6.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 6.133 8.000 .000 -5 000, BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CUJF330 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFI0TS402G5.3.5 8.150 8.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF331) Q (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.6.1FI0TS40235.3.5 10.074 8.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
[UJF332) L (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5..1F10T402G5.3.5 12.218 8.000 .0o0 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 214 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 4. FLAPS 10. 10RB=8. TC OFF 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH- = .15 PAGE 717 
---------- 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BFLAP ElEVOi REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF327) Q (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5°S.1FIOTS40265.3.5 .195 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
(UJF128) U (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5S..IFOTS402G5.3.5 3.963. 8.000 CO., -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF329) Q (CA-8) K3.TS7HI5.8.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 6.133 8.0DO .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CUJF330) Q (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.8.FIOTS402G5.3.5 8.150 8.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF331) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5S.G.1F1TS402G5.3.5 I2.074 8.00 .00O -5.000 YMRP .0dDO IN.YC 
(UJF332) '(CA-8) K3l.ITS7HIS.G.1FIOTS402G5.3.5 12.218 8.000 .000 -5.000 ZMRP 290.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 214 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND-PROXIMITY, STAB = t.- FLAPS 10. IORB=8. TO OFF 





















































I''t , IlT, 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SOFT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
2REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339,9100 IN.XC 
YMRP '.0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 












FIG 214 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 4. FLAPS 10, 10R8=8. TC OFF 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIWURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW lORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF32I1 0 CCA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.S.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 .178 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT. 
CUJF1223 LI CCA-8) K3.ITS7TII5.6.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 4.024 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN, 
CUJF3233 9 CA-B) K3.TS7HtI5.6.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 6.135 8.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CUJF3243 (CA-83 K3.1TS7H15.6.IFIOTS40205.3.5 8.152 8.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF325) UN (CA-8 K3.ITS7H15.G.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 10.053 9.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 215 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 2. FLAPS 10. IORB='. TC OFF 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS 
(A)MACH- .15 PAGE 720' 
REpRoDUcmBILITY OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE' IS POO 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CUJF32!) Q (CA-B) K3.1T57HI5.S.IFIOTS40205.3.5 .178 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 S0.FT.
 
(UJF122) U (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.G.IrIOTS4O2G5.3.5 4.024 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.9000 IN.
 
(UJF323) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HIS.S.IFIOTS402G5.3.5 6.135 8.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJF324) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IFIOTS4O2O5.3.5 8.152 8.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339,9100 IN.XC
 
CUJF325) (CA-8) K3.1TS7H15.6.IFIOTS40205.3.5 10.053 8.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(UJF326) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 12.123 8.000 .000 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
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FIG 215 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2. FLAPS 10. IORB=8. TC OFF 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS 

















































SREF 5500.0000 SQFT. 
LREF 327,8000 IN. 
BREF 2348,0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339,9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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80 90 100 
FIG 215 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 2. FLAPS 10. IORB=8 TC OFF
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH .15 PAGE 722
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION








Q CA-03 K3.1T37H15.G.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 
tCA-a) K3.ITS7HIS.S.lF10TS4025.3.59 CA-8 K3.ITS7HI-5.S.Fl0TS402G5.3.5 
(CA-a) K3.lTS7HI5.6.lFlOTS402G5.3.5 
(CA-8) K3.ITS7HR5.6.lF1OTS402D5.3.5I (CA-a) K3.ITS7HI5S.6.1FOTS402G5.3.5 

















8.000 - .000 
8.000 .000 

































-------- --- I-"I i, 
FI 1 L OFGI RUN RXMTSA 9 FLAP 10%~au IORB8 TCOF 
CARIERINPRESENCE OF ORBITER CHAIN BALANCE-ORB17ER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
A)MACH = .15 
ALPHAW ICRB BtFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 -5.000 SREF ' 5500.0000 SOSFT. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(UJF315) (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.G1FiTS4O2G5.3.5 .206 8.000 

CUJF31S) tCA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6S.IFITS402G5.3.5 4.136 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
CUJF317) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IFI0TS402G5.3.5 6.112 8.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF318) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IFI0TS40205.3.5 8.230 8.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF319) (CA-B) K3. ITS7HI15.6. IF10TS40265.3.5 10.085 8.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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70 80 90 100 
FIG 216 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. FLAPS 10, IORB=8. TC OFF
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 724 
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FIG 216 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. FLAPS 10, IORB=B. TC OFF 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH = .15. PAGE 725 
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FIG 217 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23, I.ORB=8, TC OFF
 
.CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBIT-ER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 726
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CUJF3033 0 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.S' 
tCLJF'04) [ (CA-87 K3.ITS7HI5.G.IFIOTS4O2GS.3.5 
IU4F3051 (CA-B) K3.1TS7H45.6.IrI0TS4O2G5.3.5 
CJJF306) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF1OTS402G5.3.5 
[UJF307) (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.8.IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 
(UJF3OB) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5G.IFIOTS40285.3.5 
it 15[111fillJl ii fitlll fr;i l tin til TSl nn 
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ll ill f 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
tl t fil tIDll fY11ill P77111 P1([ l 
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FIG 217 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. ELEVTR-23. IORB=B. TC OFF 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER CMAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS (A)MACR .15 PAGE 727
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORe 

CUJF303) Q (CA-8] KS.ITS7HI5.6.IFIOTS4O2G5S.3.5 .255 8.000 
CUJF104) U (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5S..IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 4.075 8.000 
(UJF3DS) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI-5.6. rlTS4O2GS.3.5 6.00 8.000 
(UJF306I (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.FIOTS40205.3.5 8.107 8.000 
(UJF307,) (CA-B I'3.ITS7HI5.6.1F10TS402G5.3.5 10.128 8.000 
CUJF308) [\ (CA-S) K3.ITSHI5.6,IFIOTS4O2G5.3.5 12. 145 8.000 
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FIG 217 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 
BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SOFT.
 
.000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
 
.000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
.000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
.000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
.000 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC
 
SCALE .0400
11,,,,. ,,, ... .... ......... .... J~tr - . .. . :'
, r1 n... . 
-I4 
I ) t)L IUI lLl -IW 
7080910
 
0. ELEVTR=-23, IORB=8. TC OFF
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE 728 
REPRODUIBILITY OF T'
 
.QRIGINAL PAGE IS POORt
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(UJF247) Q (CA-8] K3.17S7 F30TS402GS.3.5 
(UJF248) U (CA-8) K3.1TS7 F3OTS402G5.3.5 
(UJF2491 (CA-B) K3.17S7 F30TS402G5.3.5 
(UJF250) (CA-8] K3.ITS7 F30TS402G5.3.5 
(UJF251) [CA-8] K3.1TS7 F30TS40205.3.5 
(UJF252) (CA-8 K3.1TS7 'F30TS402G5.3.5 
2 . -~ i ill ~ li t 4Tfllll 17F fiq i T in i~ill ITI 
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lIti i Il ill 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SRE. 5500.0000 SQ.FT.. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2349.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
tI l I1t, fIlit fi I1T i I I" 
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 218 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ Z."-F FLAPS 309 IORB=8o TC OFF 
CARRIER IN 
.A)2ACH .15 
PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORB7ER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS 
PAGE 729 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ,ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF247) Q (CA-B) K3.1TS7 F30TS40285.3.5 .185 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SOFT.
 
(UJF?48) U (CA-B) I3.1TS7 F30TS402G5.3.5 4.176 8,000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 ' IN. 
CUJF249) (CA-B) K3.11S7 F30TS4025.3.5 S.162 9.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CUJF250) (CA-8) K3.ITS7 F30TS40205.3.5 8.199 8.000 .000 -5.000 xmRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF251) CCA-8) K3.1TS7 ;r30TS402G5.3.5 10.114 8.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(UJF252) (CA-8) K3.1TS7 F30TS402G5.3.5 12.218 8.0001 .000 -5.000 ZRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
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FIG 218 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, HORIZ OFF, FLAPS 30. IORB=8. TC OFF 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS 
(A)MACH = .'15 PAGE 730 










(CA-9) K3.1TS7 F30TS40205.3.5 
(CA-8) K31TS7 F30TS40265.3.5 
(CA-8) K3.11S7 F30TS40265.3.5 
(CA-8 K3 11S7 F30TS40205.3.5 
(CA-8) K3.2TS7 F30TS40265.3.5 
tCA-8) K3.1TS7 F30TS402G5.3.5 


































ll tIII fil 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YHRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
f4 lfl lit [111IM tll nt ~lll 
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GROUND PLANE 
FIG 218 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. HORIZ OFF. FLAPS 30. 10R8=8. TC OFF 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 731 
- -
- -
lOR9 BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF2531 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.G.IF30TS402G5.3.5 .182 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW 

(UJF542 ]U (CA-a) K3.1TS7H15.S. IF30TS4O2G5.3.5 4.155 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF255) 9 CA-B K3.ITS7HI5.6.1F30TS40205.3.5 6.113 8.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF256) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.1F30TS402G5.3.5 8.174 8.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(UJF257) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HIS.G. IF30TS402GS.3.5 10.184 8.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 

















































FIG 219 GP SWEEPS
 
MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE) PAGE 732
 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ElEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CUJF2533 Q (CA-8) K3.1TS7HN5.6.IF30TS4O2GS.3.5 .182 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 S0,FT. 
CUJF?541 (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.S.IF30TS4O2G5.3.5 4.155 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF255) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.G.IF3OTS4O2G5.3.5 9.113 8.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
CUJF256) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.o.IF30TS4O2G5.3.5 8.174 8.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
 
(UJF257) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF3OTS4O2G5.3.5 10.184 8.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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ALT CONFIG IN GROUND 
IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER 
PROXIMITY, STAB = 2. FLAPS 30, IORB=B. (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS TC OFF 
,A)MACH 20.15 PAGE 733
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
S0.FT.
(UJF2533 0 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS402G5.3.5 .182 8.0C= .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 
(UJF?54)] (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS4025G.3.5 4.155 8.0C .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF25) Q (CA-8) K3.1TS7H15.8.1F30TS402G5.3.5 6.2113 8.Oc .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF256) (CA-8) I3.TS7H5.8.1F30TS4025.3.5 8.174 8a.00 .000 -5.000 XHRP 1339.9100 lN.XC 
(CUJF251) (CA-8) K3.ITS7Hl5.G;IF30TS4O2G5.3.5 10.184 8.0o' .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
tUJF25) j (CA-8) K3.1TS7HN5.8.lF30TS40235.3.5 12.229 8.0C o.000-5.000 ZNRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400
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FIG 219 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 2. FLAPS 30, 10RB8 TC OFF 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE- ,3TERBALANCE). GP SWEEPS 
A)MACH = .15 PAGE 734 
































































102 04 060 70 80 90 100 
GROUND PLANE 
FIG 220 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB = 0. FLAPS 30. 10RB8. TC OFF 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 735 
DATA SET SYIBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAY IOR BOFLAP EI.EVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CUJF266) Q (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5,S.IF30TS40205.3.5 .092 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREP 5500.0000 SO.FT.
 
- CUJF2672 U (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.S.IF30TS4O2G5.3.5 4.187. 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF268) Q (CA-8) S3.ITS7H 5.6. IF30TS402G5.3.5 6.100 8.0C .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF269 (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.S5.IF30TS402G5.3.5 8.172 8.0m .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
CUJF270) CCA-8) K3.ITS7HID.6.IF3OTS402G5.3.5 t0.130 8.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.VC 
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FIG 220 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB 0.OFLAPS 30° IORB=8. TC OFF 















































SREF 5500.0000 SOD.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
RREF 2340000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
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FIG 220 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. FLAPS 30. IORB=8. TC OFF 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALP4AW - IORB BOFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(UJF259) 0 (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.G.IF30TS40205.3.5 .137 8.000 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT. 
(UJF?60) U CA-8) K3.ITS7HIS.8.1F3OTS402G5.3.5 4.181 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF281) C (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4O2GS,3.5 6.16G 8.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
CUJF2S2) (CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.8.IF3OTS402G5.3.5 8.149 8.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN,XC(UJF283) '(CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF30TS402G5.3.5 10l86' 8.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
(UJF24) [ (CA-B) K3.1TS7HI5.6.1F30TS402G5.3.5 12,163 8.000 .000 -5.000 ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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TL mill T l 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 5500.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
BEF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 JN.YC 
"ZMRP 190.7500 IN.ZC 
SCALE .0400 
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FIG 221 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB -2. FLAPS 30., IORB=8 TIC OFF 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORSITER BALANCE). GP SWEEPS
 

















































SREF' 5500.0000 -SOFT. 
LREF 327.8000 IN. 
8REF 2348.0000 IN. 
XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 1N.YC 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF241) (Q .204 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 -SO.FT.
CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5.6.1F30TS40285.3.5 -8.000 
(UJF?42) U (CA-8) KS.ITS7HI5.G.IF30TS40205.3.5 4.127 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
(UJF243) 9 (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.8.1F30TS40205.3.5 6.143 8.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN. 
(UJF244) Q CA-B) K3.ITS7HI5S.6.1F30TS40205.3:5 8.137 8.00 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100 IN.XC 
(UJF245) CCA-8) t(3.ITS7HI5S.GIF3DTS4O2G5.3.5 10.104 8.000 .000 -5.000- YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 222 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY. STAB =0. ELEVTR=-23. 10RB8B. TC OFF 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCEX.GP SWEEPS 
A)MACH = .15 PAGE 741 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHAW IORD BDFLAP ELEVON 

8.c0 .000 -5.000 SREF 5500.0000 SO.FT.
UJF2413 (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.6.IF3OTS45285.3.5 .204 
4.127 8.000 .000 -5.000 LREF 327.8000 IN.
(UJF?423 Q CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.8.1F30TS402G5.3.5 6.143 8.0o .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN,
CUJF243) TCA-8) K3.1TS7HN5.6.IF30TS4O2G5.3.5 
 8.137 8.0CO0 .000 -5.000 XHRP 1339.9100 IN.XC
(UJF244) CCA-8) K3.ITS7H5.6.1F3OTS402G5.3.5 

(U3F245) (CA-8) K3.TS7HI5.6.IF30tS402G.3.5 10.104 8.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
 
(UJF246) t 12.217 .000 -5.000 ZMRP 190L7500 IN.ZC
(CA-B) K3.1TS7H15.S.1F30TS402G5.3.5 8.C00 
 SCALE .0400
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FIG 222 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY, STAB = 0. ELEVTR=-23. 1ORB=8 TC OFF
 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS
 
CA)MACH = .15 PAGE, 742 
ALPHAW IORB BDFLAP ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(UJF241) Q (CA-8) K3.1TS7HI5.6.IF3OTS4O2G5.3.5 .204 8.,000 .oob -5.000 SREF 5500.0000' SQ.FT. 
(UJF2422 U (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5.S.lF30TS402G5.3.5 4.127 8.000 .000 -5,000 LREF 327.8000 IN. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CUJF243) (CA-8) K3.ITS7IAIS.S.1F3OTS402G5.3.5 6.143 8.000 .000 -5.000 BREF 2348.0000 IN.
 
(UJF244) (CA-8) K3.ITS7I5.S.1F30TS4025.3.5 8.137 8.000 .000 -5.000 XMRP 1339.9100, IN.XC
 
(UJF245) (CA-8) K3.ITS7HI5S.6.F30TS402G5.3.5 10.104 8.000 .000 -5.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YC
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FIG 222 ALT CONFIG IN GROUND PROXIMITY,, STAB = 0, ELEVTR=23, IORB=89 TC OFF 
CARRIER IN PRESENCE OF ORBITER (MAIN BALANCE-ORBITER BALANCE), GP SWEEPS
 
(A)MACH = .15 PAGE 743
 
